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ABSTRACT 
Second Language Interaction in a U凶versityLanguage Lounge: 
A Focus on How Repair Becomes Noticeable and Repair Sequences as Potential Sites of 
Learning and Teaching 
Je倍ieLeigh Butterfield 
Doctor of Philosophy 
Graduate School of Foreign Languages, Kanagawa University 
Advisor: Dr. Yuri Hosoda 
In recent ye紅s,many Japanese universities have created language lounges, places 
where students can go to practice and learn various languages, such as English and Chinese, 
with native speakers. However, despite the increasing number of universi守languagelounges, 
there are stil few studies which examine the various interactional phenomena which occur in 
them. The data used in this study come企omapproximately 16 hours of audio-video recorded 
interaction in an English田註versi守languagelounge. 
Building on previous research on repair.，せiepresent study adopts a conversation 
analytic perspective in order to analyze language lounge interaction between teachers and 
students and aims to accomplish the following: ( a)elucidate how repair becomes noticeable 
to the speaker of the trouble source and therefore does not go overlooked (b) reveal how 
conversation analysis can be used a tool to uncover how and where learning may occぽ in
second language interaction, ( c)exhibit how repair sequences can possibly be sites of 
learning when repair sequences are initiated either by a teacher or student, ( d)show how 
repair sequences can also potentially be sites of teaching when teachers orient to students’ 
problem in producing an appropriate word, expression, and so on at the time of interaction, 
and ( e)demonstrate how a whiteboard is used by teachers to perform repair and by 蜘 dents
Ill 
when producing repaired utterances. 
An analysis of the data revealed曲atrepair can become noticeable to也etrouble soぽce
speakぽ（吋whena teacher joins a conversation between two students旬perform.repair, (b) 
when a teacher uses words such出”youm.ean，＇’”you could say," "we say，＇’and”say it，”（c) 
when a student self-initiates repair, (d) when a teacher uses a combination of various 
resources, including the production of "you said”and emphasis to perform. repair a武ernext 
知ms,( e)when repair is pre-and post朝食amed,(t) when the word repaired is produced in 
isolation and repeated, and (g) when a teacher uses gest田es.
This study builds on previous conversation analytic studies on learning which attempt 
to show how CA may be used as a tool to illustrate how learning m.ay occur in short-term 
interaction and reveals how repair sequences may potentially be sites of learni 
dissertation identified an interactional pattern’which, when viewed aggregately, suggests血at
learning m.ay have occurred. Lastly，也isstudy found出atrepair sequences can also be 
potential sites of teaching when teachers treat students' inappropriate usage of vocabulary or 
gr制nm紅白出einability to produce an appropriate response as a lack of linguistic knowledge 
th抵needsto be filled through teaching. 
This study focuses on interaction in a language lounge, more specifically, repair in a 
lan思mgelounge, but the findings m.ay be of interest to teachers in other educational contexts 
部 well.Understanding the resources identified in this study that cause repair to become 
noticeable would be beneficial to teachers because utilizing them would help to ensure that 
students notice that their utterances have been rep剖redラwhichmay lead to le出混血g.
IV 
要旨
Second Language Interaction in a U凶versityLanguage Lounge: 
A Focus on How Repair Becomes Noticeable and Repair Sequences as Potential Sites of 
Learning and Teaching 
大学のランゲージラウンジにおける第二言語相互行為
→~復への気づきと学習と教育の機会としての修復連鎖に注目して一
近年、多くの日本の大学はランゲージラウンジという学生が英語・中国語などの言語を母語話
者と練習・学習できる場所を学内に設置している。ランゲージラウンジの数が増加しているが、
そこで行われる相互行為を検証する研究はまだ少ない。本研究は大学のランゲージラウンジで行
われる相互行為を 16時間録音録画し、それをデータとして用い、修復という相互行為内で発生
する発話の問題、聞き取りの問題、理解上の問題に対しての対処に焦点をあてている。
本研究は会話分析の手法を用い、教員と学生のランゲージラウンジにおける相互行為を分析す
る。本論の主な目的は、どういった相互行為の環境や資源を駆使して修復を行うとトラブソレ源の
話者は他者修復がされたことに気付くのか、を明らかにし、第二言語の相互行為内のどこでどの
ように学習の機会が生じるのか、を解明するために会話分析は分析手法として有意義な手法であ
ることを示す。また、修復連鎖は学習が行われ得る場であることを提示し、学生が相互行為時に
適切な言葉、表現などを用いることができなかった際に教員はそれを知識不足の問題として捉え
て修復する場合には、その修復連鎖によっては教育の機会が生じることも示す。さらに教員は学
生の発話を修復する際、いかにしてホワイトボードを利用するのか、また、学生は修復された発
話を産出するのに、どのようにホワイトボ｝ドを活用するのか、を明確にする。
第4章は修復を行う教師はどのようにしてその修復をトラブノレ源の話者である学生に認識させ
られるのか、ということを検討する。具体的にはどういった相互行為の環境や資源によってトラ
ブル源の話者は修復に気づくのかを考察している。その結果、以下の相互行為内の環境や資源に
てトラブル源の話者は修復に気づくことが明らかにされた：（a）教員が修復をするために学生同
士の会話に突然参与した際、（b）教員が修復に「youmeanJ r you could say J r we say Jと「say
v 
itJという言葉を付け加えた際、（c）学生が修護を自己開始した際、（d）トラブル源の次の順番以
降に教員が「yousaidJや強調といった資源を同時に用いた際、（e）修復に前方枠付けや後方枠
付けがされた際、 (f)修復する部分のみが繰り返し発された際、及び（g）修復と共にジェスチャ
ーが用いられた際である。
第5章では相互行為中のどこでどのように学習が行われたのか、を探求している。ある慣行を
突き止め、その慣行におけるそれぞれの要素を総合的に見れば、学習が行われたのではないか、
ということが示唆されている。その慣行とはまず、学生は理解上の問題や相互行為時に適切な言
葉を発することができないことを公に示し、次に知識変化のトークンを産出し、最後に修復され
た言葉を自らが後の相互行為にて用いるということである。この慣行の検証により、修復連鎖は
学習が実施され得る場の一つであるということが判明した。
第6章では学生が言語的な間違いをした際、または適切な答えを言えなかった際、教員はそれ
を知識不足の問題として捉え、教育でその知識のギャップを埋めようとすることが明確にされて
いる。また、ホワイトボードは教員・学生によって、教育・学習のための道具としてどのように
利用されたのか、を検討している。教員がホワイトボードに修復する言語アイテムを記入すると、
学生は書き留められた修復に注目をすることがわかった。学生は修複された言語アイテムを自に
見ることにより修復を見逃さずに言語アイテムを産出できるようになったのである。ホワイトボ
ードを資源として利用することにより、学生は修復された文が比較的長い場合でもその文が発話
できたことが示された。
本研究はランゲージラウンジにおける第二言語相互行為、特に修復に焦点をあてた。教員は、
いかなる相互行為の環境や資源を利用して修復することにより、学生が他者修復がされたことに
気付くのか、を理解することによって、正規の教室など他の教育現場でも学生に修復を認識させ
て学習へ導く可能性が高くなるであろう。
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1.1 Introduction 
CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
In recent ye訂s,many Japanese universities have created language lounges, places 
where s加dentscan go to practice and learn various languages, such as English and Chinese, 
with native speakers. However, despite the increasing number of university lan伊agelounges, 
there are stil few studies which examine the various interactional phenomenon which occ町
in them. In m翻 yrespects, the university language lounge, which is the focus of也iss旬dy,
closely resembles a communication-based language classroom in也esense出atit is often 
t部k・加dactivi守・b部ed,and involves both interaction among students and interaction 
between teachers and students. The tasks and activities range from finding out what their 
pぽtners’threedreams町eto g卸nessuch出 passinga ball around the table to each of the 
participants while one of them tries to answer a question before the ball gets to them. 
Although some of the extracts contain more than one student, the m司orityof the interaction 
which is the focus of this study involves one teacher and one student. 
In the field of conversation analysis (CA), the analyst does not decide what 
phenomenon to focus on a priori；由eylet the phenomenon emerge企omthe data. The original 
purpose of this study, which w加 toanalyze language lounge interaction to understand how 
interaction is accomplished, was intentionally general as I did not know what kind of 
phenomenon an analysis of the data would reveal. 
Repair, the methods for addressing problems of hearing, speaking, and understanding 
talk (Schegloff, 1997a), is the underlying theme of this dissertation. Since the language 
lounge is a place where students of various linguistic competencies interested in practicing 
and learning English go, repair was extremely prevalent and it was performed bo由by
students and teachers. Some researchers make a distinction between the use of the words 
1 
”repair”and ”correction," whereas others do not. The present study uses the word ”repair”to 
include correction as correction can be a type of repair. Repair can唱x”aproblem of 
speaking, whether it is a grammatical or lexical mistake, or a slip of the tongue. Although the 
debate regarding the use of the words ”repair" and ”correction”is briefly discussed in也e
Repair Literature Review section, an in depth discussion is beyond the scope of the present 
study. 
In order to attempt to better comprehend the topic of learning, some researchers 
interested in second language acquisition have investigated educational con旬xtswhere 
learning may occur (G紅白er,2008). Although my original o担ject1vewas not to examine 
language lounge interaction in order to explore也etopic of learning, after repeatedly 
analyzing the data, some remarkable instances began to emerge which suggested that le紅凶ng
opportunities may have been created. The sites where the learning may have occurred were 
repair sequences. One of the goals of the language lounge is language learning, so after 
discovering由atrepair sequences may be one site in which learning may occuにIbegan 
focusing on other c儲esof repair to see what else may be revealed. Another phenomenon that 
continually drew my attention w部 howteachers could be seen doing teaching through repair. 
If repair sequences can be both sites where learning and teaching occur, making the repair 
recognizable would most likely increase the likelihood that learning may occur. The more 
instances of repair that I analyzed, the more that I began to see cases in which repair became 
noticed and acknowledged by the trouble source speaker. 
Since Schegloff, Jefferson, and Sacks' (1977) seminal paper on repair, there has been 
an extensive amount of research exami凶ngseveral facets of repair and how itis performed in 
a variety of interactional settings. Building on this previous research on repair, the present 
study adopts a conversation analytic perspective in order to analyze language lounge 
interaction between teachers and students and aims to accomplish the following: (a) elucidate 
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how repair becomes noticeable to由espeaker of the trouble and therefore does not go 
overlooked, (b) reveal how conversation analysis can be used a tool to uncover how and 
where learning may occur in second language interaction, ( c)exhibit how repair sequences 
can possibly be sites of learning when repair sequences are initiated either by a teacher or 
student, and ( d)show how rep剖rsequences can also po臼ntiallybe sites of teaching when 
teachers orient to students' inability to produce an appropriate word, phrase, expression, and 
so on at the time of interaction. 
1.2 Findings and Contributions of the Study 
All of the chapters in this study are concerned with one main phenomenon, that is, 
repair performed in interaction between teachers arid students. One focus of this study 
concerns the various interactional environments and resources which are conducive to 
making repair noticeable to the trouble source speaker. They are as follows: (a) when a 
teacher joins a conversation between two s加dentsto perform repair, (b) when a teacher uses 
expressions such as”you mean，＇’”you could say，＂”we say，”and ”say it，”（ c) when a student 
self-initiates repair, ( d)when a teacher uses a combination of various resources, including the 
production of "you said" and emph邸isto perform repair after next turns, ( e)when repair is 
pre-and post-framed, (f) when the word repaired is produced in isolation and repeated, and 
(g) when a teacher uses gestures. 
When a teacher suddenly joins a conversation between two students engaged in an 
activity to do repair, it draws attention to the repair, therefore making it noticeable. I 
discovered that ano也erway that repair becomes noticeable is when the teacher uses certain 
expressions, such as "you mean，＇’＂you could say，＂”we say，＇’and ”say it.”These expressions 
mark the previous utterance部 atrouble source and the utterance that follows as repair of the 
trouble soぽ・ce.高'hena student self-initiates repair, it makes a repair relevant, but that does 
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not思1訂anteethat if a repair is produced，社willnot go overlooked. In白isdissertation, I 
demonstrate how a resource such as a piece of paper C組 beused to do repair, thereby helping 
to make江appぽentto the trouble source speaker that their utterance is being repaired. 
I also investigate how rep羽rafter next加mscan become noticeable when a teacher 
uses a combination of various resources, including the production of”you said”and emphasis. 
When repair is produced at a distance企omthe trouble source, it may be difficult for the 
producer of the trouble source to notice that their utterance has been repaired (Schegloff, 
1992a). I found that one way th剖repairC加 becomenoticeable to the trouble source speaker 
is when the participant performing repair uses expressions, such as”you said”which help 
cal attention to the problematic utterance. Another method used to locate the problematic 
p制 ofa word can be the use of emphasis. In the example presented in this study, the 
participant says the word，”mathematic，”which is repaired by the teacher, who locates the 
trouble so町ceby placing emphasis on the "c，”saying ”mathemati，£・”Hethen produces ”s，” 
the leter missing企omthe word. It is a combination of these elements that helps to make the 
trouble source speaker notice曲目白atthe word he produced is being repaired. 
Repair can also become noticeable by pre岨 andpost－合amingthe repair, a practice也at
frequently occurs in mundane conversation.百risprovides a context for the甘oublesource 
speaker and allows them to see what pぽtof their utterance is being repaired. Producing the 
repaired word in isolation and repeating it were also found to help ensure that repair does not 
go overlooked. Finally, this study established由atrepair can become clear when a teacher 
uses gestures, more specifically, when the teacher raises his fingers in order to prompt the 
student to produce the repaired sentence .
This dissertation examines one potential site where learning may occur, namely repair 
sequences. It builds on previous conversation analytic studies on lea出時（e.g.、Hellermann,
2011) which attempt to show how CA may be used a tool to illustrate how learning may 
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occur in short-term interaction. This study identified an interactional pattern, which, when 
viewed aggregately, suggests that learning may have occurred. It is as follows: 
1. Student shows problem of understanding or speaking as displayed through a question or 
inability to produce an appropriate word 
2. Student or teacher initiates repair 
3. Teacher performs repair (teaches) 
4. Student produces a change of state token, such as "ah" or ”oh”（Heritage, 1984) 
5. Student demonstrates由eirunderstanding of the newly-le町nedword by explaining the 
meaning to another participant or applying it 
All of the examples presented in Chapter 5, Repair Sequences as Potential Sites of 
Learning, share these common features. First, the student shows a problem of understanding 
or speaking that is followed by a repair initiation either by the student, the trouble source 
speaker, or by the teacher. Next, the teacher produces the rep司rproper, which the student 
receipts with a change of state token, such as ”ah”or ”oh.”Lastly, the student shows their 
understanding of the linguistic item由説W郎 taughtby explaining what it m切nsor by 
applying it泊thesubsequent interaction. 
This study also found that repair sequences can also be potential sites of teaching when 
teachers orient to students' inappropriate usage of linguistic items or inability to provide a 
suitable answer as a deficiency in linguistic knowledge. This dissertation contributes to the 
topic of repair by demonstrating how repair is performed in interaction between native and 
non-native speakers, the teachers and the students. More specifically，江identifies
interactional environments and resources which cause repair to become noticeめleand 
explicates the interactional circumstances in which learning and teaching may occur. In 
addition, this study contributes to the understanding of how interaction is accomplished in a 
university language lounge, which is stil an underresearched訂ea.Students attend the 
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language lounge in order to learn English and improve their English communication skils. 
This study examines how learning may occur, which may be of inte陀stnot only to university 
administrators at universities with a language lounge or universities interested in creating a 
language lounge, but to language teachers in general. 
By revealing various environments and resources in which repair does not go unnoticed 
in interaction between native and non-native speakers, this study contributes to the fields of 
second language learning and pedagogy. As Schmidt (1990) argues, noticing is an essential 
criterion for language learning to occur, so identiちringthe resources which help students to 
notice repair could be extremely useful to teachers. Even though this study focuses on 
interaction between language teachers and由eirstudents, the findings may be beneficial not 
only to language teachers, but to teachers in general. 
This s知dyalso co耐 ibutesto the understanding of learning and to the field of 
conversation analysis by demonstrating that learning, which is often thought to be a cognitive 
action that occurs in the mind, can actually become visible and that CA can be e俄ctivein 
identifying a位aceablelearning object and addressing the topic of learning.百iefindings of 
this study may be of interest to teachers because由eyshow that repair sequences are one 
potential site也whichlearning may occ町 andthey suggest that it may be beneficial to 
students that teachers do not let mistakes pass (Firth, 1996). 
This study contributes to the fields of conversation analysis and second language 
pedagogy by showing how teaching is performed through repair, how repair i凶tiationscan 
actぉca旬lystsfor teaching episodes, and how students and teachers, through various 
methods, achieve intersubjectivity. 
1.3 Organization of the Chapters 
Chapter 2, Literature Review, provides a summary of some of the literature that is 
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pe此inentto the present study. It begins wi出組explicationof the field of conversation 
analysis (CA), and then introduces previous s加dieson mundane and institutional interaction 
and describes the differences between the two. This is followed by an explanation of what is 
meant by the term ”repair”in the field of the CA and a description of the main locations of 
rep抑制discussedin CA literature, which are: (a) same turn rep杭（b)transition space rep剖r,
( c)second position repair, ( d)third加m問pair,(e) third position repair, and (f) fourth position 
repair. Next, this chapter outlines the four types of repair which were identified by previous 
CA research through empirical analyses of na印ralinteraction. They a詑（a)self-initiated 
self-repair, (b) self-initiated other-repair, (c) other-initiated self-repair, and (d) other欄initiated
other-repair.百iesubsequent section provides a summary of previous research on repair泊
various interactional circumstances, such as repair in native speaker classrooms, repair in 
foreign/second language classrooms, and repair in native and non田nativespeaker interaction 
泊non-educationalsettings. The last section of Chapter 2 provides an overview of various 
conversation analytic s加dieson learning, which include studies that focus on oppo此unities
for learning, sites of learning, longitudinal learning, and learning in short嗣terminteraction. 
Chapter 3, Method, describes the da組usedin this study as well as the p紅ticipa凶sand
procedures used to analyze the data. It outlines the ethical considerations of this study, such 
as consent forms, matters that were considered when recording the da臥 andda:a 
transcription and storage. This chapter discusses the relevance of reliability, validity, 
objectivity.，組dquanti自cationto the present s加の．
Chapter 4, How Repair Becomes Noticeable, is concerned with demonstrating how 
repair becomes noticeable to the producer of the trouble source. It investigates various 
interactional environments and resources which conなibuteto making repair noticeable, 
thereby ensuring that江doesnot go overlooked. 
Chapter 5, Repair Sequences as Potential Sites of Learning, presen臼threeexamples 
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that illustrate how participants display a problem in understanding or speaking, a change of 
state, as shown by their use of change of state tokens, and th剖theymay have learned 
something as revealed by their application or explanation of a linguistic item. 
Chapter 6, Repair Sequences部 PotentialSites of Teaching, focuses on how吐ie
inappropriate usage of vocabulary or grammar or the inability to produce an appropriate 
response by students is treated by teachers都 alack of knowledge that needs to be filled 
through teaching. It illustrates how some of the responses by students町etreated as 
problematic by teachers and how these problematized utterances can serve as catalysts for 
teaching episodes. Finally, I show how a whiteboard is used as a resource by teachers to cぽry
out rep剖rand by students when producing the repaired linguistic item. 
Chapter 7, Conclusion, summarizes the main findings of this study and discusses the 
implications of the findings and some directions for白tureresearch. 
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CHAPTER2 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
官邸chapterreviews some of the literature relevant to the p問sentstudy. The first 
section explains the basic principles of CA as well as some of the fundamental aspects of 
conversation. The second section introduces institutional interaction and the relation of 
identity to institutional interaction, and discusses some of the defining features of classroom 
interaction.百iethird section reviews previous studies on repair and how itis performed in 
various interactional settings. The last section reviews CA studies which focus on the topic of 
learning. 
2.1 Conversation Analysis 
Conversation Analysis (CA) is a methodology informed by a variety of disciplines for 
analyzing and understanding how humans interact. It is the explication of social action and 
how interlocutors maintain an interactional social order. The founders of CA, Harvey Sacks 
and Emmanuel Scheglo:ff, were interested in exploring new means of doing sociological 
research. While working as a fellow at the Center for the Scientific Study of Suicides, Sacks 
discovered some records of phone calls which w町emade to the cent侃 Sacks’sanalyses of 
those phone calls紅ewhat led to the approach now主nownas CA (ten Have, 2007). The field 
of CA isgreatly influenced by Harold Garfinkel, who created the methodology called 
”ethnomethodology”（1967) to describe the social methods by which people make sense of 
the world around them. 
CA isconcerned wi也howinteraction is organized and how interlocutors perform 
various actions in interaction. According to Scheglo:ff (1986), interaction is the ”primordial 
site of sociality”(p. 112), and江isthe means出roughwhich humansぽesocialized and 
cultures紅etransmitted (Clayman & Gill, 2004). 
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In CA, talk is viewed出 aninteractional accomplishment by participants who 
collaborate in order to ac副eveorderly communication (Hutchby and Wooffitt, 2008). CA is
concerned with how interlocutors communicate and maintain intersubjectivity, th剖isto say, 
mutual understanding. Schegloff (1991b) refers to this as ”socially sh紅・edcognition" (p. 160). 
Mainstream sociology and CAぽesimilar because they are both concerned with human 
behavior. They are different, however, because conversation analysts do not formulate a priori 
hypotheses to be tested. CA’s focus is on the sequential environment in which interaction 
occurs and how the previous卸maffects the next, whereas mainstream sociology focuses on 
how various factors such as culture and social environment a宜ectpeople’s cognitive and 
behavioral practices. The approach adopted by conversation analysts is referred to as 
”unmo抗1tivatedlooking”which means that analysts do not predetermine a particular 
phenomenon that血.eywant to analyze before examining at the data. They allow the 
phenomenon to emerge from the data, which is revealed through detailed analyses. Analyses 
must be empirically grounded in the data and analysts re合ain合omincluding factors that may 
affect interlocutors’actions unless they are observable in the data. According to Dimulescu 
(2009), conversation analysts ’＇are not concerned with the underlying social, cultural, and 
psychological messages thatぽerendered through talk, but with describing出eways in which 
speakers coordinate their talk to produce meaningful actions" (p. 184). That is to say, analysts 
are concerned with how interlocutors maintain an interactional social order. 
In CA, turns are viewed in pairs or sequences and analysts examine sequences of 
actions, which is referred to邸 sequenceorganization (Scheglo宜，2007).Researchers in the 
field of CA are concerned with answering the question，”why that now？”（Schegloff & Sacks, 
1973, p. 301) and analysts only describe elements of the interaction which the interactants 
orient to through their actions and talk (Schegloff, 1991a, 1992b; Drew & Heritage, 1992). In 
CA, two旬pesof context are often discussed: social context and sequential context. Social 
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context refers to factors白瓜mayinfluence how participants speak, such as culture and 
background，出atare not visible to the analyst unless the participants orient to the context 
through talk. Sequential context is the environment of sequential附 erancesproduced by 
participants. In CA, context is said to be context-shaped and context-renewing. 
Context楓shapedrefers to interlocutors' actions being responses to preceding actions and 
context同renewingme加 S血atthe present action is the context for the next action, and that 
present action constantly renews the context (Heritage, 1984). Through their actions, 
interlocutors display which部pectsof context are relevant at any particular moment, and that 
context should be connected to the胞lkor action being performed (Schegloff, 1987). ． 
Schegloff ( l 992c) explains that sequential context is ”proximate，”discourse，”and 
"intra-interactional，”and social context is ”external”and ”distal”(p. 195). 
In the field of CA, when social context is claimed to be relevant to the unfolding 
interaction, there must be empirical evidence in the data to support the claim (Hutchby & 
Wooffitt, 2008）.百ierefore,Schegloff ( 1997) maintains that in CA, analyses should be 
conducted based on interlocutors' orientations and responses to relevant elements of 
interaction. Schegloff ( 1991 a) po in臼out也atwhen conducting analyses there is a ”paradox of 
proximateness”(p. 64), which means th叫analystsare required to demonstrate how factors of 
the external environment紅erelevant to interlocutors and how interlocutors show 伽ough
their actions th剖theyare relevant. Potter (1998) comments that Schegloffs idea of context 
”starts to dissolve the traditional micro-macro distinction”（p. 31). 
Conversation analysts approach data from the perspective of the participants, which is 
knownぉ anemicperspective (Goodwin, 1984). This involves examining interaction in白e
participants own terms, which means analyzing the sequential environment in which 
utterances occu工Analyzingthe data fromせieperspective of the researcher often involves the 
invocation of elements of social context which訂enot necessarily visible to the researcher. 
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In the following sections, I introduce some fundamental aspects of conversation, 
placing a focus on turn嶋 k泊g,sequence organization, and repair. I will first begin by 
explaining tum-taking. 
2.1.1 T山岳T成ing
In interaction, when a speaker performs an action, often in也eform of a verbal 
utterance，社isreferred to as a知rn.羽田basicbuilding block of turns is called a turn 
constructional unit (TCU). Schegloff (2007) summarizes the general features of TCUs出
follows. 
1. They are lexical items, phrases, clauses, or sentences 
2. They are shaped by their phonetic or intonational properties 
3. They can be recognizable as performing specific actions 
One of the most influential studies on turn taking w部 thatof Sacks, Schegloff, and 
Jefferson (1974). In their study, they sketched a basic set of rules which govern加m却 king.
At the initial transition-relevance place of an initial turn-constructional unit the current 
speaker can select a next speaker (rule la), but if the current speaker does not select a next 
speaker, someone else can self-select and begin their t山首（rule1 b ).If neither rule 1 a nor 1 b 
occur.，血enthe current speaker can, but is not obligated to, continue speaking (rule le). Rule 
2 states that if rules la and lb町enot applied, and the c田rentspeaker continues to speak部
stip叫atedin rule le，”then the rule set かcre-applies at the next transition relevance place, 
and recursively倒eachnext transition relevance place, until transfer is effected" (Sacks et al., 
1974, p. 704). 
The following extract exemplifies some of the basic features ofTCUs as explained by 
Schegloff (2007）部well鎚 someof the tum-taking rules described by Sacks et al. (1974). In 
this extract, Vivian (Viv) and her boyfriend, Shane何ha),have invited their企iends,Nancy 
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。ぜan)and Michael (Mic), over for dinner. Sha is joking wi也Vivby complaining about the 
food也atshe prep紅・ed.
Extract 1: in Schegloff, 2007, p. 5 
01 ( 1.1) 
02 Sha: Ah can’七『 Ahcan’t [g豆七 this thing tm旦shed.
03 Viv: [l回目ow.
04 ( 1. 2) 
05 Nan: 
06 Sha: 
You [do that七oo：？七ihyer potajtoes 
[This one’s hard ezza rock.) 
07 Sha: tYe[ah. 
08 Viv: [It i: [s? 
09 Sha: [B’t this th.:!:_ng-is th豆：rd.
10 (0.3) 
11 Viv：工t’snot do:ne th’potato? 
12 Sha: Ah don’t think so, 
13 (2.2) 
14 Nan：→Seems done t’me how’bout y~u Mi[chael,] 
15 Sha: [Alri’］who 
16 cooked this mea：工
17 Mic: ・ hh Little ↓bit’ve e-it e-ih-ih of it is引 done.
18 Sha: Th’ts 主主：ght.
19 (1.2) 
In line 02, Sha jokingly says，”Ah Lan’トAh£._an't g~t this thing ↓m呈shed.ぺtowhich Viv 
responds，”A含ow.”Followinga 1.2・secondgap, Nan self-selects and asks，”You do由att金o:?
tih yer po阻toes”，which，ちasedon the content of the prior utterance, is selecting Sha as the 
next speaker. Lerner (2003) describes two forms of addressing used when selecting a next 
speaker in multiparty conversations: explicit addressing and tacit addressing. Explicit 
addressing is directing one’s g招 eat another participant and addressing them by name or 
other address terms. Tacit addressing refers to the selection of a next speaker based on the 
content of the utterance or specific circumstances. Nan’s selection of Sha as the next speaker 
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is tacit. Sha’S 凶 erancein line 06，”This one’s h塁rdezza rock.", is produced in overlap with 
Nan’s tum in line 05, so is Sha answer’S Nan’s question，＇’You do that t旦o:?tih yer 抑制oes",
with”？主［ah.”inthe subsequent line. In line 08, Viv selιselects and asks，”It i;s?, thereby 
selecting Sha as出enext speaker. Sha answers in the following tぽnwith ”B’t this thing-is 
↑h~：rd.” After Sha's卸rn,it is a transition relevance place, which refers to a point in a 
speaker's talk由atmay possibly be complete.百risdoes not mean由ata transition to another 
speaker will definitely occur, rather, it is appropriate for a speaker change to occur. At this 
point, Sha can continue spe紘ingor another participant can selιselect and take a加rn.Sha 
does not continue speaking so Viv self-selects and provides a follow-up question, asking，”It’s 
not do；盟主th’potato？”Sha’sreply，”Ah don’t think so，＇’is followed by a 2.2岨secondgap. In 
line 14, Nan inquires，”Se~ms done t’me how ’bout yQu Michael,". This tぽnconsists of two 
TCUs, which both perform specific actions. The first TCU，”Se~ms done t'me”is answering 
Viv’s question in line 1，”It’s not do辺＆：th’po泊to？”.The end of this TCU is not tum-final 
intonation and therefore projects th剖anotherTCU may come.百iesecond TCU，”how ’bout 
y旦uMichael，＇’selects Mic as the next speaker and therefore make an answer企omhim 
relevant. Mic responds in line 17 with”・hh Little ↓bit’ve e-it e-ih品旦fitisn'done.”百註s
extract illustrates the various ways th叫participantsself-select and select other participants to 
speak. 
2.1.2 Sequence Organization 
When people are engaged in conversation, they for the most pぽtrespond to the 
immediately preceding turn, which exhibits出eirunderstandmg of that旬rn.For example, if a 
speaker provides an answ民社showsthat也eyunderstood the previous turn出 aquestion. 
Thus, in every tum speakers display how they understood, or in some cases, misunderstood, 
the preceding加m.When misunderstandings occur, speakers can use a resoぽcereferred to部
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repair in order to achieve mutual understanding (Schegloff, l 992a). 
TCUs紅eunits of action that help participants to project whether or not a transition 
relevance place is commg, that is, the turn is coming to a potential zone of completion. TCU s 
that select a next speaker make a particul紅 actionrelevant by that speaker. This is what is 
referred to as ”conditional relevance”and it forms the foundation of what is called an 
”adjacency p剖r”（Schegloff,2007). The most basic form of an adjacency pair is as follows: 
A: First pair part (FPP) 
B: Second pair p制（FPP)
Schegloff and Sacks ( 1973) explain that adjacency pa出 havethe following five 
general characteristics: 
1. Consists of two utterances 
2. The utterances are 叫acentto each other 
3. The two utterances are produced by different speakers 
4.百iefirst pair part (FPP) comes before the second pair part (SPP) 
5. A particular type of FPP requires a relevant type of SPP (e.g., question-answer, 
greeting-greeting, summons-answer, etcetera) 
百iefollowing extract shows how an adjacency p剖rworks in an actual conversation. 
Ex加.ct2 is加 adjacencypair in its simplest form: a question immediately followed by an 
answer. 
Extract 2: in Liddicoat, 2007, p. 107 
01 John: What time ’s it? 
02 Betty: Three uh clock. 
In this extract, John produces the FPP in line 01，”What time’s it?, which is followed by the 
SPP, Betザsansweた唱rree油 clock.”
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2.1.3 Repair 
In the field of CA, repair refers to the methods that interactants use to deal with 
problems of speaking, hearing, or understanding. Repair is not limited to fixing errors or 
mistakes, ra由民itis also a reso町cethat is used by interlocutors when there is a problem of 
intersubjectivity, which is how interlocutors demonstrate their understanding of each other’s 
actions (Schegloff, 1992a). Repair consists of two basic components: a repair i凶tiationand a 
repair proper, which can be thought of as the solution to the problem. 
In their pioneering study on問pair,Schegloff, Jefferson, and Sacks (1977) outlined four 
types of repair. They are (a) self-initiated self-repair, (b) self-initiated other repair, (c) 
other-initiated self.嗣repair,and ( d)other-initiated other-repair.”Self”refers to the person who 
produced the trouble source and”other”denotes the recipient of the action or talk. Repair can 
occur in the s卸ne加mas the trouble source, in the transition space, in the second position, in 
the third turn, in the third position, and in the fourth position. The locations of repair refer to 
the places in which repair occurs relative to the trouble source. Repair will be discussed in 
detail in the next section, a review of research on repair pertinent to this dissertation. 
2.1.4 Summary 
Conversation analysis is concerned with uncovering how interaction is organized as 
well as the resources that interlocutors use in order to achieve intersubjectivity. Contrary to 
other disciplines which analyze language and interaction as cognitive processes or actions 
that are a priori determined to be influenced by non-observable factors such as c叫加re,CA 
analyzes interaction合oman emic perspective, the perspective of the participants, and focuses 
on the observable features of interaction and how interlocutors orient to each other’s verbal 
and non-verbal actions at the time that they occur. Some of the fundamental aspects of 
conversation discussed in this section were t国主1・印刷ng,sequence organization, and repair. 
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2.2 Institutional Interaction 
In the field of CA, a distinction is often made between mundane interaction and 
institutional interaction. Mundane interaction, or everyday conversation，”h出 cometo denote 
forms of interaction由atぽenot confined to specialized settings or to the execution of 
Pぽticulartasks”（Heritage, 2004, p. 104). Institutional interaction refers to interaction in 
specialized settings, such as classrooms, hospitals, and meetings in which there are specific 
goals to accomplish (Takagi, Hosoda, & Mori阻，2016).Previous CA research h部
investigated the interactional intricacies of various institutional contexts, such as news 
interviews (e.g., Heritage & Cla戸nan,2002), medical interaction (e.g., Heritage & Lindstr1δm, 
1998; Heritage & Maynard, 2006), and classroom interaction ( e.g叫 Pekarek-Doehler& 
Fasel-Lauzon, 2015). According to Hentage (1997), there are: 
前leasttwo kinds of conversation analytic rese紅白goingon today, and, though they 
overlap in various ways，出eyare distinct in focus. The first examines the institution of 
interaction as an entity in its own right; the second studies the management of social 
institutions in interaction. (p. 162) 
In other words, CA research is concerned with how social interaction is organized in a variety 
ofev，ぽydaynon-institutional situations (institutions of interaction) as well as how interaction 
is organized in institutional environments in which talk may be res凶ctedor regulated by 
certain circumstantial conditions (insti加tionalinteraction). 
Heritage (2004) outlines the following characteristics of institutional interaction: 
1. Institutional interaction normally involves the participants in specific goal orientations 
which are tied to their institution-relevant identities: doctor and patient, teacher and pupil, 
etc. 
2. Institutional interaction involves special constraints on what will be treated as allowable 
contributions to the business at hand. 
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3. Institutional talk is associated with inferential企ameworksand procedures that訂e
particular to specific interactional contexts. (pp. 224凶225)
In classroom interaction, for example, there are often pedagogical goals which dictate 
the content of the interaction as well as how the interaction will proceed. It is often the 
teacher who talks or who decides who speaks when and about what and蜘 dents紅eoften 
selected to answer known-answer questions about the content being discussed or to perform 
particular tasks. Different insti印tionalcontexts訂ecomprised of elements that紅especific to 
that context, such部 institutionalidentities, which of王enimpact how the interaction proceeds. 
The following ex仕actexhibits the three characteristics described by Heritage (2004). The 
extract comes from interaction in a Norwegian elementary school. The teacher is listed as T 
and the language learners are listed as LL. 
Extract 3: in Seedhouse, 2004, p. 102 
01 T: now工want everybody (.) toよよ豆主主旦 tome. (1.8) and when I say you are 
02 going to say after me, (.} you are going to say wha七工 say.(. )0we can try.。
03 T: I've got a主主盟・ alamp. <say after me＞工’vegot a lamp. 
04 LL：工’vegot a lamp. 
05 T: (.) I’ve got a glass, a glass, <say after me> I’ve got a glass 
06 LL：工’vego七 aglass 
07 T: I’ve got a vase, a vaseくsayafter me＞工’vegot a vase 
08 LL：工’vegot a vase 
In this activity，出eteacher's proclaimed goal is to have the students produce the expression, 
”I’ve got.…”In lines 01 and 02, T gives instructions to出estudents, expl話回ng，”nowI want 
everybody to差益盟tome. and when I say you are going to say after me,(.) you are going to 
say what I say. (.) 0we can紅y.o”Tselects what they are going to do and when由eyare going 
to do it，邸wellas who is going to speak and when. In line 03, T provides the students with a 
prompt，”I’ve got al壁盟.a lamp.くsayafter me> I’ve got a lamp.ぺtherebyselecting them to 
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produce the next turn. The teacher’s prompt，”I’ve got a i盟主E人部wellas their instruction to 
”＜say after me＞”limit the type of response in the next加m.Following T’s turn, the students 
repeat，”I’ve got a lamp." The interactional pattern shown in由isex佐actis just one type of 
pa抗emspecific to classroom interaction, but it reveals how participants orient to their 
institutional identities of teacher and student, the constraints regarding what type of 
contributions訂eappropriate, and how interaction is accomplished in a classroom framework. 
In institutional interaction, institutional roles and identities constructed and oriented to 
during the interaction are of extreme importance. They a能cttheおndamentalorganization of 
the interaction as well as other elements of the interaction, such as旬m-takingand如mdesign. 
This is discussed further in the following section. 
2.2.1 Identity and its Relation to Institutional Interaction 
In institutional interaction, participant identities, which are made relevant through the 
interaction, often affect who speaks when and who is able to select the next speaker. 
Scheglo在(1999a)points out that in the field of CA, al of the interlocutors are treated as 
equal, as evinced by the use of the word ”participant”in analyses. He comments, however, 
血atalthough participants町eviewed as equal, category terms for institutional roles and 
discourse identities, such as caller and answerer, are used when they are related to the 
interaction. Antaki and Widdicombe (1998) summarize the tenets of identity部 follows:
1. For a person to ’have an identity' -whether he or she is白eperson speaking, being spoken 
to, or being spoken about-is to be cast into a category with associated characteristics or 
fea加res.
2. Such casting is indexical and occasioned. 
3. It makes relevant the identity to the interactional business going on. 
4. The force of’having an identiザisin its consequentiality in the interaction; and 
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5. All this is visible in people’s exploitation of the struc仰resof conversation. (p. 3) 
Some of the activities associated with the membership category，”teacher.，”for example, 
紅electuring in a classroom, deciding who speaks when and about what, holding epistemic 
primacy regarding the subject being taught, and demonstrating this epistemic primacy by 
asking known-answer questions to students and也enassessing the answers. Participant 
identities are visible through their actions, or sometimes inactions, and these identities訂e
oriented to by participants and a偽 ctvarious elements of the interaction, such出 turn・taking.
Regarding membership categorization, Antaki and Widdicombe (1998）出se抗that:
The ethnomethodological spirit is to泊keit也atthe identity category, the characteristics 
it a宜ords,and what consequences follow.，紅eal knowable to the analyst only through 
the understandings displayed by the interactants themselves. Membership of a category 
is ascribed (and rejected), avowed (and disavowed), displayed (and ignored) in local 
plac怠sand at certain times, and it does these things as pぽtof the interactional work that 
constitutes people’s lives. (p. 2) 
This implies that the characteristics of a certain categoryぽeknown to the analyst often 
because they are a member of the society in which that is common knowledge. In the field of 
CA, it is common practice to label interlocutors based on their membership categories 
(Liddicoat, 2007). In this study as well, participants紅elabeled based on their emergent 
membership categories. 
2ユ2Classroom Interaction 
Institutional interaction differs from that of mundane interaction because in 
institutional interaction there is often a pre-established tum-taking system and a 
pre-determined topic to be discussed (Heritage & Clayman, 2010). Also, the interactional 
rights of the participants in classroom interaction are different from that of mundane 
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conversation (Drew & Heritage, 1992). Depending on the particul訂 typeof institution釦 d
the identities of the participants, there may be restrictions on who may旬1kand when. 
Heritage (2004) points out that in institutional interaction there are often differences in the 
level of participation among participants, the way that turns are organized and designed, and 
the way interaction is structured. CA research on interaction in educational institutions deals 
with how interaction is organized as well as how interactants accomplish ”goal-oriented 
actions" (Heritage, 2004, p. 14). 
In teacher－仕outedclassroom interaction, it is o食enthe teacher who speaks the majority 
of the time and who selects who spe誌snext. Teachers hold a higher epistemic status, the 
”K＋”（Heritage, 2012, p. 4) position, as demonstrated, for example, by the way出atthey 
judge if a student’s answer is accur剖eor not. In classroom interaction, teachers often ask 
questions, students produce responses, and teachers provide feedback o食enin the form of 
words such as”great”or ”good job.”百isthree-part sequence, which was first discussed by 
Sinclair and Coulthard (1975), is known as the Initiation-Response-Feedback (IRF) sequence. 
It has also been referred to部 QuestiorトAnswer-Comment(QAC) (Mchoul, 1978), 
Initiation”Response-Evaluation (IRE) (Mehan, 1979), andなiadicdialogue (Lemke, 1990), 
and is frequently discussed in studies on classroom discourse (e.g., Macbeth, 2000). Walsh 
(2011) points out th誠theIRF sequence is ”the most commonly occurring discourse struc如re
to be found in classrooms al over the world" (p. 23). 
The F tum of the IRF sequence is where feedback is provided by the teacher. However, 
teachers do not always give feedback. Seedhouse (2004) asserts that even when teachers do 
not give explicit positive feedback, it is implied.百iefollowing is an example of an IRF 
sequence in a language classroom. 
Extract 4: in Waring, 2008, p. 582 
01 T：。Good.0 Number six, Yuka? 
02 (0.8) 
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0 3 Yuk a: ( (reading) ) >ohく comeo::::n. You really play the E_旦xophone
04 (0.5) 
05 How lo: ng ( . ) have you been playing the sa『七hesaxophone.= 
06 T: =The ↓saxophone.iVery good ．。verygood.0 Number seven? Miyuki? 
In this extract, T, the teacher, initiates the sequence (I) in line 01, and Yuk.a provides a 
response (R), which in this activity involves reading a passage, and出enproducing a question 
about that passage. This is followed by the teacher’s feedback (F），”Very good. 0very good.0” 
Classroom interaction is different from mundane and other institutional interaction in a 
V訂ietyof ways. For example, the types of questions as well as how questions and turns are 
designed町emarkedly different. In classroom interaction teachers often ask known-answer 
questions (Heritage, 2005; Hosoda, 2014, 2015; Lerner, 1995; Scheglo官，2007)and produce 
designedly incomplete utterances (Koshik, 2002) with the expectation th誠studentscomplete 
them, and with the assumption that this completion displays their knowledge. 
The expression，”classroom interaction，＇’is often used to mean traditional 
teacher”企ontedclassroom interaction. In classroom interaction, as observed by Erickson 
(2004），抗isoften the teacher who decides the topic to be discussed, who speaks when，部
well as the amount of attention given to each student. In classroom interaction since it is the 
teacher who holds the interactional rights to decide who speaks when and about what, there is 
企equentlya disproportionate number of turns taken by the teacher as well as a significant 
di自己rencein凶ktime between teachers and s加dents.Consequently, in order to give students 
time to participate in interaction, m組 ylanguage classrooms consist of activities in which 
students practice dialogues toge也er.
百ieda臨usedin this dissertation come企oma university language lounge, which 
highly resembles a language classroom in regards to the fundamental aspects of conversation, 
namely加m-taking,repair, and overall organization. Therefore, in the following sections I 
will discuss some of the general features of tum-taking, repair, and the organization of 
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language classroom interaction. 
2ユ2.1Tum-Taking in Language Classrooms 
In language classroom interaction, teachers often control the topic of discussion郁 well
錨 whotakes turns when (Walsh, 2006). Seedhouse (2004) describes various contexts (e.g., 
proced町al,meaning and fluency, form and accuracy, and task-oriented) which a能 cthow 
turns紅etaken. Seedhouse部 sertsthat the pedagogical focus affects how turns部 wellas the 
overall interaction are organized. In order to demonstrate how the pedagogical focus affects 
誼ieorganization of tum-taking, I will present extracts企omform and acc田acycontexts and 
procedural contexts. 
2.2.2.1. l Form and Accuracy Contexts 
In language classrooms, teachers often teach a linguistic item such as a grammar 
structure or expression as well as how to alter them using other lexical items. Prior to the 
following extract, the teacher, T, taught the students也eexpression，”I’ve got ..，”部wellas 
how to answer the question，”Have you got .. ？”using ”Yes, I have." 
Extract 5: in Seedhouse, 1996, p. 473 
01 T：工 have. fine. I’ve got a trumpe七. >have you got a Trumpet Anna？く
02 Ll5: eh er erm 0yes工have。
03 T: I’ve got a radio. have you got a radio e:r (.) e：ど Alvin?
04 Ll6: yes I have 
In this extract, T produces a prompt which is then followed by a student response using the 
expression that T taught. In line 01, T states，”have you got a trumpet Anna？”to which L15, 
the student, replies，”yes I have.” 
Typically, in classroom interaction抗isthe teacher who speaks for extended periods of 
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time. However, many language classrooms are often task酬based,and the teacher does not 
always produce extended turns as seen, for example, in an economics course. Hellermann 
(2008) argues that when most people think of classroom interaction, they think of 
teacher-student interaction and rarely consider the interaction among students working on 
peer learning activities. In language classrooms, after teac悩nga partic叫arlinguistic item, 
teachers sometimes instruct students to practice in p凶rsor groups the grammぽ structureor 
expression that was just taught. In the following extract, the students, L21 and L22，紅e
practicing expressions that were taught earlier in the interaction by the teacher. 
Extract 6: in Seedhouse, 1996, p. 473 
01 L21: I’ve got a radio. have you got a どadio?
02 L22: yes. 
03 L21: what? 
04 L22: yes工have. I’ve got a book. have you got a book? 
05 L21: yes I have. 
In this task, students L21 and L22ぽeusing the expressions”I’ve got .. ，＂”Have you got .. ？”
and ”yes I have." This extract illus回testwo things. First, it shows how the type of activity 
can constrain who speaks when as well as也etype of sequences produced. Second, it shows 
that language classroom interaction does not always consist of a teacher speaking for an 
extended period of time while students just listen. 
Markee (2000) points out that泊languageclassrooms interaction sometimes resembles 
ordinary conversation during group work田nongstudents. He presents the following extract 
in order to show how s旬dentsin language classrooms orient to having equal rights to take 
turns during 恥 tivitieswith their peers. 
Extract 7: in Markee, 2000, p. 91』 92
74 LlO: *shall we write it? 
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76 110: 
77 19: 
78 110: 
79 19: 
80 
81 19: 
82 L?: 
83 
84 Lユ1:
85 L?: 
86 111: 
87 
88 19: 
89 111: 
90 LlO: 
91 L9: 
92 Lll: 
93 L9: 
94 110: 
95 Lll: 
96 110: 
97 L9: 
（＋＋） 
that on //the line// 
//do you // have uh the information to write 
くhhh>
ok 
(2) 
＊（工 don’t write you go right ahead) 
( (cough) ) 
（＋） 
???????? 」??????? ??。?
?
?
? 」
?
?
?
?
????
? ? ? ? ， ， ， ， ??
?
?
?
??↑?
↑ 」
????↑?ゃ?，??
??
，? ，
??
???????
??
?
?
?
?
?
??
( (cough)) 
pa//ragraph// 
//paragraph// 
ok 
*and （＋）工 read( +) these ( +) uh－工 read( ++) you’ve already finished？出
=yeah yeah 
yeah 
(NM: Class 1, group 3) 
In this extract, the students orient to their equal statuses as demonstrated by the fact that they 
紅efreely taking turns and selecting next speakers. Mar e (2000）向rthercomments tha t 
although the students self-select to initiate turns as in mundane conversation, in由is
interaction the teacher has decided the content to be discussed as well出 thelength of the 
mteractlon. 
2.2.2.1.2 Procedural Contexts 
Another守peof context that occurs in language classrooms, which is similar to 
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non-language classrooms in the sense也atteacher加msc如 sometimesbe extended, is called 
procedural context. This refers to information given to students by the teacher that is needed 
in order to perform classroom activities. In procedural contexts teacher turns are often 
extended monologues (Seedhouse, 2004). The following extract is an example of one such 
monologue. 
Extract 8: in Seedhouse, 1996, p. 373 
01 T: I’d like you to discuss the following statements. and then you read them,>I 
02 don't read them, those for you. if there are ~主主主 you 嘗 re not sure of (1. 0) in 
03 these statements you can ask me. but the ((coughs)) statement and you can 
04 pick out the statements you want to erm start with. you don't have to do it 
05 in in the (.) way in the (.) way ((coughs)) I have written them. so if you 
06 find out that one of them erm you’d like to discuss more thoroughly you just pick 
07 out the the statement that you think is the most (.) or is easier to discuss. (1. 0) 
08 maybe there will be so much (. ) disagreement that you will only be able to 
09 discuss two or three of them, that's what I hope. (.) so if you just start now 
10 forming the groups, (1. 0) should I help you to do that? ( (Tdivides learners into 
11 groups)) 
This extract exhibits how teacher turns can be extended when giving students directions 
required for performing activities. Extended加mssuch as these紅erarely deployed by 
students in teacher－企ontedclassroom interaction as students usually only provide minimal 
responses to teacher questions. Student加msmay occasionally be lengthy if they訂edoing a 
role play or doing group work with other students. 
2ユ2.2Repair in Lang闘 geClassrooms 
Repair in language classrooms can differ仕omthat of repair in mundane conversation 
in a variety of ways. Because the teacher in language classrooms is often the expert in regard 
to the language being taught今theyhold a higher epistemic status than that of the students. In 
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addition，由.eyhold di在erentstatuses with regards to their turn-taking rights and出iscan 
a能 cthow and where repair can occur. This leads to the possibility for the higher occurrence 
of other-initiated other-repair in language classrooms compared with that of mundane 
conversation. In language classrooms it is most often the teacher who repairs student 
utterances and rarely does the opposite occur. In conversation, there is a preference for 
self-repair and when others do initiate repair.‘it is often mitigated.百iefollowing extract 
demonstrates how T, the teacher, performs other-initiated other-repair on a student’s utterance, 
initiating the repair using an unmitigated ”no.” 
Extract 9: in Jung, 1999, p. 164 
01 T: 
02 LL: 
03 L3: 
04 L4: 
05 T: 
06 L6: 
07 T: 
08 L3: 
09 LL: 
10 T: 
11 15: 
12 T: 
13 
14 T: 
15 
16 
工7
Another grain product? 
U立山町山田i•• um •• 
Beans.= 
=Sugar. 
E:r= 
口Sugar?=
=Sugar, we don't think of sugar as a grain. 
Beans? 
( (unint)) 
No, actua工lyI’11 bring you some examples tomorrow. 
Spaghetti? 
0: :a七s,barle: :y. ( （七urningher back and star七ingto write 
”oa七s,barley" on the board at the same time)) 
Err, you've got several ，工 think,in your Oxford Pie七ure
Die七ionary,you got some pictures of them. But，工’11bring 
some, er, in the class tomorrow. Milk products? More milk 
products? 
In this extract, the teacher is asking the students to name some grain products. A few students 
attempt to provide answers, but they紅etreated部 inappropriate.Following L3's turn in line 
08 in which the student suggests，”Beans？”，andLL’S出血telligibletum in line 09, T performs 
repair with an unmitigated ”no”。whichis extremely r町enot only in classrooms, but in 
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mundane conversation and other institutional settings部 well.After the students do not 
produce a correct answeたTgives some examples of grain produc臼inline 12, stating，”oats, 
barley.”T performs unmitigated repair using 百0.”
2.2.2.3 The Organization of Interaction in Language Classrooms 
Seedhouse (2004）ぽ思iesthat the org制riz剖ionof classroom interaction is shaped by the 
pedagogical goals and that language classroom interaction has three featぽeswhich stem仕om
these goals. They are as follows: 
1. Language is bo也thevehicle and object of instruction. 
2. 百iereis a reflexive rel剖ionshipbetween pedagogy and interaction, and interactants 
constantly display their analyses of the evolving relationship between pedagogy and 
mteract1on. 
3. The linguistic forms and p釧emsof interaction which the learners produce in the L2 are 
potentially subject to evaluation by the teacher in some way. (p. 183・184)
The following extract shows the three features discussed by Seedhouse (2004) as well 
as how the pedagogical goal can a古ectthe organization of interaction. In this extract, T says, 
”I’ve got .. ," and出enselects a student to say what he possesses using the s紅neexpression. 
Extract 10: in Seedhouse, 1996, p. 472 
01 T: 
02 LL: 
03 T: 
now again(l.0) listen to me (1.0) く工’veqot a lamp> 
[I’ve got] a lamp 
[wha目］
04 
05 
06 
T: don't repeat now, don't say after me now. alright I say it and you and you 
just listen. I’ve got a lamp. what have you got? (1.0) raise your hands. 
what have you got Eirik? 
07 Ll: e:r I’ve= ＼ 
08 T：口canyou say= 
09 Ll: =I’ve got a book ．居
10 T: =alright, fine. I’ve got a telephone. what have you got? (2.5) Trygve. 
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11 L2：工’vegot a hammer. 
In this interaction, the language being taught is English and it is also the language of 
instruction. In line 01, T produces也e組，rgetstructure，”I’ve got a l紅np，”whichis repeated by 
students in the subsequent t国立Tagainrepe剖sthe s副nesentence, but this time it is followed 
by the question，”what have you got？”in line 05. After asking the students to raise their hands, 
T selects a student, L 1,to answer the question in line 06. L 1 produces the sentence, "I’ve got 
a book”in line 09, and it is turns such as these that are subject to evaluation by teachers. T 
provides his evaluation of L 1 's凶 erance泊thesubsequent旬mwith "alright, fine.” 
In classroom interaction, there are a variety of activities and pedagogical goals, and 
depending on which one is the focus of the interaction, the organization of the interaction is 
greatly affected. This extract is just one example which demons回teshow the pedagogical 
focus can a百ectthes佐山知reof how and when turns are阻ken出 wellas what type of turns 
ぽeproduced.百1egoal of this activity is to get students to produce sentences using the lexical 
stem，”I’ve got .”The teacher presents the target structure and then asks a question which 
allows students to use that structure. Once the student produces a sentence using the target 
structure, the teacher provides feedback, which closes that sequence. 
2.2.3 s町田nary
Institutional interaction denotes interaction in settings such出 workplaces,courtrooms, 
and classrooms. Institutional interaction differs企ommundane mteraction in出atparticipants 
ぽeoriented to a specific goal and their institutional identities町erelevant to the interaction at 
hand. In addition to participants' identities, constraints specific to various settings affect the 
fundamental elements of interaction, such as tum-taking and turn design. 
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2.3 Repair 
One fundamental aspect of interaction is that, as Sacks (1984) formulates it，”there is 
order at al points" (p. 22). By this he me制限thatinteraction is not部 chaotic部 itmay seem 
on the surface. In reality, it is quite the contrary; it is extremely organized. When order fails 
or problems arise, participants will employ repair to deal with those problems. In the field of 
conversation analysis, repair refers to”practices for dealing with problems or troubles in 
spe誌ing,hearing and understanding the talk in conversation" (Schegloff, 1997a, p. 503). The 
word ”correction”is generally understood as meaning replacing an error or mistake with the 
correct word, but repair is a more general term that also involves fixing utterances that are not 
necessarily”mis阻kes”or"e町ors”（Schegloffet al叫 1977,p. 363). 
The CA term ”repair”can be used to describe the action that occurs when a speaker is 
unable to produce a word or name at the time of speaking, and it can also be used to describe 
a problem in hearing because of surrounding noise, or the performance of a confirmation 
check (Schegloff, 2000). Repair can also refer to actions such as requests for clarification 
(Drew, 1997), confirmation or understanding checks (Wong, 2000a), and word searches 
(Schegloff, 1979). Even though repair sequences often emerge in order to a枕ain
intersubjectivity in social interaction, for many yeぽsit received litle attention in the field of 
applied linguistics. However, when itdid receive attention, the focus was on error correction 
and not on other facets of repair (Schegloff et al., 1977). As seen in the extract below, repair 
sometimes occ町seven when an error or mistake is not present. 
Extract 11: GTS:1:2:11, in Schegloff et al., 1977, p. 363 
01 Ken ：→ Sure enough ten minu七eslater the bell r由
02 → the doorbell rang 
In line 01, Ken treats the word ”bell”as problematic and performs repair in line 02, replacing 
”bell”with ”doorbellぺaclarification of the type of bel. 
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Schegloff (l 992a) remarks that intersubjectivity is achieved locally and也at
socialization cannot provide a solution for individuals to obtain intersubjectivity in al 
contexts. He adds that the defense of i凶ersu句ectivityis”procedural，”pぽ匂radministered，” 
”locally managed，＇’”locally adapted”加d”recipientdesigned”（p. 1338), and th抵the
organization of repair”involves a self-righting mechanism b凶ltin部 anintegral p訂tof the 
organization of talk-in・剛 teraction”(p.1299). The organization of repair is highly effective in 
handling problems th叫 arisein interaction (Schegloぽ，2000).The action of repair can take 
precedent over the next item ( e.g叫 thenext TCU or turn) which would have come if 
something problematic had not occurred. Because repair sometimes occurs within sentences, 
社canrearrange the order of words, thus altering their structure (Schegloff, 1979). The 
problematic part of an 凶 erancethat is repaired is referred to as出etrouble source or 
repairable, and Schegloff et al. (1977) remark that nothing is ”excludable from the class 
'rep剖rable＇”(p.363). 
Repair consists of two segments, a repair initiation and a repair proper (Schegloff et al., 
1977; Schegloff, 2000), and is concerned with who performs the repair initiation and who 
performs the repair proper. The repair initiation, which refers to the start of the repair, marks 
a ”possible disjunction wi由theimmediately preceding旬lk”のchegloff,2000, p. 207). 
Repair proper refers to the production of the repair itself, which can be thought of as”solving 
or completing”（Schegloff, 1987, p. 210) the problem. 
There are four types of repair: self-initiated self-repair, self-initiated other-repair, 
other蹴initiatedself-repair, and other-initiated other-repair. Here, the word ”self判refersto the 
speaker of the trouble source and”other”refers to組 interlocutorother than the speaker of 
the trouble source. Each of the types of repair will be explained in detail later in this chapter. 
Repair is restricted by the opportunity space in which it can occur.百iespace 
surrounding the trouble source is where the repair initiation often occurs and the repair proper 
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is often performed in proximity to the repair initiation (Schegloff, 2009). 
2.3.1 Types of Repair Initiation 
This section describes two types of repair initiation as well部 variousresources used to 
initiate repair. Repair can be i凶tiatedboth by the speaker of the trouble source (self-initiated 
rep a註）and by a participant other than the speaker of the trouble so町・ce(other闘initiatedrepair). 
Schegloff et al. (1977) state that the positions of the opportunities for self-and other・嗣initiated
repair訂e"organizationally designed”and that the ordering ”is the product of an organization 
that relates the positions to each other" (p. 373). Opportunities for sel -initiated repair and 
other欄initiatedrepair occur in succession, meaning that the opportunity for self-initiated 
repair precedes the opport山首tyfor other同initiatedrepair (Schegloff et al., 1977). I will first 
discuss self-initiated repair. 
2.3.1.1 Self-Initiated Repair 
Most self-initiated repair occurs in the s副ne加mas the tro油lesource and most 
other-initiated repair occurs in the tum just subsequent to the trouble source. Trouble source 
speakers sometimes temporarily halt the turn-in-progress in order to initiate repair. There is a 
preference for self-initiated repair over other-initiated repair, which is due to the fact that the 
opportunities for self-initiation precede the opportunities for other-initiation. Self-initiations 
of repair often contain speech perturbations, such as cut”offs, sound stretches, and uhs, which 
indicate that a repair may follow. Self-initiated repair generally occ町sin three main 
locations: (a）也eturn which contains the trouble source, (b) the transition space, and ( c)the 
third旬mfrom the trouble so町cet出資.Most self-initiated repairs紅eperformed in the s剖ne
加mas the trouble source加mand in most cases the repair is successfully ca凶edout in由e
S紅net田n.Self-initiated repairs由atoccur in the transition space or in the third如malso 
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generally solve whatever is problematic (Schegloff et al., 1977）.羽田followingextract is an 
example of a repair initiation白紙occursin the same turn部 thetrouble source. 
Extract 12: Post-party:ll, in Schegloff et al., 1977, p. 366 
01 Deb: Kin you wai七 tilwe get home? We’11 be home in five minutes 
02 Anne: Ev//en less th’n that. 
03 Naomi ：→ Bu七 c’dwe-c’d we stay u:p? 
04 (0. 2) 
05 Naomi: once we get // home, 
06 Marty: For a few minutes, 
07 Deb: Once you get yeど nightgowno:n 
In this extract, the trouble source加mis line 03, in which Naomi restates，”c’d we，＇’thereby 
performing repair in由esame旬m.
In the following extract, the self.相initiationof repair occ町sin the transition space, or 
transition relevance place, which refers to the space just after”the possible completion of a 
first TCU in a turn [where也e]transition to a next speaker can become relevant (Schegloff, 
2007, p.4). 
Extract 13: MO, Family Dinner:1:9, in Schegloff et al., 1977, p. 366, Simplified 
01 J: 
02 
03 J：→ 
04 J：→ 
05 J：→ 
He’s stage manager 
(2. 0) 
日e’sactually first assistant but-he’s calling七heshow. 
They take turns= 
=he and the production manager七aketurns calling the show 
In line 03, J states，”he’s calling出eshow.”，which is a complete TCU. At the transition 
relevance space in lines 04 and 05, he repairs his original加m,saying，”They take turns”and 
”he and the production manager take旬mscalling the show”． 
The next extract illustrates how self-initiation of repair c組 occurin the third tum in 
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relation to the t副主lwhich contains由etrouble soぽce.
Extract 14: SBL: 1: 1: 12: 11, in Schegloff et al., 1977, p. 366 
01 Hannah: And he’s going to make his own paintings. 
02 Bea：加nhm, 
03 Hannah ：→ And-or I mean his own frames 
04 Bea: Yeah 
官邸extractbegins with Hannah saying，”And he’s going to make his own p説ntings”．
Following Bea's minimal response in line 02, which does not problematize the prior tum, 
Hannah self幽initiatesrepair in the third tum, line 03, with ”And-or I mean his own企ames".
One type of self-initiated repair is called a word search, which can occur when a 
speaker is unable to come up with a lin郡山ticitem at the time of speaking (Schegloff et al., 
1977). The problem in producing a linguistic item is often displayed through the use of 
phrases such as，”what’s itcalled，＂”whatchamacallit，＂”what’s her name again，”as well as 
filers, such as ”uh：：’＼”耐n：’：andso on. In CA, word searches訂enot viewed部 acognitive 
process, rather as an interactional practice (Brouwer, 2003) that is visible both to由e
participants in批 interactionand也eanalyst. Word searches町ea form ofsel白羽tiatedrep剖r
and because there is a preference for self-repair, word searches which appe紅 tobe questions, 
often do not receive answers (Brouwer, 2003). Word searches are sometimes accompanied by 
gest世間whichhelp other participants in projecting the word that is being searched for 
(Hay部批2003).Goodwin and Goodwin (1986) examined interaction among native speakers 
of English and discovered that出eparticipant doing the word search will look away from the 
recipient of the talk and display a ”thinking face，＇’ but由atwhen they wish to solicit help from 
a p町ticipant由eywill gaze at that person. 
Lerner and Kitzinger (2015) analyzed selιinitiated repairs in American and British 
English prefaced with ”or," and found th剖troublesources followed by or-prefaced 
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alternatives紅enot treated部 completelyirrelevant. Rather, the repair coming after the ”or” 
can be viewed as the preferred alternative. The analysis revealed由atthe”or”servesto 
connect the trouble source and repair and signals that an alternative will follow. The 
alternative is sometimes similar to the trouble source and its production draws attention to the 
trouble source. They do noteラhowever,that”or”is not always used to preface repair. 
Laakso and Sorjonen (2010）蜘diedhow cut-offs and the particles，”sis (since)," "tai 
(or)," and "ei ku (negation word+ co司unction），”areused in self-initiated repair in Finnish 
interaction. They discovered that cut-offs were the most prevalent type of repair initiations 
in their da胞.Out of the three p紅ticl es，”tai”was most frequently used when replacements 
proffered部 alternativeswere involved；”eiku”was most o食enused when speakers 
abandoned the previous u悦 ranceor the construction in progress, and that al也ough"sis” 
was used when speakers replaced a lexical item and abandoned a previous utterance, its use 
was not as common as that of”tai”and "sis.” 
2.3.1.2 Other-Initiated Repair 
Repair initiations initiated by a participant other than the speaker of the trouble so町ce,
which is referred to as other”initiated repair (Schegloff, 1997a), generally occur in the t山首
just after the trouble source, but，回Idiscuss in the next section, they sometimes occur in the 
fourth position in relation to the trouble source (Schegloff, 1992a). Repair initiations which 
occur in由eturn just subsequent to由etrouble source were originally refeηed to as next知m
repair initiations, or NTRI, by Schegloff et al. (1977). Other・嗣initiatedrepair may be initiated 
也rougha variety of interactional resources. One type of such resource is called ”open class 
repair initiators”（Drew, 1997). These repair initiators consist of words such部”huh，＂”what”
(Schegloff, et al., 1977），”pardon，＂”so町y”（Robinson,2006），”what do you mean，＇’”ぽeyou 
serious”（Schegloff 2000), ＇’bitte" （”pardon”in German) (Egbert, 2004), and so on. In various 
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languages, interjections such as ”huh？”have similar phonetic pa悦 ms(Dingemanse, T orreira, 
& Enfield, 2013) and in their study of eleven languages, Dingemanse, Bl戸he,and 
Dirksmeyer (2014) revealed resemblances in the ways in which repair is initiated across 
languages. 
Words such as ”when," ”where，” and ”who，” also known 部 ”class凶叩ecificquestion 
words" (Sidnell, 2010, p. 124), or”category-specific question words" (Schegloff, 1997a, p. 
504), can also be used to initiate repair. These repair initiators are stronger than open-class 
repair initiators in their ability to locate the trouble source. Previous research has shown出at
repair can be initiated by using other strong repair initiation resources, such as repeating p訂t
of the trouble source加m(e.g., Wu, 2009), repeating part of the trouble source turn followed 
by a question word (e.g., Si出iel,2011），”you mean”followed by a candidate understanding 
of the previous tum (Schegloff et al., 1977), interrogative clauses (e.g., Koshik, 2005b), and 
candidate understandings (e.g., An臼ki,2012). Other-initiated repair can be performed to 
reject, show disalignment, question, disagree，組dso on (Schegloff, 1997a). Repair can also 
be initiated in the form of a question, such as ”what did you say？”（Enfield, Stivers, & 
Levinson, 2010, p. 2615). The following is an example of an other-initiation of repair using 
the open-class repair initiator，”h叶1.”
Ex七ract 15: CD:SP, in Schegloff et al., 1977, p. 367 
01 D: Wul did’e ever get married ’r anything? 
02 c：→ Hu:h? 
03 D: Did jee ever get marどied?
04 C: I have // no idea. 
In line 01, D states，”Wul did'e ever get married ’r anything？”，which is followed by C's 
other-initiated repair，”Hu:h？”Schegloff (1997a) remarks that”h叫1”isthe weakest of the 
repair initiators because of its minimal ability to help the producer of the previous turn locate 
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the trouble source. 
The extract below demonstrates how a class・specificrepair initiator can be used to 
initiate repair. In line 03, F initiates repair with the class-specific repair initiator，”who.” 
Extract 16: KC』 4:3-4,in Schegloff et al., 1977, p. 367-368 
01 F: This is nice, did you make this? 
02 K: No, Samu made that. 
03 F：→ Who? 
04 K: Samu. 
百ieinteraction begins with F stating，”This is nice, did you make this？”，which is followed 
by k’s response，”No, Samu made that.”h the subsequent turn F initiates repair with ”Who？” 
百1eclass”specific repair initiator ”Who" used in this extract is stronger than the ”Hu:h” 
employed in Extract 15 with regard to its ability to locate the trouble source.”Hu:h”does not 
identi命theproblematic part of the previous turn, whereas ”Who”po in臼tothe name of the 
person部 beingthe trouble so町ce.
In the following extract, Bob, the recipient of the talk, initiates repair by repeating part 
of the trouble soぽcetum followed by the question word，”what.” 
Extract 17: BH:lA:l4, in Schegloff et a工.， 1977, p. 368 
01 Sue: Yeah we used to live, on the highway, too. And when we firs℃moved 
? ， ，
?
?
?
????
up there, it was terribユesleeping because all these semis were going 
by at night. 
( (short silence) ) 
05 Bob：→ All the what? 
06 Sue: Semis 
07 Bob: Oh 
The trouble source in this interaction is the word，”semis”，which Sue produced in line 02. 
After Sue finishes her turn in the following line, there is a short silence, after which Bob 
initiates repair by repe剖ingthe ”All”企omSue’s tぽnplus the word，”the", followed by the 
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question word，”what？”All the" creates a context for Sue and helps to identi命theword th誠
follows as problematic. Sue repeats ”Semis”in the subsequent如mand Bob accepts it with 
”Oh”in line 07. 
The next extract illustrates how a partial repeat of the trouble soぽ印刷mcan be used to 
1mtlate reparr. 
Extract 18: TG:l5由 16, in Schegloff et al., 1977, p. 368 
01 A: Well Monday, lemme think. Monday, Wednesday, an’Fridays I’m 
02 home by one七en
03 B：→ One七en?
04 A: Two o’clock. My class ends one ten. 
The interaction begins wi出Asaying，”Well Monday, lemme think. Monday, Wednesday, an’ 
Fridays I’m home by one ten". B initiates repair on A’s turn by repeating part of it，郎副ng,
”One ten？”Partial repetitions such as these can help to pinpoint the仕oublesoぽce.In the 
next知rn,A repairs his utterance, answering that he is home by ”Two o’clock”，and clarifying, 
”My class ends one ten.” 
As shown in Extract 19, "y' mean”or”you mean”plus a candidate understanding can 
be used by a participant other than the speaker of the trouble source to initiate repair. 
Extract 19: JS：工工：97, in Schegloff et al., 1977, p. 378 
01 Lori: But y’know gngle ~竺呈豆’ど旦笠fully 主主主旦 tuh g豆Eon 
02 Sam: What? 
03 Lori: Single beds. 11 They ’re-
04 Sam：→ Y’mean narrow? 
05 Lori: They ’どeawfully旦呈rrowII yeah 
This 位協ctbegins with Lori commenting，”Buty'know量ingleh宣車’r自主fully出ntuh昌笠E
on". Sam initiates repair with ”What”in the subsequent旬rn,which does not clearly locate 
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首ietrouble so町・ce.Lori answers，”Single beds. They’re－”，which is followed by another repair 
initiation，” 
the word ”thin”as being problematic. Lori accep臼thecandidate understanding in line 05 
with”They’re awfully盟rrowye油”.Benjamin (2012) examined how the phrase "you mean” 
is used to perform an understanding check, a type of repair initiation, as well as how it剖dsin
identiちringthe trouble source when the repair initiation is not produced immediately 
following the TCU that contains the trouble source. Repair is frequently initiated in the next 
tum, but in cases when itis not, the participant initiating repair may need to use resources to 
locate the source of trouble. Benjamin (2012) comments血atone such resource is the phrぉe
”you mean.”He explains吐iat”youmean”is sometimes used when performing an 
understanding check郁 ithelps to locate the trouble source when there is a distance between 
the trouble source and repair initiation. He found that when ”you mean”is used with 
understanding checks that require confirmation 企om吐iespeaker of the trouble source，抗is
other-initiated self-repair. He notes, however, that "you mean”can also be used in 
other-corrections, as described by Schegloff et al. (1977). 
As the following extract demonstrates, participants other than the speaker of the trouble 
source sometimes withhold repair initiations (Jefferson, 1972) until a problematic turn in 
progress is completed. 
Extract 20: in Jefferson, 1972, p. 295 
01 Steven: One, two, three, ((pause}} four, five, six, eleven, ((pause)) eleven, eight 
02 nine ten. 
03 Susan ：”Eleven＂？国eight,nine, ten? 
04 Steven: Eleven, eight, nine, ten. 
05 Susan ：”E工even”？
06 Steven: Seven, eight, nine, ten. 
07 Susan: That’s better 
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Although Susan could have interrupted Steven’S加min progress to initiate repair, she waits, 
orwi創iolds,until he is finished. She does not interrupt his tum, which Jefferson (1984) 
describes街、加rtingup’in the midst of' another’S知mat talk, not letting the other自国sh”(p.
16). Several other studies (e.g., Radford, 2010a, 2010b) have shown that withholding 
correction and providing promp臼tostudents can create additional opportunities for them to 
perform self-repair and produce an answer. 
As evinced in numerous CA studies (e.g., Schegloff et al., 1977), there is a preference 
for selιrepair, so in most C部esit is the producer of the trouble source who is chosen to 
perform the repair. However, examining multiparty interaction, Bolden (2011) shows how a 
participant who is not the producer of the trouble source is sometimes selected to perform 
repair. She refers to this as”other-selection”（p. 239) and出sertsthat this occぽsin situations 
when the particip釦 tstreat the speaker selected to do repair as having the knowledge needed 
to perform the repair and when the participants 錦町ringto avoid disturbing the 
progressivity of the interaction. An example of other-selection can be seen in the following 
extract. 
Extract 21: in Bolden, 2011, p. 254 
01 v工V: ((to Shane)) [M笠旦while yニ~h doing a sc皇newith ~mroy, 
02 a reh主主主sectone, ( 0. 4 ) [en you h呈V’nev’n: nex’ f week= 
[ ((Mic looks towards Shane)) 
03 VIV: =en you hav’n even, 
04 SHA: ( [ ] 
05 M工C：→ [Nex [w空豆kyer doing it? ( (to Shane) ) 
0 6 VIV: [ ( SE.9_ken to um) 
07 SHA: Y~ ， 
08 M工C: Should be r~呈1 (gud) . 
09 (0.4) ((Michael looks down at his plate)) 
10 NAN : h [ nhhnh hnh 
11 V工V: [An ’ it’s reh［主主：rsedit’S su]ppose]a’ be rehe豆：ど［se'.
[((Shane looks to Michael)) 
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12 SHA: [h u h ha ha ha h u] 
13 MIC: ［工七 sh’d 
14 be .Eiよgood.bec'zhe ’s good. 
In lines 01, 02, and 03, Vivian (VIV) begins to complain that Jimmy, one of their classmates, 
did not rehearse a scene that he will be performing with Shane (SHA). Shane has epistemic 
rights over也einformation because it is about his experience with Jimmy. Although it is 
VIV’S旬min lines 01 to 03出atis treated as problematic, because Shane holds the primary 
epistemic rights, Michael (MIC）加itiatesrepair by gazing at SHA and asking，”Nex’weekyer 
<loin it？”in line 05, before VIV is able to complete her加rn.SHA confirms that he will be 
performing the scene next week, saying，”Y旦払”inline 07. 
There has been a ple由oraof studies investigating how various types of other-initiated 
repairs are performed in order to deal with interactional problems (e.g., Selting, 1988, 1996; 
Sidnell, 2007, 2008, 2009; Robinson & Kevoe-Feldman, 2010; Kendrick, 2015; Hayashi & 
Kim, 2015). Robinson and Kevoe-Feldman (2010), for example, investigated how recipients 
of talk initiate repair on questions directed to them.τbey discovered白atquestions that were 
fully repeated with rising intonation on the end marked the action of asking a question as 
problematic. One salient characteristic of the trouble source questions that they present is that 
they are sequentially inappropriate orぽemarkedly disconnected from the previous talk. An 
example of the phenomenon that they described is as follows. 
Extract 22: in Robinson長 Kevoe-Feldman, 2010, pp. 239-240 
01 V工C:
02 
03 
04 工DA:
05 
06 
07 
W’＝that->wha七七huhhell< (did) th呈tgirl do with her 
life. di’ she gど呈duate'?
(0.2) 
Y：豆s. She uhm (0.3) she’s w(h）豆i七ing<to get> ( . ) her 
c(h)ertification ．＝工 don'tknow if she審S P呈ssedthuh exam (. ) 
yet 
(0. 3) 
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08 IDA: But she ’s substitute teaching, 
09 (0. 4) 
10 V工C: m=Oh. Qkay, 
11 IDA: A:n:d (.) y~ah 
12 (0. 4) 
? ? ?? ???↑????????
、?
＝??
? 、
↓???????
?
?
?
?
? ??↑
?》
↑? ?????????
、
???↓?????? ?
??
17 VIC: She田空verge七 g~od looking, er no・
18 IDA: I七hinkshe looks thuh sa:me? ＞工 don' know< its a v豆ry (.) 
19 ［（ ）］ 
20 ［工 alwaysthought she was in=an呈wkwardst豆ge]she’d grow ~ut 
21 of but maybe not heh heh heh 
In this extract, the participants are discussing a girl that both of them know. IDA recently saw 
the girl, but VIC has not met her in many years. The extract begins with VIC部king,
”W’z由at->what thuh hell< (did）白昼tgirl do with her life. di’she gr昼duate？”IDAanswers, 
”Y：皇s.She uhm she’s w(h）塁.ting<to get>(.) her c(h)ertification.=I don’t know if she’s p畳ssed
出uhexam yet”，and adds，”But she’s sybstitute teachingλVIC receipts that with”m=Qh. 
Qka払”inline 10, a食erwhich IDA produces，”A:n:d (.) y豆ah".Following a 0.4・secondsilence, 
VIC asks，’”S=she pr皇ty？”，inline 13, which IDA treats as problematic, as shown by her 
repair initiation in which she repeats the whole question with rising intonation in line 15. 
VIC's question，’＂S=she pr~tty？”， is not coherent with his question in lines 0 I and 02, 
”W'=that->what thuh hell< (did) th~t girl do with her life. di’she gr呈duate？”、whichcould 
possibly explain why IDA orients to VIC's utterance as problematic. 
Kendrick (2015) examined various forms of other岨initiatedrepair and how they can 
occasionally perform other actions simultaneously. He also investigated turns that look like 
other-initiated repair, but由atactually function出 otheractions and are not treated出
other-initiations of repair by participants. He refers to the later as ”pseudo OIRs”(p. 181). 
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He demonstrates how ”pseudo OIRs”訂esometimes used to te部e,do jokes, and demonstrate 
surprise and other times they precede dispreferred responses. 
Hayashi佃 dKim (2015) analyzed Japanese and Korean conversations and focused on 
other-initiations of repair using the English equivalent of”what，”which is ”nani”in Japanese, 
and”mwe”in Korean, as well as their use with the postpositional particles "ga”for Japanese 
and ”ka”for Korean, and the various trouble sources they target. They determined也atwhen 
Korean speakers change由eprosody on ”mwe，”to target a different trouble source. In other 
words, when ”mwe”is produced with rising intonation, the entire prior知mis treated as the 
trouble source, whereas ”falling, flat, or flat-slightly rising intonation is used to旬rgeta 
p紅ticul紅 referentialelement in the prior t町n”(p.215). For Japanese, however，出ey
discovered that when ”nαni”was not produced with "ga,”it functioned部 anopen-class repair 
initiator regardless of intonation.τhey also report that in Japanese when ”nani”was produced 
with "ga，＇’it functioned to repair a particular reference, whereas in Korean由eywere unable 
to determine the distinction between ”mwe”produced with and without the particle”初”when
used for reference repair. 
There has also been research which has identified various ways in which speakers 
receipt repair. For example, Hentage (1984) discovered that ”oh”is often used to receipt a 
repair by the speaker of a trouble source after another speaker has initiated repair. This is 
highlighted in the following extract. 
Extrac七 23: in Heどitage，工984, p. 316 
01 A: Well who-r you working for. 
02 B: ・hhh Well工’mworking through the Amfat 
06 Corporation 
07 A: The who? 
08 B: Amfah Corpora [tion. T’s a holding company. 
09 A→［Oh 
10 A: Yeah 
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In this extract, A displays a problem with B’s utterance by initiating repair on it in line 04 
with the question，”The !YhQ？”B produces the repair in line 05, which A receipts in the 
subsequent印mwith”oh”，therefore manifesting that there w出 achange of state and that B’s 
凶 eranceis no longer a problem. 
2.3 .1.2.1 Multiple Other-Initiations of Repair 
In most cases when repair is initiated by a speaker other than the producer of the 
trouble source, one repair initiator is sufficient for locating the trouble source, which is most 
often repaired by the speaker of the trouble soぽce.However, in some cases the repair 
泊itiationfails to induce a repair that solves the trouble soぽce.When this happens, a second, 
often stronger, repair initiator is used by a p紅ticipantother than the speaker of the trouble 
sou四e(Schegloff et al., 1977; Schegloff, 2000). This can be referred to as ”multiple 
other-initiations of repair”（Schegloff, 2000). Repair initiators have varying strengths, which 
refers to their ability to identify a trouble source, with stronger repair initiators prefe汀・edover 
weaker ones (Scheglo百etal., 1977）.百iefollowing ex出npleillustrates how multiple repair 
initiators訂eused. 
Extract 24: HS:FN, in Schegloff e七 al., 1977, p. 369 
01 A: I have a: -cousin teaches there. 
02 D: Where. 
03 A: Uh:. Columbia. 
04 D：→ Columbia? 
05 A: Uh huh. 
06 D：→ You mean Manhattan? 
07 A: No. Uh big university. 工sn’tthat in Columbia? 
08 D: Oh in Columbia. 
09 A: Yeah 
As shown in this extract, weaker repair initiators are often used before stronger ones. The 
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first repair initiation occurs in line 02 when D asks，”Where勺 Wheninitial repair加itiations
fail to produce a successful repair proper, participants other than the speaker of the trouble 
sou四ewill resort to using stronger repair initiators (Schegloff et al., 1977). In line 06, D 
again initiates repair, this time by using吋oumean”plusthe candidate understanding 
”M鉱由a枕an”．
Egbert (1997) describes how repair is initiated on the same trouble source by different 
participants in German interaction. This occurred when one participant initiated repair on a 
trouble source and before the repair w部 performed,another participant initiated repair on the 
S植田trouble so町田．
2.3 .2 Locations of Repair 
Repair initiation and repair proper can occur in various locations in relation to the 
trouble source. The sequential placement of repair varies based on who performs it. The 
following町ethe main locations of repair. 
1. Same turn repair 
2. Transition space repair 
3. Next加mrepair 
4. Third t町nrepair 
5. Third position repair 
6. Fourth position repair 
In the field of CA, there is a difference between the terms”知m”and”position.”Turns
change when a speaker changes and each speaker change is counted as one turn. However, 
position is not由倒的tof in terms of how many times a speaker changes. Position is 
established based on when a speaker exhibits their understanding of a pa抗icularutterance or 
based on the location of a response to也atutterance. For example, an u託er.担iceis not 
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necessarily in the second position even if江isproduced in也ein the second turn from the 
trouble so町ceturn. In addition, it is possible for an凶 eranceto be in the second position 
even if it is produced later than the second加mfrom the trouble source turn (Takagi, Hosoda, 
& Morita, 2016). 
Same知mrepair and transition space rep国r訂ealways performed by the speaker of the 
trouble source, whereas second position repair, also known as next如mrepair initiation 
(NTRI), is always performed by an interlocutor other than the speaker of the of the trouble 
source. Transition space repair occ世 sin the transition space following the TCU由atincludes 
the trouble source. Third何mrepair always occurs in the turn immediately subsequent to the 
加mwhich contains mere acknowledgement th瓜doesnot problematize the prior知m.Third 
position repair is initiated by the speaker of the trouble soぽcein the third position following 
a印mby a recipient who exhibits their misunderstanding of the first旬m.Fourth position 
repair is carried out by a participant other than the speaker of the trouble so町ce.This can be 
seen as this pぽticipant’ssecond opportu凶tyto initiate repair. In short, opportunities for 
sel手泊itiationalways precede those for other-initiation. Each position can be thought of部 a
repair space and the trouble source can be thought of as passing through multiple 
”repair-initiation oppo出I凶tyspaces”（Schegloff, 1977, p. 375). Below I will briefly describe 
the various locations in which repair occurs as well as provide examples of repair which 
occぽ ineach location. 
2.3.2.l Same Turn Repair 
Repair which occurs in the s田ne同mas the trouble source is referred to as same turn 
repair. The following ex仕actillus凶 teshow s町田tum repair can occur. 
Extract 25: NJ: 4, in Schegloff et al., 1977, p. 364 
01 N: She was gi v n me a: 11 the people that 
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02 → were go:ne this yea:r I mean this 
03 → quarter y’II know 
04 J: Yeah 
In this extract, the trouble source is the phrase，”this yea:r". The speaker of the trouble so町民
N, initiates and performs repair in lines 02 and 03, by replacing ”year”wi白”quarter”inhis 
utterance，”I mean this quぽter".
2.3ユ2Transition Space Repair 
Self-repair that occurs in the transition space following a complete TCU that contains 
the trouble source is known as transition space repair. This can be seen in the extract that 
follows. 
Extract 26: in Schegloff et al., 1977, p. 370 
01 B: -then ~ people will show up. Cuz 
02 they won’t feel obligated to se工．
03 →tuh buy 
In lines 01 and 02, B explains，可hen担金聾peoplewill show up. Cuz they won't feel obligated 
to sel.”Following the word ”sel”，出eTCU is complete. Then at the transition space B 
performs repair on the word ”sel”by replacing it with the word ”buy”． 
2.3ユ3Next Turn Repair 
Second position repair refers to repair which occurs m the turn immediately subsequent 
to the tum which contains the trouble source. The ex位actbelow is an example of second 
pos1t1on repair. 
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Extract 27: GTS:3:42, in Scheg工offet al., 1977, p. 370 
04 A: Hey the first time they stopped me from sellin cigarettes was this 
05 morning. 
06 (1.0) 
07 B: From盟斗ingcigarettes? 
08 A: From buying cigarettes. They I I said uh 
09 C: Uh huh 
In lines 01 and 02, A states, "Hey白efirst time they stopped me from sellin cigarettes was 
this morning”. Following a 1.0・secondgap, B initiates repair in the second position, line 04, 
邸k担g，”From些llingcigare抗es？”，placingrising intonation on the word ”sellingヘ出ereby 
requesting confirmation企omA. A performs repair in the subsequent加mby stating，”From 
buying cigarettes”，replacing the word "selling”with ”buying.” 
2.3ユ4Third Turn Repair 
In社rird加mrepair a speaker performs a tum, which the recipient does not treat as 
problematic in the subsequent知m.In the third turn, the speaker of the trouble source 
performs repair on their own u抗erancein the first t山n.The following demonstrates how third 
turn repair can occur. 
Extract 28: TG, 286目 289, in Schegloff, 1997b, p. 33 
01 Bee: Y’have any cla『 y’havea class with ~lly 七his term? 
02 Ava: Yeah, he's in my Abnormal class 
03 Bee: Oh yeah [how 
04 Ava：→［Abnormal Psych. 
In this extract, Bee asks Ava if she has ’＇a class wi由主lythis term？”Ava answers，”Yeah, 
he's in my Abnormal class.ぺtowhich Bee responds，”Oh yeah howへEventhough Bee did 
not show any problem understanding, Ava performs repair in line 04, stating，”Abnormal 
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Psych.” 
官官d加m問：pairsoccur when trouble sources that are produced in tenninal position 
and the tum produced by the other speaker is often veηshort. Because self-initiations of 
repair often occur in the transition space shortly after a tum is completed, third知mrepair 
and transition space repair c組 beviewed as perfonning the same action. Third tum repair 
demonstrates how speakers of trouble sources orient to correcting something in the trouble 
so町印刷meven though it might only be of minimal significance to the interaction at hand 
(Schegloff, 1997b ).
2.3.2.5 Third Position Repair 
Self-initiated repair occurs in the third position合omthe trouble source旬min cases in 
which a speaker produces an utterance in the first旬m,another speaker responds to that 
utterance in the second tum, and that response demonstrates to the speaker of the first 
u抗er加 ceth剖theirturn was misunderstood (Schegloff, 1992a). The speaker of the first同m
then initiates and ca町iesout repair in the third position to make sure that the other participant 
understands correctly (Schegloff, 1997b ).This ”rep剖rafter next turn”（Schegloff, 1992a, p. 
1304) is produced in order to address the trouble source and help the other speaker to 
understand their加mcorrectly. The general components of third position repairぽea 
turn-initial particle, such郎、o，”anagreement or accep抱nceof a response when a trouble 
source is treated as a complaint, a rejection of the previous speaker’s understanding of the 
trouble soぽce,and the repair itself, in which the speaker of the trouble source will 
refonnulate their tum or explain what出eymean. The refonnulation or explanation could 
take the fonn of”I don’t meanX”or ”I'm not Xing.”However, every example of third 
position repair does not necessarily contain al four elements (Schegloff, 1992a). 
According to Schegloff (1992a), third position repair can be seen出 the”last 
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systematically provided opportunity to catch (among other troubles) such divergent 
understandings出atembody breakdowns in intersubjectivity”(p. 1301). In third position 
repair, speaker A produces an utterance, and speaker B responds in the second position. B’s 
response in the second position demonstrates to A that their utterance was misunderstood, 
which is why they perform third position repair in the third position. An example of third 
position repair can be seen in the following extract. 
Extract 29: GTS，工， 37in Schegloff, 1992a, p. 1303 
01 Dan: Well that’s a 1i七tledif feren七 fromlas七 week.
02 Louise: heh heh heh Yeah. We were in hysterics last week. 
03 Dan：→ No，工 meanA工．
04 Louise: Oh. He.“ 
In this extract, Dan does third position repair after Louise produces her response to his 
凶 erancein line 02. Her utterance demonstrates to Dan也atshe misunderstands who he is 
talking about. Dan’s repair contains the repair marker，”I mean，”which is designed to co町ect
血erecipient’s under抗出iding(Schegloff, 1992a). 
2.3.2.6 Fourth Position Repair 
Fourth position repair occurs when a trouble source is produced泊afirst t町n(Tl) by 
speaker A, another participant, speaker B, responds to血at加min the subsequent tum, which 
is followed by a contingent or follow-up question by speaker A (T3）.百ie知min T3 exhibits 
to speaker B that th位 understandingof the加min T 1 was incorrect, and therefore their 
answer in T2 w邸 inappropriate.In T4, speaker B performs repair to address the problem of 
understanding (Schegloff, 1992a). An ex倒npleof fourth position repair is as follows. 
Ex七ract30: EAS, FN, in Schegloff, 1992a, p. 1321 
01 Marty: Loes, do you have a calendar. 
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02 Loes: Yeah ((reaches for her desk calendar)) 
03 Marty: Do you have one that hangs on the wall? 
04 Loes：→ Oh, you ~盟主 one.
05 Marty: Yeah 
This extract begins with M訂tyasking Loes for a calendar. Marty’S旬m加line01 can be seen 
as a request for a calendar or a request to borrow a calendar. Loes tre剖SMarty’s turn as a 
request to borrow the calendar and she reaches for her calendar in line 02. In line 03, M紅町
then asks Loes，”Do you have one that hangs on the wall?", which demonstrates to Loes that 
her understanding ofM訂ty’S旬min line 01 was incorrect. Loes then performs repair in the 
subsequent turn，せiefourth position, with ”Oh, you~型l!one.”，which shows that she now 
understands that Marty's t副首inline 01 was a request for a calendar and not a request to 
borrow one. 
百児島llowingdiagram summarizes the most common locations of repair as well儲
who usually performs the repair in th叫location.
In Schegloff, 1992, p. 1327 
Tl A: QI 
T2 B: Al NTRI (Tl) 
T3 A: Q2 NTRI (T2) Repair 3d (Tl) 
T4 B: A2 NTRI (T3) Repair 3d (T2) Repair 4th (Tl) 
TS A: Q3 NTRI (T4) Repair 3d (T3) Repair 4th (T2) 
T6 B: A3 NTRI (TS) Repair 3d (T4) Repair 4th (T3, 1) 
T represents出e旬mnumber and Q and A stand for question and answer. Supposing A’S卸m
in Tl contains a trouble source. 
2.3.3 Types of Repair Patterns 
As mentioned above, there are four types of repair: self-initiated self-repair, 
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self-initiated other-repair, other-initiated selιrepair, and other”initiated other-repair. In白is
section I describe each of the勿pesof repair pa恥 msin detail and present ex剖nplesof each 
type. 
2.3.3.1 Self-Initiated Self-Repair 
Self-initiated self-repair refers to repair in which the speaker of the trouble source 
initiates and performs repair on their own utterance. There is a preference for self-initiated 
repair, which is a result of the opportunities for self-initiated repair preceding those of 
other-initiated repair. The following is an ex創npleof self-initiated self-repair in the s出ne
turn. 
Ex七ract31: GTS:5:33, in Schegloff et al., 1977, p. 370 
01 Roger: We’re just workin on a diffeどen七
02 → 主hing, the same主ing
In this extract, the trouble source，”di茸erent’：isrepaired by Roger, the speaker of the trouble 
source, in line 02. He states，”gme”，which is post-framed with”出ng”，therebymaking the 
repair visible. 
2.3.3.2 Self-Initiated Other-Repair 
Self.酬initiatedother・”repair occurs when the speaker of the trouble source initiates repair 
on their own utterance, and another participant performs the repair prope工Mostinstances of 
self-initiated other-repair are word se町・ches.An example of self-initiated other-repair can be 
seen in the following extract. 
Extract 32: BC:Green:88, in Schegloff e七 al., 1977, p. 364 
01 B：→ He had dis uh Mistuh W-whatever k－工 can’t
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02 think of his first name, E主主主主 on,the one thet wrote// tha七 piece,
03 A：→ Dan Watts 
In也isextract, whose participants訂enative English speakers, B initiates repair on his 
own utterance in line 01, stating，”Mistuh W珊 whateverk-I can’t think of his first n躍ne，亘量皇室
on，由eone thet wrote 1 that piece，”and when he is unable to come up with the man’s ful 
name, A provides it in line 03, stating，＇’Dan Watts”．日osoda(2006) analyzed conversations 
bo出betweennative speakers of Japanese and conversations between native and norトnative
speakers of Japanese. Her analysis revealed that although other嶋repairdid not occ町 oftenin 
the conversations出nongnative speakers, when it did occur，社wasa result of a word seぽch
performed by the speaker of the trouble source. Hosoda (2000) examined self.”initiated 
other-repair in conversations between native and non-native speakers of Japanese and found 
that other-repair by native speakers often followed both verbal and non-verbal actions by 
non-native speakers that seemed to function as self-initiation of repair. The verbal actions 
included ”sound stretches, filers, cut帽O飽，risingintonation，出eque凶onmarker /w, and 
explicit expressions of ignorance”(p. 45), whereas the non-verbal actions consisted of”eye 
g位 e,postぽ・e,raised eyebrows, laughter,・ nods, pointing to oneself, and head tilts”(p. 48). 
2.3.3.3 Other-Initiated Self-Repair 
Other-initiated self-repair refers to repair泊whicha speaker other than the speaker of 
the trouble source i凶tiatesrepair and the speaker of the trouble soぽceperforms the repair 
proper. In most cases when other-initiated repair is performed, it results in self-repair 
(Schegloff, 1997a), which is a consequence of the preference for self-repair. The ex仕act
below demonstrates how other-initiated self-repair can occ砥
Extrac℃ 33: Debbie and Shelley, in Sidnell, 2010, p. 120 
35 Debbie: [. hhh 
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36 Shelley: [you were at the h豆よloweenthing 
37 Debbie: huh? 
38 Shelley: the halloween p[ar七y
39 Debbie: [ri:ght. 
In this extra心t,the trouble source is in line 36加whichShelley says，”you were at the 
halloween thing”. Debbie initiates repair with the open-class repair initiator.，”huh？”，after 
which Shelly performs self-repair, replacing the word ”thing”with ”party”to produce the 
utterance ”the halloween pぽty”.Debbie accepts the repair with "right”and the sequence 
closes. 
Schegloff et al. (1977) provide evidence血atshows th剖mostother-initiated repairs 
result in self-repairs. However, as will be demonstrated in Chapters 4, 5, and 6, in interaction 
between native and non-native speakers of English in a university language lounge, 
other-initiated repair often results in other-repair. 
2.3.3.4 Other-Initiated Other-Repair 
The least occurring repair pa抗.em,other-initiated other-repair, refers to repair in which 
a speaker other than the speaker of the trouble source both initiates and performs repair on出e
trouble source.百iefollowing extract exemplifies such an occurrence. 
Extract 34: GTS:5:3, in Schegloff et al., 1977, p. 365 
01 B: Where didju play主主三豆k//etbaw
02 A: (The) 盟主：m
03 B：工nthe gy~？ 
04 A: 芝ea:hLike grou(h)p主主豆rapy. Yuh know= 
05 B: =[Oh:::. 
06 A: =[half the group thet we had la:s’term wz there en we was j us’playing 
07 arou:nd. 
08 B：→ Uh-fooling around. 
09 A: Eh-yeah… 
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In this extract, the trouble source, the word ”playing”泊thephrase ”）us playing arou:nd”in 
lines 06 and 07, is repaired by B in line 08 by replacing the word ”playing”with”fooling.” 
Schegloff et al. (1977) point out that there may be more instances of other剛correctionin 
interaction with participants who訂e”not胸yet-competent”(p.381). 
2.3 .4 Correction and Repair 
Previous research hais discussed the ways 血atrepair and correction are different (e.g.ラ
Schegloff et al., 1977; Macbeth, 2004; Hall, 2007; Rosenthal, 2008; Haakana & Kurhila, 
2009) as well as the ambi伊i守betweenthe two (e.g., McHoul, 1990). McHoul (1990) 
mentions th瓜Schegloffet al. (1977) appear to use the term ”correction”to mean the 
replacement of errors and the term ”repair”to refer to bo由interactionaltroubles and errors. 
Distinguishing between the two can often cre剖econfusion, which is why some studies treat 
them as one and the same ( e.g吋 Jung,1999;Seedhouse,2004;K泌nta,2010). Hall (2007) 
asserts that repair is the practice of how interlocutors cope wi也interactionalproblems, and 
although correction is a kind of repair, it involves substituting the mistake with the correct 
word, etcetera. Errors can be seen as problems of speaking, which is repair, and correcting the 
e紅白byreplacing the word, etcetera, which the recipient treats as problematic can also be 
rep創工
Embedded correction refers to correction performed by the recipient of talk that does 
not interrupt the interaction nor become the focus of the interaction. In也istype of correction 
the producer of the problematic t町nuses the corrected word, expression, and so on in由e
subsequent interaction (Jefferson, 1987). Embedded correction is an action sep訂atefrom 
repair because the next tum is not delayed due to the correction and it does not stop the 
progressivity of the interaction in the way that repair does. In repair sequences the repair 
becomes the interactional business, and as Couper・Kuhlen(1992) observed, when repair 
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occurs, participants try to get back to the main interaction as quickly as possible. 
2.3.5 Repair in Various lnteractional Circumstances 
In recent ye町Sthere has been a growing number of studies on repair which cover a 
wide range of topics including S戸邸x(e.g., Hayashi, 1994; Fox, Hayashi, & Jasperson, 1996), 
旬m-tak泊g(Kendrick, 2015), learning (Bu枕erfield,2016), and so on. In the previous section, 
I discussed the basic tenets of repair. In the following sections, I will summarize literature on 
repair in various interactional circumstances which is directly related the focus of this 
dissertation and serves as the foundation on which this study is built. 
2.3.5.l Repair in Classrooms 
CA can be used as a tool to develop a deeper understanding of the intricacies of 
pedagogical interaction (Gibson, 2009). Repair in classroom interaction is markedly di宜erer試
合om也atof repair祖mundaneconversation. This is due to a variety of factors, including 
epistemic s旬tus(Heritage, 2012) and identity. In the next two sections, I give an overview of 
previous research on repair in native speaker classrooms and foreign/second language 
classrooms. 
2.3.5.1.1 Repair in First Language Classrooms 
Regarding interaction in first i組郡iagehigh school geography classrooms, McHoul 
(1990) established that other-correction occurs more企equentlythan in mundane conversation. 
In addition, he reveals that the number of other-initiated self-corrections exceeded those of 
other-initiated other-corrections. When teachers and students did perform self-initiated 
self-corrections，出etrouble so町cewas usually something other than an "error in the strictest 
sense”(p. 353). Most other・・initiations, which occurred in the second turn, contained a 
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linguistic item that replaced an informational eηor such as a geographic location in白eprior 
turn. He explains that other-initiations were perfor質問dimmediately a抗era加mwhich 
contains the trouble soぽceor immediately after the trouble so世ceis produced. Lastly, he 
found that other-corrections occ田 inspecific environments. One such environment isafter 
the teacher restates a question or gives hints to students, which fail to induce self-correction 
by the students. 
InMcHoul’s classroom d剖a,the minimal amount of selιinitiated self-corrections on 
the part of the students could possibly be attributed to the fact that he number of turns taken 
by students are minimal compared to也atof the teacher. When students do speak，血ey訂e
producing answers血atthey think紅ecorrect. If students produced an informational error, in 
order to perform self-initiated sel -repair their knowledge would have to change after they 
produce the answer. However, they may have to refer to their textbook or some other resource 
in order for their knowledge state to change, but by the time that happens, someone else 
would likely take a tum. 
Radford, Blatchford, and Webster (2011) investigated elementary and junior制的
school mathematics classroom which contained students with special educational needs and 
placed a focus on how teachers and teaching assistants allocated turns, performed repair, and 
generated topics. They explain that when students' utterances contained mistakes or when 
出eywere unable to produce an adequate answer, the teaching assistants immediately 
provided correction or the appropriate answer. Because the teaching assistants did not 
withhold correction or provide prompts or clues, they紅郡ie,it limited students' oppo託u凶ties
to repair their own utterances and provide answers by themselves. 
2.3.5.1.2 Repair in Foreign/Second Language Classrooms 
Previous studies have discussed how repair is performed in foreign/second language 
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classrooms and in settings in which the goal is language learning and improvement (e.g., 
Kasper, 1985; Seedhouse, 1999, Jung, 1999; 2004; Buckwalter, 2001; Liebscher & 
Dailey-0’Cain, 2003; Seo & Koshik, 2010; Okada, 2010; Cho & Larke, 2010; Otsu, 2011; 
Fotovatnia & Doηi, 2013; Otsu, 2011; Hellermann, 2011; Hoshino, 2013; Kaanta, 2014; Park, 
I., 2015; Butterfield, 2015; Butterfield & Bhatta, 2015; Butterfield, 2016). 
Because of limitations in linguistic knowledge, it can be assumed that repair occぽ S
more frequently in interaction between native and non-native speakers and between 
non-native speakers than in interaction among native speakers (K出per,1985). Liebscher and 
Daily-0’Cain (2003) analyzed second language classroom interaction and 官邸iethat repair 
initiated in the language classroom di民間企om由atof mundane conversation加出atstudents 
use specific repair initiations such部”whatdoes it mean？”，whichhigl吐igh臼theiridentities 
部 learners.
Although, repair, especially other-repair, may occur more企equentlyin conversations 
with non-native speakers, Gaskill (1980), who analyzed conversations between native and 
non-native speakers, found that there is stil a preference for sel -repair. Schwartz (1980) 
examined conversations between second language learners and also indicated也atself-repair 
is preferred over other-repair. 
K回per(1985) examined high school English as a foreign language classes and 
demonstrated出atdepending on whether the classroom activity w部 language-centeredor 
content-centered, the preferred p鮒 emof repair varied. She showed that in addition to 
other-correction performed by teachers, learners also correct their own 鮒 erances.She adds 
that teachers also restate their own utterances in order to help students understand and that 
these modifications also deserve attention because of their implications for teaching and 
learning. Her analysis revealed也atin language-centered activities, which are activities也at
focus on the learning the language, learners rarely self-initiate repair and other-initiated repair 
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is preferred. She points out that this may be because students，”self-repair is suspended due to 
the asymmetrical distribution of knowledge" (p. 204). Regarding content-centered activities 
泊whichlearners use the language they are learning to discuss content, she found that 
selιinitiated self-repairs and other-initiated other・四repairswere most prevalent. The 
self-initiated self-repairs consisted of problems related to grammar, vocabulary, and content. 
In her study, other-initiated other-repair occurred more frequently出another－園initiated
self-repair in the language-centered phase. In most cases, it was the teacher who initiated the 
repair, but the teacher would occasionally have another student perform the repair proper. 
Jung (1999) examined the organization ofrepair in ESL classroom interaction and 
determined th叫thep鋭 emsof repair differed based on the type of activity. The types of 
activities that she focused on were role-playing activities and teacher・園frontedactivities. In the 
role幽playingactivities a variety of repair p鮒ems(e.g叫 self-initiated-self.”repair,self.”initiated 
other-repaiζand other-initiated other-repair) were observed. Students were witnessed 
collaboratively performing repair sequences through actions such as giving clues and 
providing candidate answers following word searches. However, in the teacher・企onted
activities, the most commonly occurring repair pattern w田 other-initiatedother-repair. 
Seo and Koshik (2010) identified gest町出thatfunction as repair initiations in 
interaction between an ESL conversation tutor and tutee. There are several conversation 
加 alyticstudies which investigated how ges知res訂eused in interaction (e.g., Goodwin, 1979, 
1986, 2000, 2003; Hayashi, 2003, 2005). However, whereas most conversation analytic 
studies on gestures investigate how gestぽesare performed m conc町twith verbal utterances, 
their study examines how gestures can be used to initiate repair even without組
accompanying verbal utterance. They s泊tethat head turns, tilts, and pokes紅eused to 
initiate-repair by the recipient of tl話相lkand their analysis reveals出attutees only used head 
pokes to initiate repair, whereas tutors used head tilts/turns, and pokes and sometimes a 
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combination of them to initiate repair. In the majority of the examples of repair initiation in 
their data, the tutor initiated repair on the tutees’turn because of a linguistic production 
problem, whereas when the tutee initiated repair on the tutor’s u託erance,it was because of a 
problem of understanding on the p紅tof the tutee. They訂guethat these ges卸resfunction as 
repair i凶tiatorsby the recipient of the泊lkand th副itis possible for repair to be initiated 
solely by the use of gestures. Lastly, they claim由atges旬reswhich向nctionas repair 
initiators resemble open-class repair initiators (Drew, 1997) such as ”huh？”，創出eydo not 
clearly identify the trouble soぽce.
Cho and Larke (2010) investigated how elementary school students in English俗 a
Second Language (ESL) cl儲sesdo repair and uncovered nine repair sなategiesthat were 
employed. Their study identified two types of novel repair strategies used by language 
le制 1ersin addition to those already discovered by Schegloff et al. (1977), Egbert (1988），初d
Liebscher and Dailey-0’Cain (2003 ).Schegloff et al. (1977) discovered types of repair 
initiation techniques in native conversations, which are non”lexical speech pe此町bations,the 
use huh, what, who, where, or when, partial repeats of the trouble-source加mplus a question 
word, partial repeats of the trouble-source turn, and y’mean plus a possible understanding of 
the word. Analyzing oral proficiency interviews between native and non-native speakers of 
German, Egbert (1998) discovered that participants initiated repair by requesting repetition, 
which was the second most common repair initiator following partial repea臼.Liebscher and 
Dailey-0’Cain (2003) observed th剖 madditional way in which learners in a German EFL 
classroom泊itiatedrepair was by requesting an explanation, definition, or translation. In their 
study, Cho and Larke (2010) found that students initiate repair through non剛verbalreso町ces,
such部 head抑制ngand squinting, and by doing correction. They report that in their da同the
most commonly used repair initiation was understanding checks. 
Unlike most classroom interaction which focuses on interaction between a teacher and 
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students, Hellerm出m(2011) focused on the longitudinal repair practices in student 
interaction泊alangt踊geclassroom. He explains也atover time the participants oriented to 
di町erenttypes of trouble so町cesand the ways in which they initiated and performed repair 
appe町edto have increased. Heぽguesthat this is evidence which demonstrates that the 
participants' interactional competence improved during the time that they were observed. 
K猫n協（2014)analyzed eighth grade content and language integrated learning (CLIL) 
English classes in Finland and demonstrated how the function of embodied noticings, for 
example, shifts in gaze and facial expressions, precede the initiation of correction by students. 
The correction initiations are performed in regards to what the teacher has written on an 
exercise sheet which is able to be seen by al of the students as社isprojected onto a screen. 
Her focus is on how students display their epistemic status when initiating corrections on 
what the teacher has written on the exercise sheet and how these epistemic statues訂e
negotiated throughout the interaction. She observes that after students initiated correction, 
they left a slot for teachers to self-correct, and remarks th剖althoughembodied noticings 
precede correction initiations, it is the later and not the former that are oriented to by other 
participants. 
Analyzing native and non-native speaker interaction in a university language lounge, 
Butterfield (2015) demonstrated how other-initiated other-repair occurs in second language 
interaction and notes that it occ町squite企equentlyin interaction between native and 
non-native speakers. 
Butterfield and Bhatta (2015) investigated Initiation”Response-Feedback (IRF) 
sequences in team綱teachingEFL classrooms and revealed也at泊instanceswhen one teacher 
initiated the sequence which was followed by a s知dentresponse and repair by the other 
teacher, the other teacher would provide feedback because their acceptance or rejection of the 
repair w出 relevantas they are the one who treated the student’s utterance as problematic. 
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Some studies suggest也atthe power and importance of repair may extend beyond its 
ability to temporarily halt the interaction underway in order to address interactional issues. 
Bu悦erfield(2016), for example, examining interaction in a university language lounge, 
revealed that repair sequences are one possible site in which learning may potentially occur. 
In a similar vein, Morgenstern, Leroy-Collombel, and Caet (2013) assert that”repairs may 
not be su宜icient,but they represent ideal interactional sequences for the acquis託ionof 
language to take place”(p. 153). 
2.3.5.2 Repair in Native and Non騎NativeSpeaker Interaction in Non-Educational Settings 
In recent ye町s,there has been an increasing amount of research which has examined 
repair in interaction between native and non-native speakers in non-educational settings (e.g., 
Kurhila, 2001; Wong, 2000a, 2000b; Hosoda, 2000, 2006; Pぽk,J.-E. 2007; P訂k,I叫 2007;
Bae & Oh, 2013; Yasui, 2010). Many SLA studies view the identities of participants, such as 
native speaker and non-native speaker, as something由瓜isinvariable throughout interaction 
(Hosoda, 2001). However, in conversation analytic rese紅ch,analysts aim to demonstrate how 
specific identitiesぽevisible in the interaction and oriented to by participants (Schegloff, 
1992b). There have been n田nerousCA studies which analyze second language conversations 
(e.g叫 G紅白er& Wagner, 2004) and which demonstrate how repair or correction is done in 
second language interaction (e.g., Firth, 1996; Firth & Wagner, 1997; Carroll, 2000, 2004; 
Pぽk,J.-E., 2007; Wong 2000a, 2000b, Hosoda 2000, 2001, 2006; Brouwer, 2003; Egbert, 
2004; K部per,2004; P町k,J.-E., 2007; Yasui, 2010; Bae & Oh, 2013; Lilja, 2014; Tsuchiya & 
Handford, 2014; O'Neal, 2015; Quan & Weisser, 2015; Greer, 2015). 
Firth (1996) demonstrated that there is a preference for self-repair in non刷native
speaker interaction, which supports the findings of Schegloff et al. (1977), who pointed out 
that there is preference for self-repair in interaction among native speakers. 
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Firth and Wagner (1997) ar思ie出atmany SLA studies tend to出cribecategories to 
non岨nativespeakers and native speakers a priori, and attribute their linguistic competence, or 
lack thereof, to the fact th瓜they紅emembers of those categories. Some CA studies (e.g., 
Carroll, 2000, 2004) demonstrate that non-native speakers' identities as non-native speakers 
紅enot always relevant and that on many levels their interactional practices (e.g., res也rts)
resemble those of native speakers. Other studies, on the other hand, have revealed that 
participant’s identities do sometimes become relevant at different points in the interaction. 
Pぽk,J.-E. (2007), for example, found that participant identities became relevant in 
interaction between native and non-native speakers during word searches and when linguistic 
performance was eval問 ted.
Wong (2000a) discovered that in native and non-native conversations, the non-native 
speaker initiated repair on another speaker's utterance on a加mother than the turn just 
subsequent to the trouble source. She therefore concludes that repair in non-native speaker 
conversations does not always necessarily occぽ泊theearliest position possible. 
Hosoda (2000) examined the circumstances in which other-repair occurs in interaction 
between native and non-native speakers of Japanese部 wellas interaction among native 
speakers of Japanese. She repo抗sthat other-repair occurs more frequently in native and 
non-native interaction compared to也atof interaction倒nongnative speakers. She mentions 
that because non-native speakers lack the linguistic proficiency that native speakers possess, 
it may be assumed出atthe native speaker woUld give unsolicited correction, but this did not 
occ町 inthe data that she analyzed. She also found that simi加 toconversations between 
native speakers, participants do not often correct血eco”participant’s obvious errors. Hosoda 
(2001) observed that the native and non-native speaker identities of participants were visible 
in other-repair sequences (a) when there w部 aproblem of understanding, (b) when a 
non-native speaker invited the native speaker to do repair, and ( c)when one of the 
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participants repaired the co・participant’skata初mEnglish. She discovered that the 
p制 icipa則sdemonstrated their s胞tus部 non-nativespeakers when they requested help企om
the native speaker and the native speaker’s status as expert W部 madevisible when they 
provided help to the non-native speak侃 Hosoda(2006) noticed similar patterns in 
conversations也atshe analyzed between native and non-native speakers of Japanese, and 
reveals th剖inher data the difference in linguistic expertise became relevant when one 
participant invited the co・p訂ticipantto do repair and when a problem of understanding 
occurred. Her analysis also showed that language expertise can be made visibly relevant in 
other-repair. 
Brouwer (2003) explored word searches performed by non-native speakers in 
interaction between native and non-native speakers of Danish and revealed that they provide 
possible opportunities for learning. This implies th副theproducer of the trouble source知m
may not know the word, and by having another participant produce the word that they訂e
looking for, an opportunity for learning may occur. Some studies assume th剖wordsearches 
represent a gap in a language learner’s knowledge (Kasper & Kellerman, 1997), and while it 
maybeなuesometimes, it is not always the case. Native speakers also perform word searches 
when they cannot produce a word at the time of interaction. It does not necessarily mean that 
the speaker does not know the word, rather出atthey紅eunable to produce it at the t泊iethey 
紅espe紘ing.
Egbert (2004) examined how membership categorization becomes visible in repair 
initia旬dby a participant other than the speaker of由etrouble source in German conversations. 
Participants' linguistic and regional categories emerged加 aresult of the other-initiated repair, 
which occurred because of a problem in understanding or hearing. In other words, the 
participants' membership in a particular category w出 relevantto由eoccurrence of a problem 
出atぽosein the interaction. She presents examples that demonstrate how participants' repair 
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initiations show the ways血eyassign memberships to other members or themselves by 
orien白igto the trouble so町cespeaker's utterance as lack of cul加ralor linguistic knowledge 
or a word that belongs to a p紅tic叫訂dialector region. 
K部per(2004) scrutinized interaction between a native and non-native speaker of 
German. She uncovered由atthe native speaker would provide corrections following repair 
initiations performed by the non-native speaker. In her data, if the non-native spea主erdid not 
invite other-repair or correction, the native speaker did not provide江
Bae and Oh (2013) examined the correlation between repair and the identities of the 
participants in native and non-native interaction and found that the identities of native 
speaker and non-native speaker were not always relevant to repair. Participant identities 
became relevant when one of the participants initiated repair to address a problem that 
occurred部 aresult of the lack of linguistic competence on the part of the non圃nativespeaker. 
They reported that participant identities became relevant when non-native speakers invited 
native speakers to出sista repair. In a similar vein, Kurhila (2004) reports that linguistic 
expertise w邸 maderelevant when the non-native speaker encountered linguistic issues. 
P訂k,I. (2007) focused on word searches in native and non樟nativeinteraction from 
tutoring sessions and casual social gatherings and asserts that word 田町ches訂esocial actions 
which are visible to other participants. She shows how interactants use and orient to a variety 
of interactional resources such部 cut働offsand shifts in gaze to jointly perform word searches. 
Yas凶（2010)investigated repair in native and non-native interaction and examined whether 
there were differences in repair p鰯 emsbetween advanced and beginning speakers of 
Japanese learners. She reports that there was a preference for self-repair町nongadvanced 
speakers, but也atbeginners preferred other-repair. 
Seo加 dKoshik (2010) remark th剖intheir data on interaction between a native 
speaker and non-native speakers participating in ESL conversational tutoring sessions, the 
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linguistic abilities of the p訂ticipantswere not relevant, for example, in c出eswhen a 
participant initiates repair on a referent that is unknown to them. 
Analyzing da旬betweennative and non”native speakers of Finnish, Lilja (2014) 
focused on how partial repetitions of the previous utterance can白nction邸 repairinitiations. 
She demonstrates that partial repetitions can indicate problems of understanding on出epart 
of the non”native speaker and註iatas participants’asymme凶clinguistic knowledge becomes 
relevant, opportunities for learning may be created for the non-native speakers. 
Several studies have investigated repair in lingua franca conversations. In Firth’s 
(1996) study, in which he examined English as a lingua企組caconversations, he described 
由eidea that even when participants do not understand what the previous speaker has said, 
they will occasionally ”let it pass”（p. 243). In contrast to this, Tsuchiya and Handford (2014), 
who also analyzed English as a lin思iafranca conversations at meetings to discuss a bridge 
building project, focused on what happens when participants do”not let社p部 S”(p.122). 
They explain出atthis entails other-rep副r,which w部 oftenother-initiated and occurred 
between participants from different institutions and who had different nationalities. They add 
也atmost of the other司repairswere often reformulations by the Chair of the meeting. 0’Neal 
(2015) investigated how interlocutors participating in lingua franca conversations perform 
segmental repair, which is the reparation of phonemes resulting企oma problem of 
pronunciation (Matsumoto, 2011 ),in order to maintain intersubjectivity. He demonstrates 
how the omission of consonants in words affects recipient understanding as well as how the 
加路氏ionof consonants helps them to restore in旬rsubjectivity.In the examples th剖he
presents, with the exception of one example in which a dual syllable word was repaired, 
repair is most o食.enperformed on monosyllabic words. He mdicates that the omission of a 
consonant can harm intersubjectivity, but也atit can be restored by performing segmental 
repaiれwhichin his examples, involved the insertion of consonant. 
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Analyzing interaction between both native and non制nativespeakers of English as well 
部 betweennative speakers of English, Q国 n組 dWeisser (2015) analyzed the self-repair 
techniques of non-native and native speakers of English and focused on comparing the 
syntactic class of words and types of syntactic and lexical items used when speakers recycle 
and replace a trouble so町民．τheyconclude that in non-native肱lkverbs町e企・equently
recycled and used部出ereplacement item and由atbo出nativeand non蜘nativespeakers often 
recycle individual words and not groups of words. 
Greer (2015) examined how a non幽nativeEnglish speaker participating in 
conversations with native speakers of English employs a旬peof repair known as ”brokering，” 
which involves using the help of a third person. a broker, to solve a problem of understanding 
(Bolden, 2012). All of the brokering由剖occursin Greer’s study involves a non-native 
speaker tacitly selecting a speaker other th初出espeaker of the problematic u悦 rancein order 
to provide clarification. When a recipient appeals to a broker for assistance，出eymake public 
their assumption由atthat person is familiar with the content and context of the talk and 
possesses the ability to make problematic utterances easier to understand. In a similぽ vein,
Bolden (2011) showed how interactants select a speaker other than the speaker of the trouble 
source to do repair. By doing this, they are orienting to the trouble source speaker’s lack of 
proficiency and to the fact th副theyare possibly incapable of performing repair. 
2.3.5.3 Repair in Bilingual Interaction 
In addition to research on interaction among native speakers and interaction between 
native and non-native speakers, there has been a growing body of research on bilingual 
interaction. Gafaranga (2011）今forexample, investigated Kinyarwanda/French bilingual 
participants' use of code-switching, demonstrating出atthey sometimes oriented to it as repair. 
He pointed out that one possible reason that code-switching occurred in his data could be that 
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interlo<;:utors町eorienting to the language preferences of the other interlocutors, which is 
consistent wi血性iefindings of other research ( e.g叫 Auer,1984, 1995; Gaf訂anga,2001; 
Torras & Gafaranga, 2002; Greer, 2013). 
Gafaranga (2012) examined repair in bilingual interaction and considered whether the 
l佃思腸geitself was being repaired or if something else in the抱kwas being repaired in cases 
of language alteration. His analysis revealed that in some c邸eslanguage change is the 
trouble source, sometimes it is repairing something else, and sometimes it signals a repair 
failure. In addition, he found th剖languagealternation can be viewed倒 are so山田由at
participants draw on to do repair which helps them to solve interactional problems. 
Greer (2013) focused on how interlocutors’embodied actions and code-switching 
practices were used when accomplishing word searches in interaction between bilingual 
teenagers in Japan. He observed th剖whenperforming words searches, interlocutors would 
invite help from other interlocutors or design their tum for pぽticularinterlocutors by 
changing their gaze and switching their language. In his data the participants would switch 
languages when doing word searches and after the word search w部 complete,the speaker 
would ret町nto the language由atthey were speaking prior to the word search. 
2.3.6 Summary 
Repair is a fundamental aspect of conversation that helps interactants maintain order 
and intersubjectivity. Repair can be initiated and performed in a variety of ways using a 
variety of verbal and gestural resources. Ever since Schegloff et al. 's (1977) pioneering study 
on repair, there has been an increased interest in the significance of repair in human 
interaction and a wide array of studies on repair covering an expansive r釦 geof topics has 
begun to appear. 
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2.4 Conversation Analysis and Learning 
In recent years there have been a growing number of studies focusing on what 
conversation analysis can con佐ibuteto second language acquisition and second language 
research in general.百ies加dieshave covered a wide r姐 geof topics including learning 
opportunities (e.g., He, 2004, Waring, 2008, 2011), interactional competence (e.g., Young & 
Miller, 2004; Hellerm副m,2011 ),and repair (e.g., Hosoda, 2000, 2006). However, studies 
which directly address the topic of learning are stil quite scarce. M訂kee(2000) remarks that 
conversation analysis for second language acquisition (CA for SLA) studies should be able to 
demonstrate temporary learning behaviors. As most studies on learning have revealed, this is 
easier said由加done.Some studies, such as He (2004), have taken to the debate as to 
whether CA iscapable of addressing the topic of learning. Several studies have attempted to 
use conversation analysis to show how learning occurs, but because many studies lack a 
traceable learning object, skepticism surrounding the ability of conversation analysis to 
address issues of learning remains. 
Lee and Hellermann (2014) point out that because conversation analysis focuses on the 
description of interaction今someresearchers do not think that it is ideal for second language 
acquisition research. Some researchers argue that because CA’s focus is only on the 
observable出pec臼ofparticipants’behavior, it is ill-equipped to deal with the subject of 
learning, which is a change in a cognitive state that occぽsin the mind, and is therefore not 
observable to the analyst. However, what is observable to the analyst is how participants, 
through their actions, or sometimes inactions, may go企oma state of not understanding or 
knowing to a state of understanding or knowing. This problem of understanding or lack of 
knowledge could be displayed in the form of a question such as ”what is .. ？”or the 
participant’s inability to produce the correct word. Heritage (1984) demonstrates th剖CAis 
capable of showing changes in knowledge states which can be seen through the use of change 
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of state tokens such as”。h.”
CA for SLA is often censured for its lack of a concrete theory of learning (Mぽkee,
2008). Several conversation analytic studies concerned with learning draw企omexogenous 
theories of what learning is or may be, such as sociocultural theory ( e.g「 Gar命ier,2007) or 
situated learning theory (e.g., Young & Miller, 2004; Brouwer & Wagner, 2004; Hellerm剖m,
2008），泊orderto demonstrate that learning is or may be occurring. 
In the field of conversation analysis several researchers interested in second language 
acquisition have focused on environments such as educational settings where learning may 
take place in order to better understand how learning occurs (G紅白er,2008). Through an in 
depth analysis and explication of second language interaction, conversation analysts hope to 
demonstrate the processes through which languages町elearned. While the traditional focus 
of learning a language has been on form and linguistic structures, some researchers ( e.g叫
Hellermann, 2009; Firth, 2009) have shown伽 tlearning does not just involve mastering a 
certain linguistic form, it can also involve improving overall communicative competence . 
The following sections provide an overview of previous conversation analytic research on 
learning. The four main町easof focus regarding learning訂eopportunities for learning, 
learning sites, longitudinal learn 
2.4.1 Opportunities for Le訂ning
Most second language (L2) conversation analytic research to date has focused on how 
second languages are used but not on how they訂eacquired. The reason for出islies in the 
向ndamentalnature of conversation analysis. It is concerned with the observable出pectsof 
interaction, and the word ”acquire”is generally thought to mean something that occ田sin the 
mind. Using the methodological企ameworkof conversation analysis, it is difficult to 
demonstrate出剖learninghas occurred, which is why most conversation analytic research to 
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date regarding learning has been concerned with identifying opportunities for learning and 
not with identifying the processes through which languages are acquired. In order to訂思ie
that learning or some developmental change has occurred, there has to be a traceable object. 
If the teacher teaches something, it is difficult to紅guethat learning is occuηing UI由SSan 
observable learning object can be identified. Just because the teacher is teaching does n叫
necessarily mean that students訂elearning. Finding a traceable object is difficult in 
short-term interaction and extremely challenging to identiちfin a longitudinal study. As Lee 
and Hellermann (2014) point out, conversation analysts訂ehesitant about addressing learning 
because of ”CA’s programmatic principle, which does not speculate on the cognitive states of 
the participants; this is in direct contrast to the reviewed view of SLA, which treats learning 
primarily部 apsychological construct”(p. 3). 
Mori (2004) reveals how participants orient to various learning opportunities in 
classroom interaction, such出 theaccuracy of vocabulary and pronunciation as well as 
producing counterぽ思unents.She points out that when s加dents’di偽rentorientations 
became problematic the students' orientations had to be negotiated. Waring (2011) discusses 
three types of learner initiatives and how they create learning oppo民間ities.百ieinitiatives 
訂・e:（吋initiatingsequence, (b) volunteering response, and ( c)exploiting assigned旬m.She
S結testhat initiating sequences allows participants to show knowledge and pぽsue
understandings, but does not claim that learning has occurred, rather that it may promote 
learning. She ar伊esthat volunteering responses provide oppo巾凶tiesfor learning by吋ts
production of symmetry, participation, and language play”(p. 212). Lastly, she maintains that 
by exploiting the assigned加m血eparticipants construct opportunities for learning by 
increasing participation through the provision of more information than what is requested. 
Kasper (2004) analyzed a conversation for learning between a non胸nativeand a native 
speaker of German. She discusses how this context has the potential for learning, but admits 
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that it does not demonstrate learning. She comments that looking at cross sectional or 
longitudinal interaction is needed in order to obtain evidence for learning. Nakayama, Tyleた
and van Lier (2001) examine how participants negoti蹴 meaningin information gap 
activities and conversations and紅guethat conversations do provide opportunities for 
le紅ning.
Li (2013) discusses potential missed learning and pedagogical oppo武田itiesin a 
Chinese as a foreign language class in which a teacher does not address the questions asked 
by students which would have allowed her to expl剖nthe pragmatic di旺erencebetween two 
sentences. During a translation exercise the teacher tels the students a sentence to say in 
Chinese, but the students want to know the situation and who they are saying it to so they can 
decide the appropriate expression to produce. However, because the teacher proceeds without 
addressing the students' questions, the studen臼areleft unsure of the type of situation in 
which they can use the expression泊．
Lilja (2014) analyzed conversations between native and non-native speakers of Finnish 
and highlights how the fact th瓜participants'orientations to the di査erencein linguistic 
knowledge, that is, when the non-native speaker repeats pぽtof the native speaker’s previous 
utterance, can create learning opportu凶tiesfor the non-native speake工Shedemonstrates how 
these partial repetitions are treated as the non-native speaker’s lack of understanding of a 
previously produced linguistic item，部wellas how participants address the lack of 
understanding, which sometimes causes the linguistic item to become a learning object. She 
notes that the as戸nmetryin linguistic knowledge becomes visible in repair, but白ateven 
after the problem of understanding is resolved, interlocutors occasionally continue discussing 
也erepairable. 
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2.4.2 Sites of Learning 
Some rese紅chhas been concerned with identiちringsites in which learning occurs. 
Gardner (2007) states that bricolage t町mmay be a place where learn加gbecomes visible 
claiming that由旬、anbe seen as potential loci for learning”句.71). For one example, 
G紅白errefers to Vygotsky’s ( 1978) notion of zone of proximal development to suggest that 
learning might be occurring because a word may be between a participant’s current linguistic 
level and the zone of proximal development, and scaffolding is occurring to help her learn the 
word. Gardner (2008) suggests four potential sites of learning.百ieyare sites where: 
1. teachers start a sentence and allow studen臼tofinish it 
2. teachers provide a slot for students to repeat new words 
3. these slots町eframed at the beginning and end of a sequence 
4. code-switching occurs to confirm understanding of a learning o吋ect
Brouwer組 dWagner (2004) present an example in which repair led to learning, which 
suggests that repair sequences may be one potential site in which learning may occur. This 
study presents three examples which support their findings. Their example will be discussed 
in detail in the next section. He (2004) points out that stil litle is known about what type of 
interaction promotes second language acquisition. Sheぽ思ies出atconversation analysis may 
help田 tounderstand what type of classroom interaction enco町ageslanguage learning, but 
points out that conversation analysis does not address, nor is it designed to address, the 
process of learning and long term changes in behavior. In her study she demonstrates how 
conversation analysis can be used to illustrate how teaching and language learning 
opportunities are created in a Chinese heritage classroom. She pos旬latesthat if the 
acquisition of a language is viewed as an active and not passive process then teaching 
activities, such as having students answer questions and producing "designedly incomplete 
utterances" (Koshik, 2002) for students to co-complete, can also be viewed部 learning
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activities as studentsぽeattempting to produce correct answers and co・completingteacher 
sentences. 
2.4.3 Longitudinal Leaming 
Some conversation analytic research has examined learning longitudinally (e.g., 
Brouwer & Wagner, 2004; Young & Miller, 2004; Hellermann, 2006, 2008, 2011; Firth & 
Wa伊er,2007; Markee, 2008; Kim, 2009; Pekarek-Doehler, 2010; Lee & Hellermann今2014).
Brouwer and Wagner (2004) argue that language learning does not merely involve learning 
linguistic forms, rather it entails learning interactional skills and resources as well. They 
maintain也atlearning should be viewed as a social process which occurs in communities of 
pr即tice(Lave & Wenger, 1991). They demonstrate how particip組 tsuse knowledge gained 
企omprevious interaction in the如何re,which helps the interaction proceed more smoothly 
with fewer problems. In the following example taken from their study, which I show here in 
simplified form, J wants to speak with Visti Petersen, but says”Vee Tee Petersen”in line 10. 
Extract 35: in Brouwer & Wagner (2004), p. 38, Simplified 
5 J: ・h 0h kan jeg snake med herr tE.豆ter↓sen.
Eh can I talk with mister (second name) 
Can I talk to Mr. Pe七ersen 
6 (0 .5) 
7 P: wa-0 hvem vil du tale med siger du? 
whom wish you talk with say you 
Whom do you want to七alkto did you say 
8 J: ・hh Herr tf?.S:ter↓sen. 
Mister (family name) 
9 (0. 6) 
10 J: Herr vet te (.) tE.S:ter↓sen. 
Mister (initials) (family name) 
Mister Vee Tee Petersen 
11 (1.0) 
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12 P: 
13 J: 
Vi:sti peter↓sen.= 
(fiどstname) (family name) 
=ja [ja]= 
Yes 
In line 12 P repairs J’s 凶 eranceby路ying，”Vi:stipeter↓sen.”Brouwer and Wagner point out 
that this repair can also be viewed as an opportunity for learning. As shown in the following 
extract, the next time that J calls the school and requests to speak to Visti Petersen, he uses 
the co汀ectname that was repaired by P in the previous interaction. 
Extract 36: in Brouwer & Wagner (2004), p. 39, Simplified 
1 ( te工ephonerings) ) 
2 K: 
3 J: 
Navigationsskolen Karen ↓hanrsen 
Nau七icalschool (first name) (family name) 
Jaぬ goddagdet e:r jaap也詔主主 igen.
Yes goodday this is (first name (family name) again 
Yes hello, this is Jaap Kolf again 
4 hhのh kan jeg snake met visti: 12.豆terisen:eh
can工talkwith (first name) (second name) 
can工talkto Visti Petersen 
In line 4 we are able to see that J produces the correct name which was previously repaired by 
J, hence suggesting也atwhat w部 taughtto him was learned, which is visible through his 
application of the correct reference term. 
Young and Miller (2004) cite situated learning theo巧らwhichwas proposed by Lave 
and Wenger (1991), and view learning not just部 somethingthat occurs in people’s minds, 
but also錨 asocial pro切 s.One of the main tenets of si知atedlearning theory is a process 
called legitimate peripheral participation which views learning as the increase in participation 
in sociocultural practices from peripheral to ful. Contrary to second language acquisition 
theories that view learning出 acognitive action that occurs in the mind, they紅思iethat 
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second language acquisition is a process也atis si加atedand jointly constructed by 
interlocutors.百ieirfocus is not on the acquisition of the student’s linguistic competence, but 
on the level of the student’s participation and how itchanges over time. In their longitudinal 
S旬dy,which focuses on interaction between a student and teacher in ESL writing conferences, 
Young and Miller (2004) ar夢路thatthe student’s participation increased, therefore 
transforming from peripheral，出抵抗tosay minimal participation, to fuller participation. 
Hellermann (2011) examines how伽 interactionalcompetence of two lang硝 ge
learners changes over an extended period of time by focusing on how other-initiated repair is 
performed. He points out that participants orient to various trouble sources that need to be 
repaired剖differenttime periods and they use a variety of methods to initiate and perform 
repair. One example he cited to demonstrate the improvement of an interlocutor’s 
interactional competence w都 herprovision of an account for her repair which was泊itiated
with ”no.”However, Hellermann comments that the changes that occu町edcould be attributed 
to the fact也atthe context changed. 
M訂kee(2008) considers how certain learning objects may be tracked over time in 
order to demonstrate when an object of learning occ町sand how interlocutors partake in 
language learning behaviors. He calls this longitudinal approach ”learning behavior tracking" 
(p. 404 ).In his example which focuses on a lexical item, the word ”prerequisite，”the teacher 
repairs the student’s utterance”precoぽ ses”with”prerequisites.”Thestudent repeats the word 
”prerequisites”組dsays "previous courses，”which Markee紅gues,suggests the student has 
undergone a change of state. He remarks th剖”thecase for the viabili守ofthis methodology 
would be even stronger if other instances of how the student, He Hua, independently 
deploying this word in other, more dis旬nt,speech events could be found" (p. 420). 
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2.4.4 Learning in Short-Term. Interaction 
Firth (2009) investigates workplace interaction between L2 speakers of English and 
argues that in one section of the interaction learning-irトinteractionis occuηing as 
demonstrated伽oughthe interactants’abili旬toco・constructwell-timed知rnswhich are 
”coherent, orderly, and intelligible and, for these interactants, expedient interaction" (p. 140). 
He maintains血at由eways in which interactants synchronize their actions and calibrate their 
talk would not be possible if learning were not occurring. 
Ishida (2009) analyzed the use of modal expressions in decision-making talk between a 
native and a non-native speaker of Japanese. The focus of her study is interaction which lasts 
ten minutes and she remarks that the non-native speaker comes to use modals in a manner 
that bears resemblance to the way that the native speaker used them, thus demonstrating a 
change in how she participated in the interaction. She argues that the non-native speaker 
became more interactionally competent because of her ability to project the consequences of 
an utter創ice.
2.4.5 Summary 
The ability of CA to deal with the issue of learning has been widely debated in recent 
years. Some researchersぽ思脂血atbecause learning occurs in the mind and CA isonly 
concerned with the visible aspects of interaction, it is not able to effectively show how 
learning occurs. Many studies have attempted to reveal that CA can be used as a tool to 
demonstrate how learning may occu工Theses印dieshave covered a plethora of topics, such 
拙 opportunitiesfor learning and sites of learning. However, because most of these studies 
lack a traceable learning object, many researchers stil doubt the ability of CA to address the 
topic of learning. 
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CHAPTER3 
METHOD 
This chapter describes the da胞，procedure,and ethical considerations of the present 
study and discusses reliability, validi思 objectivity,and quantification as they relate to this 
study. 
3.1 Data 
百iedata analyzed in this study come 合ominteraction in a language lounge at a 
private university in Japan. A language lounge is a place where副首versitystudents can go to 
practice speaking English with native speakers of English and other students. In recent years, 
many Japanese universities have created language lounges with the goal of improving 
S加dents’communicativeabilities. L組 guagelounge interaction is stil an under-researched 
紅側and由isstudy is an甜 emptto detail how interaction is accomplished in a language 
lounge. 
Language lounge sessions closely resemble English conversation classes in the way 
that they are structured. The native speaker of English, the teacher, prepares activities, g倒nes,
and topics for the students. In the language.lounge, teachers frequently choose who speaks 
when and students rarely self.剛select.When students are selected by the teacher, their 
responses are often minimal and they usually only address the question asked without giving 
any additional information or returning questions. In recent years, there has been a shi抗from
teacher・・centeredinstruction to student・齢centeredinstruction, in which students actively engage 
in activities and discussions and collaborate wi出otherstudents in pair and group work. In the 
language lounge, many of the activities involve pair or group work among students and 
teachers 企equentlyfacilitate the flow of the conversations, g都nes,or activities, change the 
topic when they see fit, and often repair students' utterances. In也isdata, the actions of the 
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native English speaker were virtually indistinguishable企omteachers in traditional 
classrooms, and bo出theyand the students orient to their ”discourse-internal”（Kasper, 2004, 
p. 563) identities of students and teachers. It is for these reasons that I will be referring to出e
participants as teachers and students throughout由ispap低 Th剖 isto say, I am not ascribing 
identities to出eparticipants a priori, rather, these identities紅emade visible through the 
actions and inactions of the p制 icipants部出.eyare seen doing being students and teachers. 
Antaki and Widdicombe (1998) comment th剖aperson’s identity is a display of membership 
to a certain identity category and that the characteristics associated with that identi可category
ぽeable to be understood by the analyst through the actions of the participants. In his 
discussion on membership categorization, Sacks (1972) coined由eexpression 
"category圃boundactivities”，and explained that”many activities are taken up by members to 
be done by some particular or several particular categories of members where the categories 
are c国egories企ommembership c剖egorizationdevices”(p. 335). For example, in classroom 
settings, teachers lecture企omthe企ontof the room while students listen and take notes. 
Lecturing is a c瓜egory-boundactivity done by teachers and listening to a lecture and taking 
notes are category-bound activities engaged in by students. 
What is important is whether a category is relevant at the time of interaction. In CA, 
identities訂ewhat the participants orient to and make relevant during the interaction (Sacks, 
1972). CA studies argue that analysts should not have preconceived notions about the 
identities of participants as native or non-native and that these categories should only be 
invoked when they are relevant to the interaction (e.g., Mori, 2007). Throughout the 
interaction recorded for this study, the identities of the participants are manifested as teachers 
and students and for the majority of the interaction the participants orient to each other as 
such. 
百iedata consists of approximately 16 hours of audio-video recorded conversations 
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which were collected by me or my colleague, and one of us was always present国thetime of 
recording. Twenty-four language lounge sessions were recorded in total and each session was 
approximately 40 minutes. Each session was recorded with two video cameras, one on each 
side of the area where the participants sat, and two small remote microphones were set on由e
tables in between the participants to ensure maximum sound quality. 
3.2 Participants 
In general, one teacher managed each session, but there W邸 onesession in this data 
set in which two teachers managed the language lounge toge由.er.The number of students in 
each session白剖W部 recordedranged from one to nine and in the 24 sessions recorded there 
were 1 unique teachers and 50 unique students in total. Some students pa此icipatedin 
language lounge sessions many times. A summ町yof each session ca be found in Table 1. 
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Table 1 
Summαη10/Eαch Session 
Session number Number of teachers Number of students Time in minutes 
4 40 
2 5 40 
3 40 
4 5 40 
5 4 40 
6 7 40 
7 7 40 
8 3 40 
9 3 40 
10 9 40 
1 2 40 
12 3 40 
13 5 40 
14 9 40 
15 2 8 40 
16 7 40 
17 3 40 
18 3 40 
19 2 40 
20 2 40 
21 3 40 
22 2 40 
23 40 
24 40 
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3.3 Procedure 
At minimum, conversation analytic research often involves the following steps: (a) 
recording natural interaction, (b) transcribing al or p紅tof the recording, (c) analyzing 
specific phenomena, ( d)conducting data sessions and consulting CA experts, ( e)writing up 
the analysis, and (f) disseminating research findmgs. A s田町nぽyof each is as follows: 
1. Recording natural interaction: Conversation analysis is concerned wi出analyzing
interaction in natural settings and not experimental settings created by the researcher. The 
first steps in conversation analytic research involve deciding what type of interaction you 
want to record, ge悦ingpermission to record, and then actually recording. Conversation 
analysts do their best not to disturb the natural se託ingof the situation. They pay s予ecial
attention to camera and microphone placement in order to ensure that they captぽethe 
details of the interaction as well to minimalize their intrusiveness, which may make the 
participants conscious that出ey訂ebeing recorded and hence change their behavior, 
2. Transcribing由erecording: The analyst does not look for something in advance, rather, 
they let the patterns or phenomena reveal themselves through the recordings, which are 
transcribed in detail and carefully examined repeatedly by the analyst. Once they have 
discovered the pa恥 mor phenomenon of their interest，出eytranscribe the surrounding 
interaction in detail if they have not done so already. Conversation analysis requires that 
transcripts be quite detailed and transcribing the minute details of the interaction can be 
exceptionally time-consuming (Markee, 2000). 
3. Analyzing specific phenomena: After the analyst has decided the phenomenon出国they
want to focus on, they begin making collections, conducting detailed analyses, and, when 
relevant, performing deviant case analyses. 
4. Conducting data sessions and consulting CA experts: Once the analyst has performed a 
detailed analysis of the phenomenon of their interest, they conduct da同 sessionswith 
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other CA experts and discuss也efindings with these experts in order to confirm their 
accuracy. 
5. Writing up the analysis: Next, the analyst writes up their analysis of the da旬.Before 
presenting or publishing the written analysis, the analyst will often have it p閃rreviewed 
by a CA expert. 
6. Disseminating research findings: A食erthe analysis is fimshed令也efindings of the 
research町eoften shared with other researchers at academic meetings or published in 
academic journals. 
As mentioned above, natural interaction泊auniversi守languagelounge was recorded 
for this study and al possible steps were taken to avoid disturbing the natural setting of the 
interaction. All of the recordings were transcribed while viewing the original videos. As a 
phenomenon of interest emerged from the interaction, I described it in detail and then began a 
collection of the instances of the phenomenon. A長erI decided the phenomena由剖Iwanted 
to focus on I presented the data used in this study at several data sessions with other CA 
experts in order to confirm or revise my findings and to strengthen the reliability and validity 
of them. 
3 .4Ethical Considerations 
When conducting rese町ch,there訂ee白icalissues that need to be considered by 
researchers. This section deals with the various ethical issues considered by the researcher for 
由isstudy. 
3.4.l Consent Forms 
When collecting data it is important to consider matters of consent (ten Have, 1999). 
The Japanese Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology (MEXT) 
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(2002) states that researchers should ob阻ininformed consent企omparticipants prior to their 
participation. All of也eparticipants who were recorded for this study signed consent forms, 
which were available in English and Japanese (see Appendices Band C for consent forms). 
Students were given Japanese consent forms and teachers were given English consent forms 
to ensure that p紅白ipan臼understoodthe p田poseof the research and that their privacy would 
be protected. 
Sometimes it is difficult for researchers concerned with informed consent to explain 
the research to participants in terms that they can understand (Oliver, 2010). The best effort 
was made to explain to the participants in simple, norトspecialistterms the goal of this study, 
which as the consent forms state, is to examine language use in interaction. Researchers are 
obligated to protect the rights of the participants in their studies. One right of particular 
importance is the participant's right to con自dentiality.Some participants may not want their 
identities revealed so it is important that血eyunderstand that their privacy will be protected 
and that如 yidentifying details such as出抑n紅nesand faces will be changed or hidden. It 
was clearly explained in the consent forms that participants’real names will not be used; they 
will appe紅 aspseudonyms. 
Data is often used in presentations and academic publications in the form of audio, 
video, and screen shots. When da胞 isused江iscrucial that the researcher take al precautions 
to pro臼ctthe confidentiality of the particip初旬.The consent form used in this study states 
th剖theaudio, video, and screen shots taken from the recording will be used for research 
P山posesand only viewed by professional researchers, and whenever video or screen shots 
are used in a presen肱.tionor publication they will be blurred to conceal the identities of the 
participants. Consent forms were filled out before the sessions began and did not interrupt the 
session many way. 
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3 .4.2 Recording 
Labov (1972) describes an ”observer’s paradox，”which is the notion that in order to 
study how people同lkin natural settings, people’s conversations in natural settings must be 
observed, but if people know that世田irconversations訂ebeing observed，社ieymay change 
由eway that出eyspeak, therefore making their speech unna加ral.In the present s加dy,al 
conceivable precautions were taken to avoid affecting the natural environment of the 
language lounge. During the sessions, the data collectors were not visible to the participants 
and only returned to the tables where the students sat after each session in order to explain the 
p田poseof the research and the consent form to the participants of the following session. The 
cameras were placed on each side of the area in which the participants were seated at a 
distance企omthatぽ・easo as not be intrusive. The cameras were set up in between sessions so 
as not to affect the session in any way. The remote microphones were set in the middle of the 
tables away企omthe participants in order to avoid impeding their ability to write or take 
notes. 
3.4.3 Transcripts 
All of the conversations were transcribed according to the transcription conventions 
established by Gail Jefferson (See Atkinson & Heritage, 1984). Only the extracts which訂e
exemplary of the phenomena under discussionぽeshown in this dissertation. 
3.4.4 Data Storage 
Providing secure storage to ens田ethe confidentiality of data is one issue faced by 
researchers (Long & Johnson, 2007). MEXT (2002) st倒的thatresearchers should 
appropriately manage and protect註iepersonal information of participants. After the 
recordings were taken, the daぬweretransferred to an external hard drive, where it is 
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currently stored, and then deleted丘omthe video c出neraIn order to maintain the privacy of 
也eparticipants, the external hard drive is kept in a secure cabinet accessible only by the 
principle researcher. 
3.5 Reliability, Validity, Objectivity, and Quantification 
CA research is quantitative in出esense that it involves systematically analyzing large 
se臼ofda:抱 and抗isqualitative in that it also analyzes single cases of phenomenon (Hosoda, 
2002). Concepts such as reliability, validity, objectivity were originally used in quantitative 
research, but because of their proven ability to critique the quality of research, they are often 
used to assess qualitative studies (Perakyla, 2004). The nature of these conはructsand the 
questions being asked in order to determine the soundness of a study differs depending on the 
type of research. In the following sections; I discuss each of them as they relate to the present 
study. 
3.5.1 Reliability 
According to Nunan (1992），喰eliabilityrefers to the consistency of the results 
obtained合oma piece of research”（p. 14). Reliability consists of two basic elements: internal 
reliability and external reliability. The internal reliabili守ofa study describes the ex胞ntto
which other researchers agree upon what was observed, whereas external reliability refers to 
the ability of another researcher to produce comparable findings using the s出neor similar 
type of data (LeCompte & Goetz, 1982). 
I have taken steps to establish the reliability of the results of the present study. In order 
to confirm my findings of the data used泊thisstudy, the data and analyses were presented拡
several data sessions with experts in the field of CA and出efindings were discussed with and 
reviewed by the aforementioned experts. 
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CA studies include transcripts which can be scrutinized by readers and也ishelps to 
ens町eth抵thes出mconclusions can be reached regardless of who analyzes them or when 
they紅eanalyzed (Waring, 2016). Transcripts allow readers to test the reliability of a study 
by analyzing the same data and using the same methods as血eauthor (Seedhouse, 2005). The 
external reliability of this study can be confirmed and reproduced through the use of the data 
and transcripts, which訂eavailable to other researchers. This is sin註lartowhat W部 described
by Lincoln and Guba (1985）部”inquiryaudits" (p. 317), which胞fersto having another 
researcher use the s出nedata, or in some cases, transcripts, and methods of analysis to veri骨
the results. 
3.5.2 Validi貯
Validity refers to the extent to which the results are accurately interpreted (Kirk & 
Miller, 1985) and is concerned with whether the in胸中retationsmade by the researcher訂e
grounded in the data, which is possible to support through empirical analyses. In CA research, 
analysts do not construct a hypothesis a priori to prove or disprove. Through the repeated 
viewing and listening of the recorded data, various phenomena begin to emerge, and it is 
仕omthese phenomena that the rese訂cherchooses what to focus on. The researcher’s analyses 
are detailed descriptions of the observable aspects of the interaction; researchers re合ainfrom 
discussing non-observable elements of interaction. This is one feature of CA studies由at
helps solidifシthevalidity of the findings. In CA research, the analyst is not imposing their 
ideas of what they think is happening, rather, theyぽeexplicating what is occurring in the 
interaction and their observations can be validated by observing how the producer of the 
C国Tentt四百treatsthe previous tum. 
Sacks et al. (1974) describe what is called a ”proof criterion”(p. 729), which means 
that each interactant’s tum demonstrates how they interpret the previous speaker’s tum. They 
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point out that it is the interactants’interpretations and understandings of the previo凶れm由at
ぽeused in analyses. Therefore, the ”display of those understandings in the同lkof subsequent 
turns affords bo由aresource for the analysis of prior加msand a proof procedure for 
professional analyses of prior旬ms-resources intrinsic to the data themselves”(p. 729). In 
short, by looking at how the participants treat the next加m,we訂eable to see if the analyst’s 
interpretation of the previous加mis coπect (Perakyla. 2004 ).
CA research is concerned with identiちringpatterns of interaction or interactional 
devices. Although many CA studies present several examples in order to demonstrate a 
particul訂 pa抗em,m加ystudies may only analyze a single case of a particular phenomenon. 
This raises the question, how many examples町eneeded in order to generalize the results? 
Even if a single case of a particular phenomenon is identified, it may be a deviant case, but it 
does demonstrate由atth剖phenomenondoes exist and th抵抗ispossible th剖itcould occur 
again. By presenting a single case analysis or deviant case analysis, it creates a platform仕om
which other researchers can build on and compぽethe research results of their own and others. 
In their study on repair, Schegloff et al. (1977) mention that their goal is to identify the 
interactional patterns or devices of a particular interactional environment, which will then 
make apparent some common features of the same pa悦emor device in a di自erent
interactional environment. The goal of their study is representative of the goal of CA studies 
in general.百ieultimate goal of CA research is to develop accounts of interactional pa悦 ms
or devices, and through the accumulation of multiple single case analyses, generalizations 
about the pa悦 mor device being focused become possible. 
3.5.3 Objectivity 
According to Kirk and Miller (1986), objectivity is the gre剖estdegree of co・occurring
reliability and validity. They state th札”Reliabilityis the degree to which the finding is 
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independent of accidental circumstances of the research, and validity is the degree to which 
the finding is interpreted in a correct way”（p. 20). This implies th剖whenthe results of a 
study can be replicated by another researcher using the s副neor similar da胞andmethodology, 
拠出heinterpretations of the researcher are acc町ateand therefore confirmed, the study can 
be labeled as being objective. 
In CA research, the data紅eavailable to readers in the form of transcripts. Readers, 
thereおre,have access to the data and can assess the accuracy of the findings based on the 
transcripts. When readers scrutinize the analyses while referencing the transcripts，出isis a 
form of replicating the results. Transcripts and analyses allow readers to determine the 
accuracy of the results as well as if the results can be replicated using the same data and 
methods. It is a combination of these elements that help define the degree of objectivity of a 
study. 
3.5.4 Quantification 
Guba and Lincoln (1981）ぽgueth剖forqualitative analysis the incidence with which 
something occ町sis not always relevant in order make an argument regarding the thing being 
analyzed. This suggests that just because something does not frequently occぽ orbecause it 
may only occur once, it does not mean th剖considerationis not W釦釦ted,nor does it take 
away企omits analytical importance. 
Seedhouse (2004) points out th剖forCA researchers, quantification is not of primary 
interest, but that what is of concern, is conducting detailed analyses of the daぬ仕omanemic 
perspective. Scheglo百(1993)mentions th剖泊CAresearch, a form of quantification can be 
seen through the use of terms such as ordinarily, commonly, and regularly. He explains that 
in the field of CA, researchers analyze large data sets and examine collections of single 
instances, so quantitative analysis is therefore ”not組 alternativeto single case analysis, but 
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rather is built on its back" (p. 102). 
3.6 Summary 
This chapter provided an overview the data and procedure used in the present study 
and outlined the ethical factors considered when conducting this research. 
It also explained how reliability, validity, objectivity, and quantification relate to 
conversation analytic studies such as this one. 
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CHAPTER4 
HOW REPAIR BECOMES NOTICEABLE 
This chapter investigates various types of repair and interactional environments which 
cause repair to become ”re co伊izableas repair" (Lerner & Kitzinger, 2015, p. 62) to the 
recipient of the repair who is also the producer of the trouble source. The analysis presented 
here builds on previous conversation analytic studies on how repair is performed, and 
examines several interactional environments and resources which help to make repair 
noticeable in those environments. 
All of the interactional repair considered in this chapter concerns problems of speaking 
by students。Repairis initiated by a student, the speaker of the trouble source, or by a teacher. 
Otheトinitiationsof repair have varying strengths in regards to their ability to locate a trouble 
source and sなongerrepair initiators紅epreferred (Schegloff et al.。1977).Sometimes 
other-initiated repair and other・”repair do not clearly locate the trouble so町ce,and go 
overlooked by the speaker of the trouble so町・ce.百ischapter explores the possible reasons 
repair does not go overlooked and also examines the ways that speakers of trouble sources 
demonstrate their understanding that也eirutterance has been repaired. Some of these ways 
include repeating the repaired utterance, which was most common, and the田eof change of 
state tokens, such as”oh”，ahヘandthe like. Koshik (2005a) explains th剖oneway that 
language teachers get students to notice and sel -repair their problematic utterances is by 
repeating students' utterances 初出eprevious tum with rising intonation. This chapter also 
discusses other methods也atteachers use to draw student attention to the fact出attheir 
utterance is being repaired. Schmidt (1990）部sertsthat noticing is an essential condition for 
second language learning to occur. In the next chapter, I illustrate how repair sequences can 
be potential sites of learning. As noted there, however, it is likely that learning occurs from 
the repair if the participant who is having a problem of speaking realizes that repair is 
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occurring. In other words, even when another participant treats出espeaker’S 凶 eranceas 
problematic and carries out repair, if the speaker of the trouble source does not realize也at
their utterance is problematic and is being repaired, it is less likely that le制官iingwill occ批
4.1 Analysis 
In this section, I examine various interactional contexts in which repair is made 
noticeable to the speaker of the trouble source as well邸 someinteractional resources 
deployed by teachers to demonstrate to students由attheir u抗erancesare being repaired. I also 
analyze how the lack of relevant next interactional el回nents,such鎚 continuers(e.g., uh huh, 
yeah, etcetera) (Schegloff, 1982) and receipt tokens can help to cal attention to由e加m
which contains the repair and make it visible to the producer of the trouble source that their 
凶 eranceis under repai工Lastly,I explicate how a se路加itiationof repair performed by a 
student can set the stage for a relevant repair either by the speaker of the trouble source or 
ano出erparticipant and how students display to teachers their understanding that their 
utterance has been repaired. The interactional environments and resources that I explore in 
this section are出 follows:(a) when a teacher joins a conversation between two students to 
perform repair, (b) when a teacher uses words such as”you mean，”you could say，”＂we say，” 
and”say it,”（c) when a s加dentself-initiates repair, ( d)when a teacher uses a combination of 
various resources, including the production of”you said" and emphasis to perform repair 
a負ernext turns, ( e)when repair is pre帽 andpost－企amed,( t)when the word repaired is 
produced in isolation and repeated, and (g) when a teacher uses ges加res.
4.1.1 Teach町 Joinsa Conversation Between Two Students to Do Repair 
One way that repair becomes noticeable is when a third party, who is not a recipient of 
the talk剖thatmoment (Goodwin, 1981) joins a conversation to do repair. In this section I 
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examine how a teacher's sudden participation in a conversation between two students 
engaged in an activity to do repair draws attention to the repair, therefore making it 
noticeable. In both of the examples in this section, the speaker of the trouble source receipts 
the repair by repeating it. 
In the following extract, the students, TK and RS，訂edoing an activity in which one 
student describes a job and the other student is supposed to guess what that job is. The 
interaction begins with TK asking RS "do you have >many money＜？” 
Extract 1: 2-1-26:13 
01 TK: do you have >many money<? 
02 RS: ah ((nods) j 
03 ( 1. 4) 
04 TK: do you have ma-= 
05 RS: =many money 
06 TK: many hu-money 
07 T2: 0much money。
08 TK: ah mu-much money do you have much money? [much money 
09 RS: [ 0much money。
10 TK: much money ha ha ha sorry ha ha ha sorry 
11 RS: hn:: ヱ主主
12 TK: yes 
13 RS: yes 
14 TK: yes yes 
15 RS: yes 
16 TK: oh 
17 ( 2. 6) 
RS responds to TK’s question with ”ah”and a nod in line 02. TK treats RS’s response as 
insufficient as shown by his p町S凶tof an answer in line 04, when he recycles the s沼田
question 企omline 01. But before TK isable to白lyproduce the word ”manyヘRSresponds 
with”many money’＇. This is followed by TK saying，”manyh1トmoney”，whichT2, the 
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teacher, acting here as overhearer (Go飴nan,1981), repairs with”。muchmoney0”produced泊
a quiet voice. Schegloff (2000) reports that other-initiations of repair occasionally do not 
occur in the turn just subsequent to the trouble source when the participant who is not a 
recipient of the talk initiates repair. In this extract, T2 is not a recipient of the 凶k加 dit is 
possible由athe is withholding repair until he sees if the recipient of the talk will i凶tiate 
repair or not. After seeing that TK does not initiate repaiれT2joins the conversation and 
deploys other-initiated other・圃repair.In line 08, TK states，’祉im怯 muchmoney do you have 
much money? much money”. RS also produces the phrase”much money”in the following 
line in overlap with TK’s final”much money”. In line 10, TK again repeats ”much money” 
and apologizes for his perceived mistake with”ha ha ha soηy ha ha ha so町．”Inthe 
following加m,RS answers TK’s reworded question with "hn:: y白人whichalso works as a 
repetition and clarification of his positive response in line 02. In this interaction, two students 
are engaged in an activity and T2’s participation in the activity is not required. Nonetheless, 
his sudden intervention in註ieinteraction to do repair has become the focus of RS and TK＇’s 
attention. T2 orients to”many money”as being problematic as indicated by the fact that he 
joins the conversation to do repaiι 
Both RS and TK display their understanding that the word ”many”was repaired by 
repeating ”much money”. TK does this in line 08 when he reproduces his question, replacing 
the words ”m釦 ymoney" with ”much money”and RS demonstrates his understanding in the 
following line by repeating ”much money”． 
Simil訂13んinthe next extract, two students are having a conversation and even though 
the teacher is not a recipient of the talk, he suddenly joins the interaction to perform rep副主
Extract 2: 11-2-15:51 
01 HN: where have you been （ー） to? 
02 TY: uh England Australia Austria Canada eh: : Czecho 
03 (1.4) 
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04 T2: Czech [Republic 
05 TY: [Czech Czech Repub工icGermany and Switzerland 
06 T2: oh 
百ieinteraction begins with HN asking TY，”where have you been(.) to？”In line 02, TY 
responds wi白川iEngland Australia Austria C如 adaeh:: Czecho”，and this is followed by a 
1.4・secondgap. Schegloff et al. (1977) explain出atoccasionally other-initiations町e
performed slightly after the completion of a trouble sour印刷mand th剖thissometimes 
results in the next加mbeing somewhat delayed. They also s旬tethat when a gap follows a 
trouble soぽce旬rn,it creates an additional opportuni守forthe speaker of the trouble source 
to initiate repair. This extract is an example of one such case. Following仕ieproblematic t町民
there is a 1.4・secondgap, in which TY could self-initiate repair. In this extract, however, the 
speaker of the trouble source does not use the opportunity to do self-repair. Following the gap, 
T2 performs other-initiated other-repair, s胞t泊g,
TY repeats ”Czechヘbutbecause it was produced in overlap with T2’s”Republic”，he recycles 
”Czech”again, which is followed by ”Republic”. T2's participation in the conversation, the 
location of the other圃repair,the加msubsequent to the trouble soぽce,as well as the isolation 
of the repaired utterance help to make it clear that the previous 凶 eranceis being repaired. 
Additionally, because the repaired utterance does not contain rising intonation, which could 
be seen as a confirmation of the previous utterance, and the晶ctthat it is slightly similar to 
but di能rent企omthe previous u恥rance,locates the trouble source and makes the repair 
S怯ndout. TY displays his recognition that his utterance w凶 repairedby repeating the repair 
proper. 
In a corpus－出sisteddiscourse analytic study, Tsuchiya and Handford (2014) analyzed 
English as a lingt踊仕ancameetings for aるridgebuilding project and they present an example 
somewhat similar to the two extrac臼above.In the meetings由atthey analyzed, a chairperson 
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is present and they occasionally perform repair, or what they refer to as a reformulation, thus 
treating the previous utterance as problematic, even when it is not gr.制nmaticallyincorrect. 
百iey町guethat the reformulations are performed to elucidate the meaning for the other 
participants. Their example is similar to the above examples in that the Chair is not a direct 
recipient of the talk and his sudden participation in the interaction draws attention to his加m,
thereby making his reformulation noticeable. In their example as well, the speaker of the 
trouble source accepts the reformulation by repeating it. Bolden (2011), in a conversation 
analytic study, demonstrates how a participant who is not the producer of the trouble source is 
sometimes selected to perform repair. She explains that the speaker who initiates repair 
"int，吋ectsthe repair initiation into the ongoing co町seof action in such a way as to not break 
its contiguity”（p. 245). In the two examples企ommy data presented above, the teacher is not 
a recipient of the talk, but interjects to perform repair. These examples differ from Bolden’s 
findings, however, in that the progressivity of the interaction is temporarily halted when the 
teacher joins the conversation to perform rep飢 Inthe language lounge, it is the teacher who 
controls the interaction and therefore has the right to alter the co町田ofthe interaction. 
4.1.2 Teacher's Use of吋oumean，＇’”Youcould say，＂”We say,，”and "Say it” 
In this section I explore various expressions that teachers use to indicate to a student 
that their utterance is being repaired. Repair initiations di町erin their abilities to locate trouble 
sources (Scheglo首etal. 
and”say it”serve to mark the words由atprecede or follow as a repair prope工Theuse of ”yot l 
me組J’”youcould say.，”and ”we say”demonstrate to the speaker of the trouble soぽcenot
only出attheir previous utterance is problematic, but also that what precedes or follows is 
possibly the more appropriate word or expression. Schegloff et al. (1977) provide evidence 
出atother-correction can be downgraded through the use of uncertainty markers such ω”I 
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出ink”and”youmean”and by various守pesof司uestions.In addition to”I think" and ”you 
mean，”you could say”also downgrades the repair and modifies the speaker of the trouble 
source’s u伐erance.On the other hand，”we say" and ”say it”do not.”We say”does not 
downgrade the repair, but it directly suggests由atthe participant performing the repair is not 
providing an alternative to the producer of the trouble so町ce’sexpression.”Say it" 
demonstrates to the speaker of the trouble source th剖therepaired utterance just produced is 
in fact a correction and commands the speaker of the trouble source to repeat the corrected 
u抗erance.Out of al of the expressions used in this section that make repair noticeable，”say 
it”is由es佐ongestand its use intensifies the repair. The extracts in this section are a町・anged
by the strength of the expressions used by the teachers in this data. It is ordered weakest to 
strongest：”I think you mean，＇’＂you mean，＇’＂you could say，＂”we say，＇’and ”say it.” 
百iefollowing extract exhibits how the expression ”I think you mean，＇’can be used to 
mark repair, thereby making it appぽ・entto the producer of the trouble source. In this extract, 
the students are discussing the last movie由atthey watched. 
Extract 3: 4-1-37:55 
01 AI: 
02 YK: 
03 AH: 
04 T4: 
05 YK: 
06 T4: 
07 YK: 
08 AM: 
09 A工：
10 YK: 
11 AH: 
12 T4: 
13 RI: 
14 AM: 
15 YK: 
I watched Kamisama no Karute 
ah Karute of God ha 
Ja-Japanese movie 
uh huh 
Japanese movie 
what-what kind of movie is it? is it a drama, horror movie 
doc由 doctor
drama 
um:: 
drama and di-diary? 
ha ha ha 
diary? ( (points to R工）） do you-have you seen this? 
((shakes head)) 
non-non fiction 
non fiction 
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16 T4: non-fie七ionoht(.) I think you mean documentary 
17 YK: documen七ary
18 T4: documentary 
19 AM: ah 
20 T4: that’like aどecordyeah 
21 YK: yeah 
22 T4: you are documenting real life 
This extract begins with AI stating，”I watched Kamisama no Karute”，which YK translates 
part of in line 02, saying，”Karute of God”. AH and YK point out that it is a ”Japanese movie" 
in lines 03 and 05. In the next加rn,T4 asks，”what-what kind of movie is it? is it a drama, 
horror movie”. YK and AM answer that it is a ”doctor””世田na”inlines 07 and 08 and YK 
elaborates that社isa ”drama and di-diary”in line 10. T4 initiates repair in line 12，部king,
”diary？”，which is a question-intoned repetition ofYK’s加rn.Schegloff (1997a) has shown 
that a repetition of part of or al of a住oublesource is a strong repair initiator, meaning that it 
helps to make it easier for the speaker of the trouble source知mto locate the repairable. AM 
and YKstate也atthe movie is”non-fiction”in lines 14 and 15, which T4 receipts through 
repetition, followed by the change of state token ”oh↑”. Since T 4 has established th剖the
movie is non-fiction, the description of it悶 adrama is probably not so precise, perhaps 
prompting him to perform repair by stating，”I think you mean documentary”. Benjamin組 d
M位 eland(2013) note白紙”Ithink”C組 beused to mitigate claims to a higher level of 
knowledge, which is what is happening in this example. The teacher, who is a native speaker 
of English, does have superior knowledge regarding English, but because he is not familiar 
with the movie, he uses the phrase ”I think，”which is a ”display of doubt”（Lerner& 
Kitzinger, 2015, p. 70) and serves to mitigate his repair. The use of the expression，”I也ink
you mean，＇’displays to the students that the word or sentence血atfollows is a repair of the 
words ”drama”and”di訂y”inlines 08 and 10, respectively. YK, one of the producers of the 
trouble source, accepts the repair by repeating it in line 17. The teacher acknowledges her 
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receipt of the repair by repeating the word，”documentary，”in the subsequent turn，由us
closing the repair sequence. 
This extract exemplifies how marking the trouble source can indicate to the producer of 
it由attheir utterance is being repaired. The response，恒thiscase, is血erepetition of the 
appropriate word，”documentary，”and not ”drama”or ”diary.”Hosoda (2006) reports出atin 
the native/non-native conversations出atshe analyzed, the non圃nativespeaker often accepted 
the repair by repeating it, but that rarely occu町edin the conversations among native speakers 
that she analyzed. 
The next two ex仕actshighlight how the expression，”you mean，”can make the repair 
noticeable.”I think you mean”di俄rs仕om"you mean”because the use of ”I由inkyou 
mean”downgrades the repair and demonstrates a lack of certainty. The difference between 
the extract above and the two extracts below is that in the extract above the teacher is not 
familiar with the movie and is therefore unable to say with complete certainty whether the 
movie is a drama, diary, or documentary. In contrast, in the following two ex仕acts，せie
teacher appears to be more confident because the problem has to do with English g出nmar,
which is demonstrably in his epistemic domain. Prior to the interaction examined in this 
extract, T 1 instructed the students to ask each other what they did on the weekend, which 
they finished doing. Af王erthat, the teacher selected students one by one to explain what their 
partner did on the weekend. The extract begins with YK reporting about her p訂tn町 TK，”on
Sunday he went to Yokohama？”，while looking at TK as if to confirm也前whatshe is saying 
ts correct. 
Extract 4: 1-1-23:15 
01 YK: on Sunday he went to ((looks at TK)) Yokohama? 
02 TK: yes 
03 YK: for hn with your with his friends 
04 TK: yes 
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05 YK: 
06 TK: 
07 YK: 
08 TK: 
09 YK: 
10 TK: 
11 Tl: 
12 TK: 
13 Tl: 
hn: uh he went to田 uhthey went to karaoke and Doutor ((looks at TK)) 
yeah 
and hh ha ha ha 
hanging in-hang in-hang in 
ah hang in 
ha ha ha ha Doutoど inDoutor. 工hangthere with my friend 
hung-hung out? [you mean 
[hang out [hang out hang out 
[hung out okay 
TK confirms that YK’s sentence is correct in line 02, stating，”yes", after which YK continues 
explaining that TK went ”with his friends”and”they went to karaoke and Doutor”in lines 03 
and 05. TK again confirms that her statements are true in lines 04 and 06 with "yes”and 
”ye油”.YK鮒.emp臼tocontinue her turn in line 07 with”and，”but begins laughing and in the 
next line TK states，”hanging in-hang in-hang in”，which is followed by YK repe剖ing、ang
in”. In line 10, after briefly laughing, TK continues his turn wi由”Doutorin Doutor. I hang 
there wi由my合iend".Tl then performs other-initiated other・醐repairon TK’s utterance with 
”hung回 hungout? you mean". Schegloff et al. (1977) comment th瓜oneway to initiate repair 
is through the use of "you mean.”They found that other-correction consisting of”you mean” 
and modifications marked by uncertainty ”is not asserted, but it is pro宜eredfor acceptance or 
rejection”(p. 379). They refer to this as a”correction invitation format." Benjamin (2012) 
investigated the use of "you mean”to initiate repair and focused on how itis used to perform 
understanding checks in cases where the repair initiation is not produced immediately after 
the tぽncontaining the repairable. The examples that he presents di首位fromthis extract in 
that the repair initiation occurs immediately after the印mthat contains the trouble source. 
羽田yare similar because the use of”you mean”serves to locate the trouble source for its 
speakeιThe isolation of the trouble source, the rising intonation on the word ”out”as well as 
吐iephrase ”you mean”help to illustrate to TK出瓜hisutterance is problematic. 
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Since ”hung out”is produced with rising intonation, it requires a response仕omTK,
which he provides in line 12, stating，”hang out hang out hang out’＇，showing也athewぉ
unable to hear that Tl is saying”hung out" and not ”hangout”. Schegloff (1997a）細胞sthat 
”some印rnsぽehearably or analyzably produced as’repeats,' even if in one or more respects 
they actually fail to reproduce (either in whole or in part) their apparent, nonetheless, 
retrievable target”（p. 525). Although TK’s”hang out”is not an exact repe剖ofTl’s”hung 
out”，it is a胞：peat剖temptand therefore can be treated as a receipt through repetition. 
Because the first”hang out”is produced in overlap with Tl's 凶 erance，＇’youmeanぺhehas to 
produce it in the clear to make s町e由atit is heard. TK’s second production of”hang out” 
overlaps with Tl's”hung out”in line 13 and也ethird time he produces it，”hang”is said in 
overlap with T 1’s”okay”.This ”okay”seems to be an acknowledgement of TK＇’s attempt to 
correctly repeat the repaired utterance. Although TK isunable to produce the words ”hung 
out”，Tl decides to let the mistake p部s(Firth, 1996). 
Regarding modulated other-repairs, more specifically, the use of uncert剖ntymarkers 
when performing other-repair, Schegloff et al. (1977) remark，”if it were confidently held, it 
ought not to be done" (p. 380). However, in this example, the problematic utterance，”hang 
in”，should be in the epistemic domain of Tl, a native English speaker. Even though he is 
probably sぽethat ”hang out”is the appropriate expression, he uses the uncertainty marker, 
”youmean. 
The following extract also highlights how the use of the phrase "you mean”can signal 
to the speaker of the trouble source由attheir u悦eranceis being repaired. Before the extract 
below begins, Tl wrote ”Your Dreams" on也ewhiteboard. 
Extract 5: 1-1四 24:25
01 Tl: what do you think your dream is 
02 (1.4) 
03 Tl: are you ready七otalk about your dreams? 
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04 
05 TK: 
06 Tl: 
07 TK: 
08 Tl: 
09 TK: 
10 Tl: 
(2 .0) 
real 
hn? 
real my dream 
rea工－ realize you mean. 
realize realize 
wh-so there could be at leas七七womeanings of七hiswordどight?
The extract begins with Tl asking the students，”what do you由inkyour dream isへAftera 
1.4事secondgap, Tl邸ksthe students，”are you ready to talk about your dreams？”In line 04, 
there is a 2.0・secondgap, which is followed by TK self-selecting and saying，”real”. In the 
next turn, Tl initiates repair wi由也eopen class repair i国tiator(Drew, 1997）”hn？’＇，to which 
TKresponds，”real my dream”. In line 08, T initiates加 dperforms repair wi由”real-realize 
you mean.”The phrase，”you mean，”marks that TK’S 凶 eranceis being repaired and that 
”realize”is the word由athe should use. Using phrases such as，”you mean，＇’C釦 serveas a 
signal to the trouble source speaker that their 凶 eranceis being repaired. TK displays that he 
understands that the word he produced has been repaired by repeating也eword ”realize” 
twice in line 09. 
The following extract demonstrates how the phrase，”you could say，”can mark the 
repair proper, thereby making it noticeable.”You could say”indicates to the producer of the 
trouble source that”this is repair" (Lerner & Kitzinger, 2015, p. 77). Before the interaction 
shown in the extract began、thestudents were instructed to write down three dreams, discuss 
them in groups, and ask their p紅白ersquestions about their dreams. In order to get the 
students thinking about the守pesof questions that they could ask each other, Tl told them 
th剖his白turedreams訂eto ride his bike around the world, learn to play gui砲丸andto have 
twelve children, and then instructed them to ask him questions about his dreams. The extract 
begins with SI asking Tl about one of his dreams. 
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Extract 6: 1-1-33:44 
01 SI: 
02 Tl: 
03 SI: 
04 Tl: 
05 
06 SI: 
07 Tl: 
08 
09 
where did you go around (.) wo-around the wor工dby bike your bike 
yeah but I didn曹tgo yet so you could say where (.) 主主よよ yougo 
ah:: t 
yeah but where is a great question ((writes "where will" on 
whiteboard) ) 
where are you going? 
or where are you going yeah where will you go where will you go ( 1.7) 
I want to ride－工’veどiddenmany countries but (.) Europe and some 
Asia and some more in South America 
In line 01, SI says”where did you go around wo・aroundthe world by bike yo町 bike”.Tl 
initiates other repair and performs the repair proper in line 02 by stating，”yeah but I di血’tgo 
yet so you could say where ID.U. you go’：with emphasis added on "will”. In line 06, SI 
suggests an alternative expression，”where are you going’＇， which Tl receipts through 
repetition，”or where are you go泊g”inline 07. In lines 08 and 09, Tl answers the co町ect
version of Si's question in line 0 I,which is ”where will you go”by stating，”I want to ride-
I've ridden many countries but Europe and some Asia and some more in South America”.In 
addition to making the repair noticeable by using the phrase，”you could say,，”Tl writes 
”where will”on the whiteboard.”The word ”will”replaces the trouble source ”did”. This also 
helps to make the repair manifest to the speaker of the trouble source. SI acknowledges that 
his utterance w出 repairedby producing the change of state token，”ah:: i”，which is 
elongated and produced with rising intonation. 
The following extract shows how the phrase，”we say," can indicate to the speaker of 
the trouble source that their utterance is being repaired and出at血eappropriate 凶 erance
follows.吋oucould say”and”we say”differ in the fact出at"you could say" is a more 
mitigated form of repair. The word ”could”might suggest to the trouble source speaker that 
what they said is not wrong and由atthe word, phrase, sentence, etcetera that follows is an 
alternative. The phrase”we say”does not suggest白atwhat follows is an alternative to what 
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was said. It conveys to the speaker of the trouble source由atwhat由eysaid is di在erent企om
how native speakers, the group referred to with”we”in this case, would say it and that what 
follows is the more appropriate word, phrase, sentence, etcetera. 
Extract 7: 19『 1-20:38
01 T3: can you ice skate? 
02 (0.5) 
03 HY: hn::: (1. 9) hn: no actually I not that often °often。（1. 3) I uh:: 
04 played ice skating before but工wasnot good a七 i七
05 T3: I’ve done 
06 HY: I’ve done it before 
07 T3: yeah so you’ve played a sport, so工’veplayed ice hockey 
08 (0.6) 
09 HY: ice hockey no 
10 T3: but I’ve been ice skating 
11 HY: ice skating yeah 
工2 T3: so because it’s a verb to skate we say工（.) have (.) been ice 
13 skat並立
14 HY：。工 havebeen ice skating0 
15 T3: but if you play a sport I have played (.) ice hockey 
16 HY: hn: 
17 T3: because it’s a sport 
百1einteraction begins with T3 asking HY,”can you ice skate？”Following a 0.5・secondgap, 
HY responds，”hn::: hn: no actually I not由atoften °often° I uh:: played ice skating before but 
I was not good at it”. This is followed by T3’s other・凶initiatedother・悔repairin which he states, 
”I’ve done”. This is a repair on "I吐1:played ice skating before”. HY accepts the repaired 
utterance by repeating it and producing ”it before”after it. Although HY repe締 therepaired 
u抗erance,T3 beg加sto explain出atthe word，”play,，”is used for sports, stating，”yeah so 
you’ve played a sport, so I’ve played ice hockey’＇. In lines 10, 12, and 13, he continues his 
explanation, saying，”but I have been ice skating’：”so because it’s a verb to skate we say I 
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have been ice skat註ピ.Possibly because in line 07 T3 uses the examples，”you’ve played a 
sport”and ”so I’ve played ice hockey" to show HY that the word ”play”is used with sports, 
HY does not seem to realize出atT3 is explaining something and not just summarizing HY’s 
turn. HY takes T3’s utterances in lines 07 and 10 as confirmation checks, as shown by his 
utterances, ＇’ice hockey no", and”ice skating yeah”in lines 09 and 11. However, in lines 12 
and 13, when T3 says，”so because it's a verb to skate we say I have been ice skat担g’＇，HY
acknowledges his receipt of the repair by repeating it. When T3 uses the words，”so you’ve” 
組 d”soI’ve”，HY does not treat them儲 explanations,rather as a confirmation check of what 
he said. T3’s use of "we say”and pauses, his production of”I have" instead of”I’ve”，as well 
as his s回 smarking on恥吋ng”in”ska自g”inline 12 make江apparentto HY由剖T3is 
repairing his 凶 erance.HY exhibits that he understands that his 附 erancewas repaired by 
repeating the repaired utterance in the subsequent加m,stating，”I have been ice skating”.In 
line 15, T3 continues to clari令，saying，”butif you play a sport I have played ice hockey”， 
which HY receipts with ”hn：”in the subsequent tum. 
In many of the extracts explicated in this chapter, the teacher initiates and/or ca立iesout 
repair，也estude凶 receiptsthe repair by using a receipt token or by repeating the repaired 
utterance, and the teacher acknowledges the student’s receipt or production of the repaired 
utterance. In the above example, however, the teacher, T3, does not acknowledge HY's 
correct production of the repaired u此erance.This is because he is not finished with his 
explanation, as shown in his turns in lines 15 and 17 when he states，”but if you play a sport I 
have played ice hockey" and ”because it’s a sport”． 
百ieextract which follows illustrates how the expression，”say it," can be used to 
indicate to the speaker of the trouble source that their utterance has been repaired and that 
producing a repaired form of their previous 凶 eranceis necess町yto show the teacher that 
they understand it.”We say”is different企om"say it”because ”we say”merely indicates that 
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what follows is repair, whereas ”say it”is an imperative that tels the speaker of the trouble 
so町民thattheir 凶 erancehas been repaired and that producing the repaired utterance is 
imperative in order to show the participant who performed the repair that the recipient 
recognized the repai工Inthis extract T3 and HZ are participating in an activity in which they 
pull a piece of paper out of a hat and on that paper there is a topic or question. T3 and HZ訂e
to discuss that topic or question until they have exhausted it. 
Extract 8: 3-1-30:20 
01 T3: 
02 HZ: 
03 T3: 
04 HZ: 
05 T3: 
06 HZ: 
05 
06 HZ: 
07 
08 T3: 
09 HZ: 
10 T3: 
11 HZ: 
12 T3: 
13 HZ: 
14 T3: 
15 HZ: 
16 T3: 
17 HZ: 
18 T3: 
((reads)) which country has the most handsome men? 
ha [ha 
[and beautiful women 
w(h)h(h)a(h)t?= 
=hh 
that ’s really interes七ing
( 1. 0) 
since工事venever－工 mean工’vebeen司 (3.9) I-how should工say
like I have few countries 
hn I have been to a few. 
yeah工havebeen to a few, not a few like few-few 
few countries 
yeah not so many. 
工haven事七 been to many 
yeah yeah that-hn so no七
say i七
like 
I haven’七 beento many 
工haven’t been to many countries 
good. 
In line 01, T3 reads a slip of paper which asks，”which country has the most handsome men？” 
官邸isfollowed by HZ’s laughter and T3’s continuation of his turn in line 03 in which he says, 
"and beautiful women.”田responds，噛at’sreally interesting”，and after a 1.0・second抑ラ
she says, "since I’ve never酬 Imean I’ve been”I-how should I say like I have金主countries”．
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Following HZ’s repair initiation, T3 performs repair with ”I have been to a few.”HZ then 
receipts the repair by saying，”yeah I have been to a few’＇， but then st剖es，”nota few like few” 
few”，which is a r司ectionof part of the repair. In line 1 O~ T3 finishes the last part of HZ’s 
sentence by stating，”few countries", which HZ accepts in the following加mwith”yeah". 
In line 12, T3 repairs HZ’s utterance企・omline 1 （”not so many”）by踊y泊g，”Ihaven’t 
been to many’＇， which HZ receipts in the following印mby stating，”yeah yeah th瓜－＂.This
also displays to T3 that HZ recognizes that her utterance was repaired. HZ continues her旬m
wi白”hnso not”and itappe紅sas if she is going to say，”so not so many", but T3 
demonstrates to HZ由athe wants her to produce the complete repaired utterance in由e
following line by saying，”say it’＇. T3 says，”say it", because HZ does not immediately 
produce the repaired utterance. The words，”say it”，markT3’s previous utterance as a repair 
proper由atneeds to be completed. Thus, it exhibits.how T3 orients to the production of the 
repaired 凶 eranceas relevant and necessary before the interaction C姐 proceed.HZ's actions 
reveal由atshe recognizes that her 凶 erancehas been repaired, but the words ”say it" serve to 
emphasize to her that she has not produced an adequate response to T3’s rep剖r.HZ repeats 
the utterance in line 17 and adds the word ”coun凶es，”completing吐ie加mconstructional unit. 
T3 provides feedback in the subsequent turn, stating，”good”． 
4.1.3 Student SelιInitiates Repair 
In this section I explore how the self-initiation of repair by a student can set the s旬ge
for a relevant repair either by the speaker of the trouble soぽ・ceor another participant. It is the 
self-initiation of repair which helps make the repair noticeable. 
The following extract shows how a self-initiation of repair by a student can make a 
repair in the subsequent turn relevant and noticeable. It also showcases how a resource, in 
this case, a piece of paper, can be utilized by a teacher to perform repair.百ierep住 is
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produced in the加mimmediately following the trouble source and the use of the paper helps 
to make the repair the focus of the interaction, thus ensuring血atthe repair will not go 
overlooked. In this interaction, the topic is someone you find funny. Prior to the following 
extract, HZ said th剖her企iendfrom Osaka is funny and then she begins describing people 
from places in Western Japan, such as Osaka. 
Extract 9: 3品 1-21:34
01 HZ: umI’m not sure but you know like um工heardthat like when they (1. 7) 
02 walk across the street目 nowa:lkくonthe street> 
03 T3: un hn 
04 HZ: is that like um wa-anyway工ikewalk七hestree七－ like when七hey
05 ((simulates passing wi七hher hands (1.8) )) wait how should工 say
06 (.) cross 
07 T3: paths 
08 HZ: pass七hrough
09 T3: okay I would say when they walk down七hes七reet
10 HZ: uh huh 
11 T3: so if you have the stree七（（writeson a piece of paper)) 
12 HZ: ((looks at piece of paper)) yeah 
13 T3: ( (continues writing) ) like this I would say walk 呈~旦 the street 
14 HZ: ((continues looking at paper)) un hn 
15 (1.7) 
16 HZ: ((continues looking at paper)) walk down 
1 7 T3: ( ( simtユ工ateswalking on piece of paper)) you are walking on the street 
18 HZ: ((continues looking at paper)) un hn 
19 T3: ((simulates walking on piece of paper)) but walk down as in going down 
20 it ((continues writing)) then you pass someone ((continues writing 
21 (1.8) )) 
22 HZ: ((continues look工ngat papeど） ) yeah 
23 T3: ((continues writing (1.7) )) 
24 T3: [ ((stops writing)) when you walk past someone= 
25 HZ: [ ((looks up)) 
2 6 HZ: =un un un un yeah walk pas0t 0 
27 (2.1) 
28 T3: past 
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29 HZ: 
30 T3: 
31 日Z:
32 T3: 
33 HZ: 
34 
35 T3: 
36 HZ: 
37 
pas主past
when you walk past 
oht when you walk past wa: lk >pastく
yeah 
like and then like one of the (1.7) person (2.0) e:to imitates like 
shoo七inga gun like psh and then like 
pretends 
pretends okay thank you pretends to like shoot the gun like the other 
person will like oh oh 
In lines 01 and 02, HZ says，”um I’m not s町ebut you know like um I heard that like when 
they walk across the street-no wa:lkくonthe street>”. HZ initiates repair on her own 
utterance, replacing ”across”with ”on". T3 responds in line 03 wi由acontinuer.，”unhn". He 
does not硲sistHZ with the repair possibly because at this point he does not seem to have 
enough information to decide if”walk across the street”or ”walk on the street”is appropriate. 
Because HZ isunsure which expression to use, she starts to ask for confirmation企omT3 in 
line 04 with”is that like um wa－＇’，but abandons that and says，”anyway like walk the street-
like when they”and then begins to use ges加resto enlist T’3 'shelp in finding the appropriate 
expression. In line 05, she simulates people passing with her hands, and says”wait how 
should I say cross”，again explicitly soliciting help. In line 07, T3 suggests a word to 
complete the idiomatic verb phrase, to which HZ responds，軍部S由rough”，inline 08, 
demonstrating her lack of understanding or the 吋ectionof the expression，”cross paths’＇，th剖
T3 offered. HZ produces the word ”cross”，which could explain why T3 says 甲a出s”inline 
07. In response to HZ’s utterance, ＇’pass由rough”、泊line08, T3 initiates rep司rin line 09 by 
remarking，”okay I would say when they walk down the street”，and HZ responds in line 10 
with，”uh huh”. In line 11, T3 says，百oif you have the s悦 et’：andwrites on a piece of paper. 
Based on his physical movements as captured by the camera, it appe訂sthat T3 is 
drawing a picture on the paper and not writing sentences. In line 12, HZ looks at出epaper 
and says，”yeah”，and T3 continues to explain in line 13 with，”like由isI would say walk 
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血盟Ethe street”，placing emphasis on ”down，”because it is the preposition也atHZ is
apparently struggling with. As shown in lines 02 and 04, HZ seems uns町eif”walk across the 
street”，walk on the street”，or”walk the street”are appropriate to describe the situation. In 
line 14, HZ says”un hn", while looking at the paper, and in line 15 there is a 1.7・second
silence. In line 16, HZ repeats ”walk down" from line 13. In line 17, T3 s胞tes，”youare 
walking on the street”while simulating walking with his fingers on the paper, and HZ says 
”un hn", while continuing to look at the paper. 
T3 tries to show HZ the difference between ”walking on the street" and ”walking down 
the street" in lines 17, 19，加d20 by using his fingers to simulate a person walking down the 
S仕切ton the pap低 Inline 22, HZ responds wi白”yeah”，andT3 continues writing in the 
following line. Next, T3 stops writing at the s卸netime that HZ looks up and T3 states，”when 
you walk past someoneぺInline 26, HZ says，”un un un un yeah walk p筋。to’＇，but produces 
”t”in”past”very quietly. After a 2.1・secondgap in line 27, T3 initiates and performs repair 
with ”past，”to which HZ responds，”pas!past’＇， emphasizing the”t”in血efirst”past.”In line 
30, T3 says，”when you walk past’：and HZ produces the change of state token，”oh↑”，in the 
following turn, with rising pitch. She then says，”when you walk past wa:lk >p出t＜ぺshowing
that she understands how to use the expression邸 well出 howto pronounce the words in it. 
In line 32, T3 gives confirmation by stating，”yeah”，closing the repair sequence. In the 
following知rn,HZ continues her story about people合omWestern Japan由atshe started in 
line 01. 
This extract highlights how self-initiation of repair, which, in this case is a word 
search and request for help by HZ when she says，”how should I say”，while using ges知resto 
help T3 interpret what she is仕yingto communicate verbally, makes an other-repair relevant 
and noticeable in the next turn. It also reveals how a drawing on a piece of paper can be used 
to perform repair and facilitate student understanding. HZ’s use of gestures helps T3 interpret 
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what she is仕yingto communicate verbally. 
The extract below also showcases how a self-initiated repair followed by an 
other-repair can help to make it clear to the producer of the trouble source由attheir utterance 
is being repaired. In this example, the旬min which the repair is produced does not contain 
continuers or receipt tokens, thus serving to isolate the repair. Prior to the interaction below, 
T3 and HZ were discussing things that they have in their kitchens. Here, T3 shifts the subject 
slightly, asking HZ, "do you like to cook？” 
Extract 10: 3-1-29:02 
01 T3: 
02 HZ: 
03 T3: 
04 
05 HZ: 
06 
07 T3: 
08 HZ: 
09 T3: 
10 日Z:
11 T3: 
12 
13 HZ: 
14 T3: 
15 HZ: 
16 T3: 
17 HZ: 
18 HZ: 
19 T3: 
20 T3: 
21 HZ: 
hm do you like to cook? 
un hn 
hn what do you like to make, your favorite 
(1. 9) 
hm:: it depends on my feeling bu七工 liketo cook what we call 
nikujaga it-like potatoes and meat and 
hn 
it’s very Japanese I think 
okay is it like a soup, stew 
hn: [it’s not 
[or is it dry 
(2.2) 
it depends on the people who would-who makes-who cooks or who 
cook it 
who cook it 
it depends [on the person ~主主旦立 it
Lon 
ha ha ha [okay七hankyou 
[(there you go) 
it depends on the person cooking it 
yeah but工likedry one 
In line 01, T3 asks HZ, "do you like to cook？”，to which HZ replies ”unhn”. T3 then deploys 
a follow-up question, asking，”what do you like to make, yoぽ favorite”？Following a 
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1.9栂secondgap, HZ replies，”hm:: it depends on my feeling but I like to cook what we call 
nikujagaルlikepo旬.toesand meat and it’s very Japanese I think”in lines 05, 06，釦d08.官邸
is followed by T3’s questions in lines 09 and 1，”okay is it like a soup, stew" and ’is it d巧r’
Waring (2009) describes the teacher’S use of”oka）「”inclassroom interaction and indicates 
由at抗如nctionsto mark the ’boundary after which a new item may beg泊’(p.805). Beach 
(1993) found that”okay”can signal an activi匂rshift in classroom interaction. The ”okay”in 
line 09，部wellas in several other extracts in this chapter, however.，白nctions部areceipt of 
the previous utterance and often precedes a follow-up question. HZ responds to his questions 
with，”hn: it’s not”and e’it depends on the people who would”who makes-who cooks or who” 
in lines 10 and 13. HZ’s self-initiation of repair in the form of a word search prepares the 
ground for a relevant repair and is followed by T3’s repair in which he states，”cook it”.HZ 
repe抵sthe repair in the subsequent加mwith the frame，”who’vwhich she said before the 
trouble source, to produce the expression，”who cook抗’L
In line 16, T3 again performs repair on HZ’s line 13 utterance，也istime repairing the 
first part of the turn，”it depends on the people who", to produce the sentence，”it depends on 
the person盟豆話且g社’：whileplacing emphasis on the word ”cooking”. HZ receipts the repair 
in line 19 with”okay thank you", which is said in overlap with T3’s uncle訂凶erance.T3 
again says the repaired sentence in line 20, and it is followed by another receipt by HZ, 
”yeah”． 
This extract exhibits how a repair initiation by a trouble so田cespeaker followed by an 
other・鴫repairin the turn just subsequent to出etrouble so田ceand repair i凶tiationcan make the 
repair relevant and therefore noticeable to the producer of the trouble source. Also, the 
u枕ぽanceproduced is not a cont加uer,receipt token, or epetition of the previous utterance 
with falling intonation, which are al elements出atwould signify to the speaker of the trouble 
source that theyぽefacing some problems. Completely ignoring the repair would not allow 
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the interaction to proceed because some type of response, such as a receipt token, is 
necessary and relevant. This particular extract contains two repairs of the same u抗erance.HZ 
receipts the first repair by repeating it and receipts the second repair by saying，”okay thank 
you". Both of these responses indicate出atHZ acknowledges that her utterance was repaired. 
百ieextract exam泊ednext also comes企om出esession above and the topic written on 
由epaper that T3 pulls out of the h国 is”have you ridden any出血nals？”T3and HZ briefly 
discuss an animal由atHZ has ridden and the following interaction begins. 
Extract 11: 3-1-33: 14 
01 T3: would you like toどideany other animals? 
02 (1.2) 
03 HZ: ride ( 8 .1) oh yeah t camel. 
04 T3; oh:: why would you like to ride a camel? 
05 HZ: because (2.0) like there ’s like um it depends on the camel but there ’S 
06 like how should I say like七he( (does a gesture to show the shape of 
07 of a camel hump)) 
08 T3: hump 
09 HZ: hump 
10 T3: ((writesonapieceofpaper (2.5) ) 
11 HZ: ((looksatT3’s paper)) yeah yeah yeah 
12 T3：工 drawlovely 
13 HZ: ha ha ha ha 
14 T3: hump 
15 HZ: hump 
16 (1.4) 
17 HZ: yeah there like you know on七here’shump something like valley ha ha 
18 ha ha this one here ( (points to T3’s paper)) 
19 T3: hh yes um a立豆E
20 HZ: okay 
21 T3: a gap between the humps 
22 HZ: uh huh 
23 T3：工 don'tknow if it has a name 
24 HZ: ha ha ha ha 
25 T3: it doesn’t come up much in English 
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26 HZ: ha ha ha ha ha ha 
27 (1. 2) 
28 HZ: um yeah (.) I would like to: sit on the gap in humps 
29 T3: the gap between the humps 
30 HZ: the gap yeah hn 
In line 01, T3 asks HZ，”would you like to ride any other animals？”and after a 1.2・second
gap, HZ responds，”ride oh yeah↑camel”，in line 03. In line 04, T3 asks a follow-up question, 
”why would you like to ride a camel？”HZ replies，”because there’s like um itdepends on the 
camel but there’s like how should I say like the”如din lines 06 and 07 she initiates repair by 
doing a word search and using her hands to show the shape of a camel hump. This extract is 
similar to the previous extract in由説averbal repair initiation （”how should I say”） as well as 
ages旬開町eused in combination to request help from T3. In line 08, T3 states，”hump”and 
HZ repeats ”hump”in the following tぽn.In line 10, T3 draws on a piece of paper, 
assumingly a picture of a camel hump, because in line 11 HZ looks at the piece of paper and 
says，”yeah yeah yeah”. In line 14, T3 again says”hump”and T3 repeats江inline 15. 
In line 17 HZ comments，”yeah like you know on there’s hump something like valley ha 
ha", which is followed by her initiation of repair in which she s加tes，”haha this one here" as 
she points to T3’s paper. In line 19, T3 performs repair, stating that it’s called ”a gap”.HZ 
receipts this with ”yeah”in line 20 with ”okay”and in line 21 T3 combines both of the words 
出前hetaught HZ saying, "a gap between the humps”. In line 28, HZ剖temptsto apply the 
words "gap”and ”hump," stating, "I would like to: sit on the gap in humps”. T3 initiates and 
performs repair in line 29 with”血egap between the humps”and HZ receipts that with”the 
gapyeahhn”in line 30, but does not repair the preposition. 
In this extract, HZ uses words as well部 ges卸resto initiate repair and T3 uses a 
drawing on a piece of paper in order to perform and communicate the repair. The ges知res
performed by HZ appear to be sufficient to communicate to T3 the words that she is looking 
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for. T3’s drawing on the piece of paper allows HZ to confirm that that is in fact what she is 
referring to. This extract, similar to the previous extract, demonstrates how a request for help 
during a word search by a student can prepare the grounds for a relevant repair, which, in this 
case, was performed by T3. The location of the repaiぇaswell as the fact that it follows an 
initiation of repair are what help make the repair noticeable to the speaker of the trouble 
source. 
The following interaction also exemplifies how a self-initiation of repair by the student 
sets由estage for a relevant repair, which is performed by the teacher. It begins with T3 
asking HZ，”what do you normally do on出ebeach？” 
Extract 12: 3-1』 38:23
01 T3: 
02 
03 HZ: 
04 T3: 
05 HZ: 
06 
07 T3: 
08 HZ: 
okay what do you normally do on the beach? 
(1. 3) 
like the be-like beach volleyball? 
un hn 
or like we can't swim on the beach but like yeah on like (.) we 
can be in the shadow-we can be= 
=shade 
yeah shade uh huh 
Subsequent to a 1.3・secondgap, HZ responds to the question with ”like出e恥“likebeach 
volleyball？”In line 03, T3 produces the continuer.，”un加”，afterwhich HZ self-selects and 
states，”or like we can't sw凶 onthe beach but like yeah on like(.) we can be in the shadow-
we can be=". HZ initiates repair in line 06 by cutting off her utterance in progress，”we can be 
in the shadow-", and restarting, "we can be”．百世sis followed by T3’s repair.，”shade”.HZ 
receipts this repair in the subsequent印mby saying，”yeah”，and repeating ”shade”． 
Following HZ’s repair initiat10n in line 06, a repair is relevant either by HZ, the 
producer of the trouble source, or T3. Before HZ isable to do self-repair in line 06, T3 
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performs repair. HZ’s production of the word，”shadow”，instead of the word ”shade”，as well 
as由erestart of her sentence signal to T3 that HZ may not be able to come up with the 
appropriate word，”shade”. As seen in the extracts above, following such a repair, some type 
of response is needed before the interaction proceeds. This is produced in line 08 by HZ, and 
contains bo也thereceipt token，”yeah”，and a repetition of the repaired word. 
Similar to the example above, Extract 13 below demonstrates how self-initiated repair 
C釦 makean other・”repair relevant, and therefore noticeable. 
Extract 13: 3山 1-47:37
01 HZ: there’s a fence though and then like-like the I heard like you 
02 know like sometimes工heardthe not sh『 howshould I say that like-
03 ((looks down (1. 9) ) ) ((looks up)) like you know the目 thelike it 
04 sounds like the bear ’s [like 
05 T3: [gどowl
06 HZ: yeah growling 
07 T3: the bear growling 
08 HZ: uh huh and then like so工七hought日工 stil工thinkthere ’s bears 
09 T3: un 
HZ isdescribing a dream that she had in lines 01 and 02, relating her description wi也，
”there’s a fence though and then like-like the I heard like you know like sometimes I heard 
the not sh－”，which is followed by her self-initiation of repair in the form of a word search, 
”how should I say由atlike like you know出かthelike it sounds like the bear’s like”. In the 
subsequent turn, T3 provides a solution to the word search with the word，”growl”. After註Z
produces the phrase ”sounds like the bear's", it appe紅sto be enough information for T3 to 
project what she is trying to say. HZ’s self-initiated repair makes a repair by either her or T3 
relevant, and when she is unable to produce the appropriate word, T3 offers the word ”growl”． 
T3’s repair is produced in isolation, which helps make it clear to HZ that T3 provided a 
solution to her word search. 
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A relevant next turn following a repair is an up加keof the repair, which HZ gives in 
line 06 by stating，”yeah”，and repeating the repaired word，”growl’：plus ”ing". In line 07, T3 
again performs repair on the same utterance as before, but this time on a different part. He 
repairs the word "bear's" by stating，”bear growling”. In this extract, the T3 first performs 
repair on由elater part of the HZ’s problematic utterance and after the she receipts that, T3 
goes back and repairs an earlier part of the 醐 erance.After T3 performs repair for the second 
time, HZ receipts it with the receipt token，”uh huh”. T3 then acknowledges HK’s receipt of 
the repair with”m”h line 09. 
百ienext extract also contains a selιinitiation of repair followed directly by 
other”repair. Before the interaction began, HN and T3 were talking ぬoutcow tongue being a 
popular food in the Japanese city of Sendai. 
Extract 14: 11『 2・03:32
01 HN: 
02 T2: 
03 HN: 
04 T2: 
05 HN: 
06 T2: 
07 T2: 
08 HN: 
工thinkmost of all beef tongue is uh imported by-in? by America 
oh i七’simported from America? 
from yes 
oh okay 
ha ha ha [ha ha 
[wow 
so it’S American (.) beef tongue? 
yeah 
HN’s turn in line 01, "I think most of al beef tongue is吐iimported by-in? America”， 
contains self-initiated self-repair. However, in the next知mT2 performs other・帽repair,stating, 
”oh it’s imported企omAmerica？”百ieappropriate word，”企om”，isemphasized and is 
repeated by HN in line 03. T2 then acknowledges HN’s repetition of the word with ”oh okay’L 
HN’s self-initiation of repair makes repair by HN or T2 relevant. HN struggles to produce也e
appropria陪prepositionas exhibited in her attempt to self.”initiate self-repair in line 01, stating 
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”in? by America”，but because the words ”in”and ”by”ぽeinappropriate, T2 provides 
correction in the following知m.T2 demonstrates the appropriate word to HN by placing 
emphasis on ”企om”and企amingit with the word ”America”． 
In this example, the trouble source is not isolated in T2’s repair, as seen in some of the 
examples above. Howeveζbecause the location of the repair is in the turn just subsequent to 
the trouble source, which contains HN’s repair initiation and repair attempt, and because T2 
places emphasis on the appropriate word ”from”and企amesit with ”America”，HN isable to 
understand that T2 is initiating repair on her 凶 erance.She accepts T3’s repair by repeating 
”企om”andsaying ”yes". 
This extract differs from most of the extracts shown above加出atthe student not only 
initiates repair on her own utterance but also 釧emptsto repair it, albeit unsuccessfully. T2’s 
repair initiation is in the知mimmediately following the trouble source, and he emphasizes 
せieword，”仕om”，whichis followed by ”America”. T2’s emphasis on ”企om”andhis 
production of the repair in the exact same order that HN produced it, helps to exhibit to HN 
that官om”isthe appropriate word and not”by”or ”in”． 
The following extract also reveals how other-repair can become noticeable when it 
follows a self-initiation of repair. Earlier in the interaction TY mentioned that he has been to 
Australia and Canada百ieinteraction begins with HN asking TY，”when did you 0go there0？” 
Extract 15: 11-2-17:22 
01 HN: 
02 TY: 
03 
04 HN: 
05 TY: 
06 T2: 
07 TY: 
08 
09 T2: 
when did you 0go there0? 
hn:: Australia when I was』 when工was (.) fifteen (.) so uh:: third 
grade in high school 
hn:: 
then Canada when工wasseven℃een fo:r >two weeks< 
hn: okay 
it’s ((looks up (0.4) ) ) house-(0.5) house stay? or ((tilts his head)) 
(1.3) 
homestay? 
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In line 01, HN asks TY,”when did you 0go there0? TY replies ”hn:: Australia when I was幽
when I was(.) fifteen(.) so叫i:third grade in high schoolヘwhichHN accepts with ”hn：”． 
TY then states，川en！；＿盟国皇whenI was seventeen fo:r >two weeks<", which T receipts with 
”加okay”.TY continues his turn, saying ”it’s house-house stay? or”，self-initiating repair by 
looking up to do a word search after saying ”it's" and then producing ”stay”with rising 
intonation. Rising intonation on the candidate solution which follows a word search was also 
reported by Seo and Koshik (2010), Koshik and Seo (2012), Hosoda (2006), and Kurhila 
(2001) in their studies on native and non-native interaction. Following a 1.3・secondgap, T2 
initiates repair, stating，”homestay？”，出eapp釘・entlysoughtイorword (Sacks, l 992a, l 992b ),
which TY accepts in line 10 by stating，”yes", and repe砿ing百omestay”.T2 acknowledges 
TY’s uptake of the repair in the next line with”oh okay”． 
This extract is similar to the extrac臼presentedearlier in this chapter in that the teacher 
joins the conversation between two students. However, in those extracts也eteacher joins the 
conversation to do repaiれwhereasin this ex位協t,the teacher joins the conversation in line 06 
to produce a receipt of TY’S加min line 05 and then in line 09 he co町ectsTY’s utterance from 
line 07. TY’s attempt to selιinitiate repair in line 07, the production of ”house stay”with 
rising intonation as well as the tilting of his head make the performance of self-repair or 
other-repair relevant. There is a 1.8・secondgap in line 08, in which TY could have 
self-repaired, but seeing that TY does not further self-repair the word, T2 performs other 
repair by providing the word ”homestay", with rising intonation. The fact吐iatrepair is 
relevant at that time coupled wi也thefact that T2 produces a candidate word in isolation 
helps to make it app紅enttoTY也atT2 is initiating repair. TY indicates that he understands 
that his utterance has been repaired by saying "yes", followed by a repetition of the repaired 
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word，”homestay”． 
百iefollowing example is similar to the extract above in that a student performs 
self-initiated repair. However, also seen in the extract above, the teacher treats the repaired 
utterance as problematic in the subsequent加mas evinced by T3’s repair initiation. Here, TY 
is describing his brother to the other participants. 
Extract 16: 11-2目 28:42
01 TY: he: major in law 
02 T2: oh okay. 
03 TY: so he has many (1.0) uh laws-uh many laws? books 
04 T2: hn many law books? 
05 TY: law books 
06 T2: oh okay 
百ieexなactbegins with TY stating，”he major in lfily", which the teacher receipts with ”oh 
okay.”Schegloff (2007) explains由剖participantssometimes use "oh”to receipt information 
and”okay”to accept the information. As demonstrated in extracts 14, 15, and 16，”oh" and 
”okay”are sometimes used together to receipt the previous tum. In those extracts, the teacher 
initiates repair, and the student repeats the repaired word with another word, which the 
teacher then receipts with”oh okay.”TY continues to explain也athis brother ”has many出
laws”uh many laws? books”. The trouble source, the word ”laws，”is produced twice. The 
first time，社waspreceded by a 1.0-second silence and the filer.，”uh”、signalingthat he is in a 
word search and the word出atfollows may be problematic. Following the cut off after”laws”， 
TYutters，”uh many laws? booksぺmarkingthe word ”laws”with rising intonation. T2 then 
provides a candidate solution to the search in line 04, stating, "hn many i昼笠books？”TY
accepts the candidate word by repeating it, followed by the word ”books”. T2 accepts the 
repair by stating，”oh okay”． 
The second time that”laws”is produced it has rising intonation, thereby making it a 
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repair initiation. It could be seen as a request for confirmation or a request to provide the 
appropriate word. Although the repaired word，”law”is not produced in isolation, T2 
indicates to TY that the appropriate word is”law”by placing emphasis on it. The repair 
initiation by TY, which can be seen as a request for confirmation or help, the placement of the 
repair initiation by T2 in the tum directly after由etrouble source加m,the emphasis placed 
on ”law.，”部wellas the frame”many”and”books”exhibit to TY, the speaker of the trouble 
source, what is being repaired. TY expresses his understanding of the appropriate word by 
repeating it. 
百iefollowing extract is also an ex出npleof a self-initiated repair followed by 
。吐ier-repair.It contains two repairs which are performed by a participant other than the 
speaker of the trouble so町ce.Both of the repairs isolate the trouble source and are produced 
immediately after it. In this extract, TY istalking about his parents. 
Extract 17: 20』 1由 05:38
01 TY: they are ve: ry annoying {. ) to me= 
02 T9: yeah= 
03 R工：＝haha= 
04 TY: =it’s very uh四 myfather complain-usually complain about my 
05 behavior in-at home uh: wear七heclothes hh don＇七 benaked 
06 (0. 4) 
0 7 T 9 : hh [ha ha ha ha ha ha ha ha ha ha 
08 TY: [like that 
0 9 RI : ha ha ha ha ha 
10 TY：工－ uh al [ways sta: :y only (.) pants? 
11 T9: [ .hh 
12 T9: underwear 
13 TY: [underwear 
14 R工：［haha oh: 
15 T9: yeah yeah 
16 (1.3) 
17 TY: ［工－ I 
18 T9: [me七ooat home 
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19 TY: 
20 T9: 
21 TY: 
22 T9: 
23 TY: 
24 T9: 
25 TY: 
ha ha 
but it’s only my wife and工 so
a::nd my mother make many foods 工宇 I can誓teat it all-all things 
hn 
it’s too big to finish i七
too much food 
too much food yes 
In line 01, TY states，”they are ve:ry annoying to me", which T9 receipts with ”yeah”.TY 
then explains that his ”father complain-usually compla泊aboutmy behavior in-at home油：
wear the clothes hh don’t be naked”. After a 0.4・secondgap, T9 responds with laughter. In 
line 10, TY continues his explanation, s胞t泊g，”I・uhalways sta::y only pants？”Repair is 
initiated on the word ”pants”with rising intonation and it makes confirmation or correction of 
the word relevant in the next t町nby one of the participants. In response, T9 performs repair, 
stating，川nderwear”.The word，”pants”，is the Japanese loan word for underwear, which is 
why T9 treats it as inappropriate. Because the repair is produced immediately following the 
self-initiation of repair in which TY can be seen orienting to the problem of producing a word 
and soliciting assistance企omT9 (See similar examples in Hosoda, 2000, 2001, 2002, 2006), 
and because it is isolated, it helps to TY to see由athis utterance is being repaired. TY accepts 
the repair by repeating the repaired word，ヘmderwear，＇’inthe subsequent turn. In line 15, T9 
acknowledges TY's correct production of the repaired word by stat泊g，”yeahyeah". 
4.1.4 Teacher’s Use of Various Resources to Perform Repair After Next Turns 
When repair is delayed, even slightly, it may be di茸icultfor the speaker of the trouble 
source to realize that their utter＜組ceis being repaired. Schegloff (1992a) remarks由ateven 
though”most加msrespond to the immediately preceding talk, speakers can construct turns to 
address themselves to much earlier talk, even to talk occurring days or weeks previously”(p. 
1319). He also comments that也ef紅白era repairable goes into the repair space, the less 
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likely it is th剖itwill be noticed (Schegloff, l 992a). The extracts presented in this section 
illustrate how repair that is initiated later出組出enext turn can be made noticeable. The 
teacher locates the trouble source by placing emphasis on the problematic pぽtof the word 
and produces the repair in isolation, thereby making it clear to the producer of the trouble 
so町ce出attheir utterance is being repaired. Also, similar to some of the examples presented 
earlier in this chapter in which the teacher uses "you mean，＇’which calls attention to the repair, 
the teacher uses the expression，”you said”which marks the utterance that follows as a repair 
of the previous 副 erance.
I present Extract 18 below because it contains the utterance which T9 repairs in Extract 
19 and it enables readers to see how the trouble source was produced. The participants are 
playing a g倒nein which they rol a die, and each player moves their token the number of 
spaces indicated by the die. It is similar to a board game, but instead of using a board, the 
participants are using a piece of paper with squares on it. In each squ紅ethere is a question 
th剖theplayers have to answer or a topic they have to discuss. TY rolls the die and his token 
lands on the squ訂ethat says”say six school subjects.”In the previous turn another 
participant’s token landed on the same square so the teacher, T9, directs the students to’＇just 
think of也ree",as seen in line 01. 
Extract 18: 20-1-10:12 
01 T9: just think of three 
02 TY: three? 
03 T9: yeah 
04 TY: okay. hh (matte) 
05 (2.5) 
06 TY: hh 
07 ( 1. 9) 
08 T9: maybe something very Japanese 
09 (0.3) 
10 TY: mathematic ( (wri七eson list with other school subjects)) 
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11 (0. 4) 
12 T9: ((looks at RI)) oh how did we skip that? 
Following T9’s instructions, TY initiates repair by stating，”three？”，which is a partial 
repetition ofT9’s旬rn.Partially repeating the previous utterance to initiate repair was also 
reported in several studies (e.g., Schegloff, et al., 1977; Wu, 2009; Robinson, 2013; Benjamin 
&Walk，民2013),but repetition can be used to initiate repair on different types of trouble 
(Drew, 1997). Curl (2005) analyzes the phonetic difference of words that紅erepeated to 
initiate repair and finds由atthe phonetic pa託emsof repeated words di俄rbased on their 
location and type of trouble being addressed. TY initiates repair because he wants to confirm 
血atit is okay to produce也reeand not six school subjects as stated on由esquare. T9 
responds, "yeah”，which TY receipts wi由”okay”.TY has dt伍cultyproducing an answer 
immediately as shown by his加msin lines 04 and 06, in which he produces outbreaths, but 
no answer, as well as the silences in lines 05, 07, and 09. In line 10, TY produces the st向ject,
”mathematic’：which T9 repairs in the continuation of this interaction, as presented in Extract 
19. Approximately two minutes after TY says，”mathematic”，the follow interaction begins. 
Extract 19: 20-1-12:25 
01 T9: ((looks at工istof subjects)) history and cul七ure
02 and religion all kind of go toge七hertoo don't they 
03 TY: hn 
04 T9: you said mathemati (.) ~ 
05 TY: c 
06 T9: s 
07 TY: s 
08 T9: mathematics 
09 TY: ah forgot s 
10 (0. 7) 
11 T9: it’s okay in America we shor七enit 
12 TY: hn 
13 T9: what do we say 
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14 TY: math 
15 T9: math 
After TY finishes saying the subjects and writing them on a piece of paper, he passes the 
paper to T9. T9 begins to read the su時ectswritten on the paper in line 01, explaining, 
”history and culture and religion al kind of go toge由ertoo don’t they”，to which TY replies, 
”hn". In line 04, T9 initiates repair by saying，”you said mathematiQ”，placing emphasis on the 
final ”c，”which T9 treats as the problematic part of the word by repeating it. TY repeats the 
emph悶izedp訂tof the word，”c’＇， and this is followed by T9’s repair, "s". In the subsequent 
加m,TY repeats”s”，but the repetition of”c”and ”s”does not make it evident that TY 
understands that his tum has been repaired. T9 produces the word，”mathematics’＇， in line 08, 
which contains the’＇s" in由eful word, indicating to TY what the appropri瓜eword is. 
Schegloff (2000) asserts that sometimes when a large action such出 astory or list is加
progress, other・帽initiationsdo not appear to occぽ inthe turn subsequent to the trouble so町・ce.
He explains that it may”reflect an ambiguity for recipients on the proper way to錨sessthe 
加morganization and tum-taking organization in effect at the moment in locating what will 
properly count as ’next turn' position when alternative structures町esimultaneously in 
progress”(p. 216). In Extract 18, the participant is making a list of school sut訪問ts,which 
may account for T9’s delayed repai工
When other輔initiatedrepair does not occ町 in也enext t世nposition，也eparticip組t
initiating the repair uses various resources which help the speaker of the trouble source locate 
the trouble source. Some of these resources include repeating由etrouble soぽce組 dframing 
it with words企omthe trouble source如m(Scheglo託2000).In this extract, T9 repe剖s也e
trouble source，”mathemati£”，after saying，”you said”，which calls attention to the trouble 
source. If T9 just produced the correct word，”mathematics”，while looking at the paper, it 
would be more difficult for TY to understand that the word ”mathematic”is problematic. TY 
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displays his recognition of the repair with his comment，”ah forgot s”．百1erepair initiation 
and repair proper紅eproduced approximately two minutes after the trouble source w部
produced, which may sometimes be problematic because抗maybe difficult for the producer 
of the trouble to realize由atthe utterance they produced a few minutes before is being 
repaired. T9’s use of the phrase，”you said”，as well as the fact that he made the repair the 
focus of the interaction helped to make the repair noticeable and to make TY realize that his 
utterance was being repaired. 
4.1.5 Pre-and Post幽Framing
In this section, I explore how pre”組dpost－合amingcan help to make repair noticeable 
to the speaker of the trouble source. In the following extract, which is an ex副npleof 
pre幽fr出ning,Tl isなyingto elicit questions企omstudents that they can ask each other when 
doing the assigned activity. 
Extract 20: 1『 1-34:20
01 Tl: 
02 TK: 
03 Tl: 
04 
05 TK: 
06 Tl: 
07 TK: 
08 Tl: 
09 TK: 
10 Tl: 
11 TK: 
can you think of any more questions? 
how much do you buy a bicycle? 
((writes "how much" on whiteboard)) yeah how much-yeah how 
much maybe will you spend? 
will (.) you (. ) spend? 
yeah how much will you spend 
aht: 
for a bicycle 
for a bicycle 
un ah not too much maybe one (.) ten man 
ha ha ha 
In line 01, Tl部ksthe students，”C組 youthink of any more questions？”，to which TK 
responds，”how much do you buy a bicycle”. In line 03, Tl writes ”how much" on the 
whiteboard and performs other-initiated other-repair, saying，”yeah how much-yeah how 
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much maybe will you spend？”官邸”howmuch" is a repetition of TK’s correctly produced 
phrase and functions部 ap問－frameand ”will you spend”for a bicycle" is a repair ofTK’s 
expression，”do you buy a bicycle”. The pre寸前田is a repetition ofTK’s u託erance,and both 
acts as a receipt ofTK’S 凶 eranceand sets the context for the repair. The word，”maybe”， 
comes before the repaired utterance，”will you spend？’：and serves to downgrade the 
correction. It also marks the utterance由atfollows as something出atrequires attention. The 
rising intonation on”spend”calls attention to that utterance and assists in making the repair 
noticeable. TK repeats ”will you spend" with rising intonation, which could possibly be 
because he does not understand the meaning of the question or because he is asking for 
confirmation. In line 06, Tl repeats the whole correct 凶 eranceand in line 07, TK produces 
the change of state token，”ah", with rising pitch. Tl produces the last part of the question, 
”for a bicycleヘinline 08 and TK repeats this in line 09. Tl answers the correct version of 
TK’s question，”how much will you spend on a bicycle”，with the con ecture，”討inot too 
much maybe one (.) ten man”in line 10. 
The next exなactunder consideration is also an example of pre-framing and shows how 
the use of a pre・合宿ningfollowed by a word other than the word produced in the previous 
t田nby speaker of the trouble soぽ・cecan help to make repair noticeable. In this extract, AN is
reading a speech for one of her classes to T6 and one other student. 
Extract 21: 22-2-11:01 
01 AN: ((reading a speech)) spring and autumn are really dry and windy. 
02 ( 1. 2) summers are hot and uh humid ( 1.0) an:: d ( 1. 3) a July means 
03 temperature of twenty fifth 
04 (2. 7) 
05 T6: twenty five= 
06 AN: =twen-twenty five? 
07 T6: uh huh 
08 AN: oh twen七yfive bu七 i七 isalso thirty (1.6) six when the hottest 
09 T6: hn okay 
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In lines 0 I to03 AN says，”spring釦 dau印mn町ereally dry and windy. s田nmers紅ehot and 
uh humid an::d a July means tempera如reof twenty fifth”，which is followed by a 2.7・second
gap. Sometimes recipients of talk will withhold repair after a trouble source加mis complete, 
creating an additional opportunity for the speaker of the trouble source to initiate self-repair 
(Scheglo町etal., 1977). However, in出isextract AN does not self-initiate repair. T6 repairs 
her utterance，”twenty fifth”，in line 05, stating，”twenty five". T6’s use of the pre”金制ning,
”twenty”，followed by a word which is different 企omthe word produced by AN calls 
attention to the repair, thereby making it noticeable. IfT6 had only produced the word ”five” 
without the pre-frame, it may have been more difficult for AN to comprehend. Dingemanse, 
Bly也e,and Dirksmeyer (2014) remark that，”In trouble-framing repe副s,repetition helps to 
官ame’orlocate the trouble酬sourceitem" (p. 22). The gap before T6’s repair could be because 
he does not treat AN’s turn as complete or because he is giving her an opportunity to do 
self-repair. When AN does not continue or do selιrep国r,T6 performs other・圃initiated
other-repair. Schegloff et al. (1977) present data th瓜showsthat there is a preference for 
self.”repair based on the fact that he position of the repair opportunity space for self-repair 
precedes that of other-repair. AN repeats the repaired u抗.erance，＇’れNentyfive”，in the 
following turn, but because ”five”is produced with rising intonation, this can be heard部 a
request for confirmation, which T6 gives in line 07, stating，”凶huh”.AN accepts the repair 
in the following line by saying，”oh twenty five”，which is followed by T6’s 
acknowledgement of AN's production of the repaired utterance. AN displays her recognition 
of T6’s rep必rby repeating it. If she treated T6’s turn as a receipt of her previous u取 ranee,
there would be litle re邸onfor her to repeat it, but because T6’s utterance is slightly different 
from AN's, she notices it, as shown by her repetition of the repaired utterance. 
The extract which follows shows how the use of a post－企郡凶ngcan help repair to 
become noticeable. Before the extract begins, T9 instructs the students to ask three ”have you 
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ever”questions. 
Extract 22: 20-1-32:11 
01 TY: 
02 
03 T9: 
04 TY: 
05 T9: 
06 
07 RI: 
08 TY: 
09 T9: 
10 TY: 
have you ever- ((looks down and to his left side (4.9) )) have you 
e:: :ver:::: hospitalized? 
been hospitalized 
been hospitalized? 
right 
(0.5) 
no 
no 
ヱ主主 ( . ) when I was younger 工 had an operation on my ears 
eh:: 
In lines 01 and 02, TY inquires of T9，もaveyou ever-have you e::ver:: hospitalized？”T9 
performs other-initiated other-repair in the next line, stating，”been hospitalized”The word, 
”been＇’，is missing in TY’s question, but if T9 only produced the word，”been”，when repairing 
TY’s utterance, it would be difficult to understand where in TY’s question the word, "been”， 
should go. However, because T9 also produces it with the post”企aming，”hospi臨lized”，it
indicates to TY where in the question”been”should appe低 TYrepeats the phrase，”been 
hospitalized”，wit抗risingintonation, thus signaling to T9 that he is asking for confirmation, 
which T9 gives in line 05, with ”right’＼ 
T9『sproduction of the repair with the post-framing，吋iospitalized”，makesit stand out 
and marks it as something which requires attention. 
4.1.6 The Word Repaired is Produced in Isolation and Repeated 
This section examines how the isolation of a problematic word as well as the repetition 
of the repaired word by the recipient producing the repair proper can cause repair to become 
noticeable. In the extract below, p訂ticipantsare playing a g田nein which the teacher gives 
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each student a directive. The teacher begins passing a ballぽoundand each student sitting 
around the table has to pass it to the student next to出em.百1ep田poseof the game is to 
answer the question before the ball is passed back to the t切.cher.The extract begins with T 4 
directing RI”name three things th剖youdid話量笠fily".
Extどac七 23: 8-2-11:06 
01 T4: name七hree （.）七hingsyou did yesterday 
02 (1.4) 
03 RI: uh watching『 watchTV uh take由 takethe shower took the shower 
04 T4: you took a shower 
05 R工： uh eat uh: dinner 
06 T4: yeah. ate ate. 
07 RI: ate a dinner 
08 T4: yeah so you ate dinner alright. what did you have for dinner? 
09 RI: u::m (.) fish. 
Following a 1.4・secondsilence, RI says，”叫1watching皿 watchTV叶1take回 takethe shower 
took the shower”，which T 4 performs embedded correction on in the subsequent加mby 
stating，”you took a shower”. The expression, "you took a shower" sounds very s泊rilarto 
”took由eshowerぺandmay appe町 tobe a receipt of the previous加mrather出ana repair, 
which may account for the lack of uptake of the repair by RI. IfT4 only produced the 
repaired pぽtof the u抗erance，”a’＇，in isolation, RI could have possibly produced some sort of 
uptake of the repair制 seenin some of the extracts above. In line 05, RI says the由irdthing 
血athe did the day before, which was”eat凶：dinner”.T 4 acknowledges this with”yeahぺ
and performs other-initiated other・暢repair,stating，”ate ate”. This time the problematic part of 
the expression，”eat吐i:dinner”，is isolated, therefore making the trouble source clear to RI. 
Regarding出ecorrection of non-native speaker’s by a native speaker, Kurhila (2001) 
observed a somewhat similar phenomenon and noted that because ”the substitution is not 
C加 10ぱlagedby any other activity, the NNS orients to it部 repair”（p.1100). Also, the word, 
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”ate”，is repeated by T4, thereby calling further attention to it. RI displays an orientation to 
T4’s repair by repeating the repaired word，”ate，＇’followed by the noun phrase、dinner’＇.T4 
acknowledges RI's uptake of his repair by saying，”yeah so you ate dinner alright”． 
This extract demonstrates how performing repair shortly after the trouble source is 
produced does not necessarily思iaranteethat it is going to be recognized as repair by the 
trouble source speaker. When the repaired p紅tof由eutterance is produced with words other 
than words that serve to pre-or post-ame it, it may be harder to recognize. In this example, 
RI does not respond to T 4’s repair in line 04 when the repaired part of the utterance is 
produced with other words and he co町ectsan article but does not emphasize it. However, RI 
does show that he recognizes出erepair when T 4 repairs another utterance in line 06 because 
the repaired part of the utterance, the verb ”ate", is produced in isolation, therefore making 
the repaired part of the utterance clear. 
Following T4’s repair in line 06, a response to or recognition of the repair by RI is
normatively appropriate in order for the interaction to proceed. The pat旬mseen in白is
extract is similar to those we observed in some of the extracts above: the student produces a 
problematic word, the teacher performs repair, the student produces some uptake of or 
accepts the repair, and the teacher acknowledges the uptake or produces some token of 
accep胞nee.
4.1. 7 Teacher’s Use of Gestures 
百issection analyzes how the teacher’s use of ges旬rescan help repair to become 
noticeable. In the following extract, T3 and RK are doing an activity in which they pull a 
piece of paper out of a hat, and on that paper is a topic that they discuss. Prior to the 
following extract, RK pulls a piece of paper out of the hat upon which is written，”your dream 
holiday.”RK reads what is written on the piece of paper and then shows it to T3 as if to 
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request help. 
Extract 24: 24『 1-07:33
01 T3: so ( 0. 5) i-this is saying where-where do you like to go on holiday 
02 RK: do you like holiday (.) holiday ha suki desu ka? yes. 
03 T3: 
04 
05 RK: 
06 
07 RK: 
08 T3: 
09 
10 RK: 
11 T3: 
12 RK: 
13 T3: 
14 
15 T3: 
16 
17 RK: 
18 T3: 
19 RK: 
20 
21 T3: 
Top like COP:POL Q 
Do you like holidays? 
do you like going on holiday, where？七othe beach 
［七othe mountains? 
[ah : : : : : : : : t 
( 4. 4) 
not go工 likehouse 
ah::::t you lik-you lik-you like staying at home? 
( 0. 8) 
yes 
come ((pulls hands towaどdshimself)) 
eh? I like stay home? 
okay. what do you do at home 
(1.4) 
0do you read？。（（doesa book opening motion)) what do you do? wha七
things 
aht watch TV 
okay工（（sticksout hand as if to start counting)) 
I wa七chTV ( (T3 raises a fingeど foreach word while RK says 
”I watch TV”）） 
un hn 
In line 0 l,T3 explains th説”thisis saying where・ where do you like to go on holiday," which 
is followed by RK’S加min which she states，”do you like holiday(.) holiday ha suki desu ka? 
yes.”Because ”yes”is an inappropriate answer to T3’s question, T3 pursues an appropriate 
answer by asking，”do you like going on holiday~句 where?to the beach to the mountains？”官邸
is followed by RK’s production of the change of state token，”ah：：：：↑ぺindicatingthat RK 
understands what T3 is now asking. Following a 4.4腫secondgap in line 06, RK s旬tes，百otgo 
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I like house”. T3 initiates repair on RK’S 凶 erancein the next line wi白”youlik・youlik-you 
like staying剖home？’＇，to which RK replies, "yes”，in line 10. 
Perhaps because T3’s repair initiation does not make it clear exactly what part ofRK's 
utterance is problematic and/or because T3’s repair is drastically different from RK’s 
problematic u倣ranee,RK does not repeat any part of the repaired 凶 erance.In line 11, T3 
says，”come，”while pulling his hands towards himself as if to signal to RK that he wants her 
加producethe repaired 凶 erance.Up to this point, RK has not displayed that she understands 
也ather utterance has been repaired, but T3’s ges知resas well as his production of the word, 
”come”，call attention to T3’s previous utterance. It is these two actions出atassist to make the 
repair as well as the pursuit of uptake noticeable. 
In the next turn, RK says，”eh？’：exhibiting that she is unsぽeabout what T3 wants her 
to do. In the same line, she says，”I like stay home？”，while placing rising intonation on the 
word，”home”，thereby requesting confirmation仕omT3. The confirmation could mean，”Is 
this the correct sentence？”，or ”Do you want me to produce the same sentence as you？” 
Although the sentence is not grammatically correct, T3 acknowledges her production of the 
repaired utterance with ”okay’＇， followed by the question，”what do you do at home". 
Following a 1.4・secondgap, T3 again pursues an answer, asking，”。doyou read?0 what do 
you do? what things”. RK then produces the change of state token, "ah↑’＇， with rising 
intonation followed by the words，”watch TV”. In the subsequent turn, T3 initiates repair by 
saying，”okay I", and then sticks out his hand and raises his finger部 ifhe is counting. He 
provides a slot for RK to do the repair, which she does in line 19, stating，”I watch TV”，asT3 
gives her prompts by raising a finger for each word. T3’s repair initiation, the word，”I”，as 
well as the use of his hands are effective泊demonstratingto RK that her utterance contains 
some problem and由説hewants her to repair it using the word，”I”. T3 again acknowledges 
RK’s production of the correct sentence by stating，”unhn”in line 21. 
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4.2 Discussion 
This chapter investigated several interactional environments and resources which help 
to make repair noticeable. All of the examples presented in this chapter concerned problems 
of speaking by students and repair w出 eitherinitiated either by a s加dentor by a teacher. 
When repair was self-initiated by a student，社setthe stage for a repair proper either by白e
S知dentor by a teacher. However, just because a repair proper is relevant does not necessarily 
mean that it will not go overlooked if抗isperformed by another participant. The examples 
highlighted various environments and methods which are conducive to making repair 
noticeable. 
百tlschapter explored various resources used by teachers which serve to make repair 
noticeable. Teachers' use of "you mean，＇’”you could say,，”we say，”and ”say it”help to make 
社apparentto the speaker of the trouble source that their utterance has been repaired by 
marking the previous or following utterance as repair.”You mean”and ”you could say” 
downgraded and modified the speaker of the trouble source’s utterance, whereas ”we say”and 
”say it”did not. Out of the four expressions used to mark the repair，”say it”was the s仕ongest
and served to demonstrate to the speaker of the trouble source that their recognition of the 
repair in the form of repetition was necess釘ybefore the interaction could proceed. As 
Schegloff et al. (1977) and Benajamin (2012) pointed out，”you mean”does occぽ in
mundane conversation.”You could say" and "we say”町efrequently seen in everyday 
conversation, and as shown in this chapter, in institutional talk. To my knowledge, there have 
not been any studies which have documented the use of ”say it”in ordinary conversation. 
While this expression may be used in ordinary conversation, for example, when demanding 
an apology, it may be specific to teacher/student interaction or interaction where the focus is 
learning through language use. 
In the example in which repair was delayed, the teacher called attention to the 
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problematic utterance by saying，”you said”. He then located the trouble source, the end of 
the word ”mathematic’＇. by placing emphasis on the ”cへAnotherway that repair can be made 
noticeable is by pre-and post－合amingthe repair. This provides a context for the speaker of 
the trouble so町ceand allows them to see which pぽtof their utterance is being repaired. 
Another resource used by teachers to make repair noticeable was the isolation of the 
repair and repetition of the repaired word. This helped to mark the problematic part of the 
previous speaker’s utterance and make the repair stand out. Lastly, this chapter demonstrated 
how the teacher’s use of gestures can serve to make repair noticeable. In the example 
presented above, the teacher used his finge阿部promptsto get the student to produce出e
correct sentence. 
In most of the examples in this chapter, students displayed their understanding that 
their utterance had been repaired by repeating the repaired 凶 erance.These findings support 
those ofHosoda (2000), who reports that in her data most of the c部esof other-repair were 
followed by repetition. In the instances where repetition w部 absent,students used change of 
state tokens, and in the delayed repair example, the student repeated the ’＇s", which was 
missing from the word ”mathematics”and then produced the meta comment，”ah forgot s”． 
When the producer of the trouble source did not accept the other repair either through 
repetition or acknowledgement tokens, it may suggest由atthe repair was recognized but not 
fully understood. 
Schegloff, Koshik, Jacoby, and Olsher (2002) suggest that the findings of CA research 
can be used to inform second language pedagogy. This chapter w部組組emptto use CA to
understand how repair can be made noticeable to second language learners, which is 
extremely important because, as I illustrate in the next chapter, repair sequences can be 
potential sites of learning. However, learning may only occur if the students notice that their 
utterance has been repaired.百ischapter presented various interactional devices used by 
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teachers to make repair noticeable.官iesedevices, if used by teachers, can help students to 
notice their mistakes, which may be one step in the learning process. 
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CHAPTERS 
REPAIR SEQUENCES AS POTENTIAL SITES OF LEARNING 
This chapter focuses on how learning can be made visible in interaction and examines 
one potential site where learning may occur, namely repair sequences. There have been an 
increasing number of studies which discuss whether or not CA can contribute to the field of 
SLA and address issues of learning as well as how CA may do so (e.g., Larsen暢Freeman,
2004). This study builds on previous conversation analytic studies on learning (e.g., 
Hellermann, 2011) which 釧emptto reveal how conversation analysis can be used as a tool to 
ilus伽 tehow learning may potentially occur by tracing a particular learning object in 
short-term interaction. In the current study, the expression traceable learning object is used to 
refer to what W部 taughtby the teacher to a student in the repair sequence and tracing血e
learning object will help to identify where learning may have occurred. Because many of the 
conversation analytic studies to date lack a traceable learning object, there is stil doubt 
regarding CA’s ability to address issues of learning. 
Some studies訂gueせiatCA can be used as a tool to help us g副nmore insight into the 
issue oflearning (e.g叫 Lee,2010; Sahlstrom, 2011). This study follows that line of research 
and 釧emptsto show how participants display a problem in understanding or speaking, a 
change of state, and that they may have learned something as illustrated by their explanation 
or applic瓜ionof枇 learningo句ect.In this s知dylearning is used to mean going合oman 
observable state of not understanding or knowing to a state of understanding or knowing部
exhibited出roughthe participants' behaviors, and也enexplaining or applying the word or 
expression in the subsequent interaction. If the learning o担jectis immediately merely 
repe剖edin the知msubsequent to the加min which it was taught, it would be di伍cultto 
紅guein conversation analytic terms that learning may have occurred. Some may argue that 
the listener is merely repeating what the speaker said to show由eyare listening and merely 
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repeating an 副 erancedoes not necessarily mean that learning has occurred. I suggest that it 
could be argued出attemporaηrlearning occurred if the understanding of the learning object 
is demons仕ableas shown through its explanation or application in any旬msubsequent to the 
知min which the student displays a change of state. In the examples presented in this chapter 
也eexplanation or application of the word or expression occ田sat a distance企omwhere it 
was taught by the teacher. All of the examples presented in this s知dyhave the following 
general feat町es:
1. Student shows problem of understanding or speaking as displayed由rougha question or 
inability to produce an appropriate word 
2. Student or teacher initiates rep剖r
3. Teacher performs repair (teaches) 
4. Student produces a change of state token, such as”ah”or "oh”（Heritage, 1984) 
5. Student demonstrates their understanding of the newly-learned word by explaining the 
meaning to another participant or applying it 
I acknowledge that in cases when the explanation or application of a learning object 
does not occur, it does not necessarily mean出atlearning did not occ町.Leaming may occur, 
for ex剖nple，吐rroughcomprehensible input (Krashen, 1982). However, conversation analysis 
does not speculate on what 1s occurring in an individual’s m加d.It is concerned with the 
visible actions of the participanお.Therefore, the display of understanding of a learning object 
as shown through its explanation or applic剖ionin subsequent interaction could suggest that 
learning may potentially be occurring 
Gardner (2008) remarks that analyzing interaction in settings where learning may 
potentially occur may help to identify possible learτiing sites. In a similar vein, Brouwer 
(2003) comments由atinteraction which involves a non-native speaker is worth analyzing as 
it may help us to learn more about second language learning. The present study analyzes 
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language lounge interaction, a place where s知dentswho紅enon-native English speakers go 
to learn and practice English with native speakers of English. This chapter a抗emptsto 
contribute to the growing research on possible sites of learning by revealing how and where 
learning may occur in second language interaction. 
Brouwer (2003) st低創出剖，”Asa prerequisite for locating learning at a precise point in 
interaction, it needs to be shown that these sequences actually have the potential to adv創1ce
language learning (p. 535). In the present study the location where the potential learning 
occぽsis in repair sequences, which are initiated both by students and teachers. In two of the 
three examples shown here, the repair is other刷initiatedby students because of a problem in 
understanding, and in one of the examples the repair is initiated by the teacher because the 
student does not produce the appropriate word. This chapter argues th剖repairsequences紅e
one possible site in which learning may occぽ and由atconversation analysis can be 
analytically e能ctiveas an instrument to illustrate how learners can potentially go from a 
state of not understanding or knowing to a s旬.teof understanding or knowing, and白en
become capable of explaining or applying the learning object. 
5.1 Analysis 
In this section I present three examples which lend support to Brouwer and Wagner's 
(2004) findings that repair sequences could be one site where learning may occur. The three 
examples come from three di珪erentlanguage lounge sessions, lasting approximately fo町
minutes each. Similar to Markee’s (2004) study, the focus of al of也eexamples presented in 
this chapter are lexical items and the potential learning occursぉ aresult of a repair initiation 
followed by a repair proper, which is essentially the teacher teaching a student something. 
This section consists of three ex創nplesin total, al of which are divided into more白anone 
ex仕actin order to make it easier for the reader to process. 
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The日rstexample is divided into Extracts l and 2. Extract l begins with TY describing 
his brother after being asked by T2 if he h錨 anybrothers or sisters. 
Extどact1: 11山 2-28:15
01 TY: 
02 
03 T2: 
04 TY: 
05 
06 TY: 
07 T2: 
08 TY: 
09 T2: 
10 TY: 
11 
12 T2: 
13 TY: 
14 T2: 
15 TY: 
16 T2: 
17 TY: 
18 T2: 
19 TY: 
20 T2: 
21 TY: 
22 T2: 
23 TY: 
24 T2: 
25 TY: 
26 
27 T2: 
28 TY: 
29 T2: 
30 HN: 
31 
32 T2: 
33 
????????????????
? ?
?
．
?
? ?????????
??↑
?
???
? ?
?
，?
?
??
?
? ? ぃ
about cleaning 
oh okay so he doesn’t 
yeah 
clean after himself 
yes. his room is scat七eredwith things such as comic books comic books 
comic books 
ha ha ha o(h)ka(h)y 
an:d books. he: major inよ主！.
oh okay 
so he has many (1.0) uh laws-uh many laws? books 
hn many law books? 
law books 
oh okay so (,) ho-how old he? 
he ’s twenty one now 
oh twenty one? 
twenty one? un twenty one. 
okay and he-does he still live at home? 
yes 
oh okay 
but he is very (.) genius I think 
(0. 5) 
oh he ’s very smart? 
yeah but his characteris七icis worst ha ha [ha 
[oh: 
eh:: 
(0. 7) 
well we say there ’s uh in English we say there ’s two kinds of people 
七hereis left bどainpeople and right brain people 
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34 TY: 
35 T2: 
wha七 doesit mean? 
so ( ( ( 2.9)stands up and walks towards whi teboaどdand begins to draw 
37 TY: 
36 a picture of a brain)) 
38 
39 T2: 
40 TY: 
41 Sl: 
42 
43 T2: 
44 
45 
46 
47 TY: 
48 T2: 
49 
50 HN: 
51 T2: 
52 TY: 
53 T2: 
54 TY: 
55 HN: 
left brain ah: sou iu ko七O ka 
tha七 saything Q 
”七ha七’swhat it means” 
(1. 9) 
??????????．?
】
???
?
(2. 0) 
kin-kind of like your brain (1. 6) so left brain people ( 1.8) they 
tend to be uh: more ( 1.8｝工 think(2. 0) maybe-maybe I’m not-maybe 
工’mgetting七hiswrong 0hh but I think left brain 
people tend to be moどeorganized 
organized 
they ’re-they tend to-or maybe it’s right brain I’m not sure maybe 
工em [getting them mixed up 
[ha ha ha ha 
but left brain people are usually organized and uh very structured 
un 
and have uh you know their (.) uh home is usually very clean 
ah:: t 
hn: 
TY says that his brother is ”very clumsy about cleaning" and T2 initiates repair on TY’s 
附 erancein the form of a confirmation checl正，stating，”sohe doesn't clean after himself' in 
lines 07 and 09. In line 10, TY elaborates why his brother is messy by saying，”his room is 
sea枕eredwith things such as comic books comic books comic books’＇.TY’s explan国ionof 
his brother not being very clean will be shown to be relevant to his understanding of a new 
expression that註ieteacher presents. 
In lines 10 and 1, TY st剖es由athis brother’s room”is scattered with things such as 
comic books comic books comic books”. TY says”comic books”three times to emphasize 
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th副hisbrother has a lot of comic books. TY and T2 discuss TY’s brother’s major, other types 
of books that he has, his age, and whether he lives at home or not. After this, TY states that 
his brother is”very genius”in line 25, which T2 initiates repair on with ”。hhe’s very smぽt？”
TY’s description of his brother as being smart will also lend evidence to his correct 
understanding of the learning object由atwill be旬ughtby the teacher in the ensuing 
interaction. TY confirms this is what he meant and states that his brother’s”characteristic is 
worst" to which T2 responds with ”oh：”，which is produced in overlap with TY’s laughter. In 
lines 3 2 and 3 3,T2 states，”well we say there’s吐iin English we say there’s two kinds of 
people there is left brain people and right brain people”. This is followed by TY’s initiation of 
repair in which he asks，”what does it mean？’＇， showing a lack of understanding of the terms 
”le長brainpeople”and ”right brain people”. The subsequent interaction illustrates that his 
repair initiation creates not only a possibility for learning, but also results, the application of 
the expression ”right brain”，suggesting that learning might have occurred. 
TY initiates repair, asking，”what does it mean？’＇， which opens the repair sequence. 
Lilja (2014) comments that社ispossible to view questions such questions as being engaged 
in learning because they attempt to reestablish understanding and that repair sequences can 
create learning opportu国ties.Following TY’s question, T2 walks to the whiteboard and 
begins to draw a picture of a brain, and then in line 3 7,TY says，川i:sou iu koto ka”in 
Japanese, which can mean ”ah that’s what it means”or ”ah I see.”Through this utterance, TY 
displays that he has made a connection between the picture of a brain由atthe teacher drew on 
the whiteboard and the phrases right brain and left brain. In line 43, T2 begins his explanation 
of the expressions left brain and right brain. As will be discussed in detail below, TY’s 
responses to T2’s description of right and left brain people, specifically his change of state 
tokens，町eimportant because his understanding not only of what his brother is, but what his 
brother is not, is important when he applies the learning object, and江isalso significant for 
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血eぽg田nent血atsomething w出 potentiallylearned. In lines 44 and 45, T2 provides a 
disclaimer by saying由athe may be getting the terms right brain and le負brainmixed up. 
Whether he gets them wrong is irrelevant because what is important for this study is to show 
how the teacher teaches something and how TY isable to display his understanding of it 
through its applic剖ion.In lines 45 and 46, T2 explains that le抗brainpeople ”tend to be more 
org制批ed”andTYrepe剖sthe final word，”organized’＇， in line 47. 
In lines 51 and 53, T2 describes left brain people as”organized組 duh very struc如red”
and their homes as ”usually very cleanぺtowhich TY responds in line 54 with the change of 
state token ”ah”，which is elongated and has rising pitch. This change of state token publicly 
displays that he may have gone企oma state of not knowing to a state of knowing. 
T2 expands his explanation of left brain people as the interaction proceeds, the 
continuation of which is shown in the following extract. 
Extract 2: 11-2-30:15 
56 T2: 
57 
58 TY: 
59 T2: 
60 TY: 
61 T2: 
62 TY: 
63 T2: 
64 TY: 
65 T2: 
66 
67 T2: 
68 TY: 
69 T2: 
70 HN: 
71 T2: 
72 HN: 
and they ’re very uh: uh: analytical 
(1. 5) 
analytical 
((writes ”analytical”on whiteboard)) analy七ical
ah1 analytical 
so they analyze things. (.) so um why-why is this like this 
ah 
or they’re always thinking 
hn 
about something 
(1. 0) 
and then right brain people they tend to be more creative 
hn: 
。ど disorganized. uh: tend to呈主主dream
hn ha ha 
like just ught 
ha ha ha ha 
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73 T2: 
7 4 TY: 
75 HN: 
76 T2: 
77 
78 TY: 
79 T2: 
80 TY: 
81 T2: 
82 TY: 
83 T2: 
84 
85 TY: 
86 T2: 
thinking about nothing 
ha ha ha it’s ( ) ? 
。haha ha。
七heright brain people七endto be messier 
( 0. 8) 
messier? 
yeah messy 
messy 
( (begins to write ”messy" on whi七eboard))
aht messy. 
so they don't clean their rooms much or they you know have comic books 
everywhere or but they're veどycrea七iveor smart 
hn: aht 
they spend their time thinking about the world Oど thinkingabou七
87 dreams they don't think so much like a lef七 brainpeどson
88 TY: aht I see. so my brother is the right brain [person 
89 T2: [right brain maybe 
After T2 states that left brain people町e”analytical”inline 56, there is a 1.5”second gap after 
which TY repeats”analytical”in a similar way由athe repeated ’＇organized”above.百ieway
that he repeats the words makes it difficult to discern whether he understands them or not. In 
line 59, T2 writes”analytical”on the whiteboard, following which, in line 60, TY states”ah↑ 
analytical”with rising pitch on the ”ah". Again, this ”ah↑ヘachange of state token, suggests 
that TY did not understand the word when the teacher said it or when he repeated it, but that 
there may have been a change in his knowledge state when he sees江inwritten form. 
In line 61, T2 explains也前leftbrain people "analyze t副ngs”towhich TY responds 
with川1”.Based on its lack of pitch, it functions as a continuer. In line 63, T2 says由atleft 
brain people are”always由inking”andTY again replies with the continuer”加”.T2 finishes 
his TCU in line 65 with ”about something”，which is also where the explanation of left brain 
people ends. There is a 1.0-second gap and then T2 begins to describe right brain people. In 
line 67, he remarks也混血ey”tendto be more creative”，and in line 69, he continues by 
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saying that they訂e”disorg紅白ed”and”tendto daydream”. In lines 68 and 70, TY responds 
to T2's utterances with the continuer，＇’hn". T2 moves ahead by saying由atright brain people 
訂e下stlike ugh”in line 71 and噛 inkingabout nothing" in line 73, eliciting laughter by HN 
and TY. 
In line 76,T2 states that”right brain people tend to be messier" and after a 0.8画second
gap, TY initiates repair with”messier？”泊line78, wi由risingintonation. T2 responds with 
”yeah messy”and TY repeats”messy". T2 begins to write ”messy”on the board and TY says 
”ah↑messy”in line 82 with rising pitch on the”油’＇， indicating his possible reco伊itionof the 
word. In lines 83 and 84, T2 says曲目rightbrain people”don’t clean their rooms much or 
they you know have comic books everywhere or but they’re very creative or sm町t’＇，towhich 
TY responds，”hn:ah↑”，with rising pitch on the ”ah", again displaying a change of state. In 
line 86 and 87, T2 then mentions that right brain people ”spend their time thinking about the 
world or thinking about dreams they don’t think so much like a left brain person”and to this 
TY replies in the subsequent加mwi由”油jI see. so my brother is the right brain person”． 
Based on TY’s description of his brother as not being clean and being very smart, T2 seems to 
agree in p刷出瓜TY’sbrother is a right brain person出 evincedby his utterance in line 89, 
”right brain maybe”． 
This extract exhibits how TY went仕oma public displayed state of not understanding 
the expression ”right brain”to some understanding of it, and by implication, the mea凶ngof
”le食brain”asdemonstrated by his application of ”right brain”in line 88. His previous lac孟of
understanding is evinced in his turn in line 34 where he s同tes，”whatdoes it mean？”，m 
initiation of repair on血eteacher’s turn in lines 32 and 33 in which he says，”well we say 
there's uh in English we say there’s two kinds of people there is left brain people and right 
brain people”. TY displays his change of state following T2’s explanation of left brain and 
right brain people through his use of change of state tokens throughout the interaction. For 
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example, in lines 54 and 60, in response to T2’s explanation of left brain people as”clean” 
組 d"analytical’＇，TY says, "ah：↑”and”ahj’＇.bot担ofwhich訂eproduced with rising pitch, 
suggesting that he went from a state of not knowing to a state of knowing. Also, in lines 82 
and 85, in response to T2's description of right brain people as being messy, creative, or smぽt,
TY responds with ”油？”withrising pitch. In lines 86 and 87, T2 says that right brain people 
噛 inkabout the world or dreams, but do not think like left brain people”and TY says，”ah↑I 
see", indicating that he understands. He then goes on to伽 therindicate his understanding by 
saying，”so my brother is the right brain person”. It is the application of the expression ”right 
brain person”也atsuggests由atlearning may have occurred. 
In lines 01. 04, 06, 10, and 11, TY describes his brother出 notbeing clean and ha吋ng
books sca倣redaround his room and in line 25 he describes his brother as”very genius”， 
which the teacher repairs with ”very smart”. Later, the teacher says that left brain peopleぽe
”organized”and”structured”（line 51) and”clean”（line 53). He describes right brain people 
as "creative”(line 67），”disorganized”（line 69），”messier”(line 76），”smart”（line 84) and 
points out出前they”tendto daydream" (line 69），”don’t clean their rooms”and ”have comic 
books everywhere" (lines 83”84). It seems th剖throughTY’s application of the expression, 
”right brain person”，he w部 ableto understand that because his brother is smart and messy 
like right brain people and not clean and organized like left brain people, he must therefore be 
a right brain person. Based on也einformation provided by TY regarding his brother, T2 
seems to agree that TY’s brother is a right brain person. Not only S2’s application of the 
expression right brain, but his correct application of itbased on the explanation provided by 
T2 sugges胞thatsome learning may have occurred. 
The next example is divided into Extracts 3, 4, and 5. In Extract 3 below, the 
participants are playing a game where T9 explains a type of job and the other p訂ticipants
have to guess what that job is. Previously in the interaction T9 says”to build houses with 
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wood what job is出at？”ERsays”紅chitee加re",to which T9 replies，”that is to design houses 
but to build houses". Although ”architect”and not”architec加re”iscorrect, T9 does not repair 
ER’s utterance at that time. ER then says”ca:中entersヘwhichis corrected in embedded form 
by the teacher with ”C紅penter由at’sright’1. This sequence is made relevant later in the 
interaction when the teacher does a nudging motion to ER, hinting to her that the correct 
answer is the word she produced earlier. After that interaction, the game continues with T9 
explaining another job and the students的ringto guess the correct answer, and then the 
following ex位actbegins. 
記x七ract3: 21-2-40:05 
01 T9: 
02 ER: 
03 
04 T9: 
05 
06 ER: 
07 
08 T9: 
09 
10 T9: 
11 ER: 
12 T9: 
13 MR: 
14 ER: 
15 T9: 
16 MR: 
17 T9: 
18 ER: 
19 MR: 
two more u:: :m (3.0）工 designhouses 
un hn 
( 4. 0) 
工workwith blueprints 
( 1.1) 
0blue0 
( 1. 9) 
( (makes a nudging motion to ER) ) 
(1. 0) 
0say it say it。（ (says七hisas he does a nudging mo七ionto ER)) 
architecture 
architect 
ha ha ha 
archite c七
archi主主主主 isthe person 
ah 
architecture is七hething 
ah：：：↑ 
ah: 
The interaction commences v,せthT9 saying，”I design houses" in line 01. ER responds with 
”un hn" and then there is a 4ルsecondgap. When no one provides an answer, T9 gives 
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another hint in line 04 adding，”I workwi由blueprints"and ER repeats ”。blue0”ina quiet 
voice.A 1.9・secondgap follows and then T9 makes a nudging motion to ER, but ER does not 
appe訂 tounderstand why as indicated by a lack of an appropriate response. T9 continues to 
try to pursue an answer by u抗ering,"0 say it say it。”，inline 10 in a quiet voice while doing a 
nudging motion to ER again. ER now seems to understand why T9 is doing the nudging 
motion as shown by her production of the word ”architecture”in line 11, to which T9 initiates 
and performs repair on by stating，”ぽchitect”.I argue that this repair initiation not only 
C問atesa lean由igopportu凶ty,but, as mentioned above, the resulting interaction suggests th国
learning may have occurred. I will discuss this in more detail below. 
In response to T9 saying，”architect’＇， MR laughs, most likely because she now realizes 
why the teacher was doing the nudging motion to ER. ER repeats ”architect”in line 14 and 
T9 explains the difference between architect and architec加re.He explains that ”arc hi佳話is
由eperson”and ”architecture is the thing" and places stress on the ”tect”in”a印刷tect.”To
this, ER responds wi也anelongated J’ah：：↑ヘwithrising pitch.百世schange of state token 
suggests that some change has occurred in the state of her knowledge, at least as publicly 
displayed through the deployment of the token. 
百iefollowing extract begins approximately one minute and thirty eight seconds after 
the interaction above ends.百ieteacher is now bringing the session to a close, as exhibited by 
his asking，”did we come up with any也ingreally new today”． 
Extract 4: 21-2-42:07 
01 T9: did we come up with anything really new today 
? ????? ?
?
?
? ?
?
???
?
????
?
?
? 。
（
?
（
?
（?
????
?
? ?
????
?
?
??
? ??
07 ER: architect 
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08 T9: 
09 ER: 
10 T9: 
11 ER: 
12 MR: 
13 T9: 
yeah architect is the person= 
君architect=
=and architectuどeis the ( . ) the thing 
〉七hing<[architecture is thエngokay architect is the person 
[oh: 
for example uh: when工（.） went to Europe (1.0）工 tookpictures of 
14 beautiful architecture 
15 (1.5) 
16 T9: 
17 ER: 
18 FK: 
19 ER: 
20 T9: 
21 ER: 
22 T9: 
23 ER: 
24 T9: 
beau七ifulbuildings 
yeah 
hn hn hn 
oh okay beautiful architecture= 
=yeah= 
=is that right? 
yeah suどe
architect is a person who design a building 
yeah can you think of one of the most famous architects in the world? 
25 (2. 0) 
26 ER: 
27 MR: 
28 T9: 
29 ER: 
30 T9: 
31 FK: 
32 T9: 
。haha。［haha ha ha ha ha I do(h)n’七 kn(h)ow
[yeah I don't know about that 
工’mthinking Spain 
。Spain°
the really unusual buildings 
Sagrada Familia 
hn? one more time工can’thear ｛．）。I’msorry。
The words ”architect”and ”architecture”become topics of discussion and T9 once again 
explains the meanings of both words部 seenin lines 08 and 10 when he says，”architect is the 
person”and”architecture is the thing”. In lines 07 and 09, ER repeats ”architect”and in line 
1 she repeats ”architecture is thing okay architect is the person”. In lines 13 and 14, T9 gives 
an example using the word ”architecture”and relates，”when I went to Europe I took pictures 
of beautiful architecture”. In line 19, ER repeats ”beautiful紅chitec知re”andT9 responds 
with ”yeah，”giving her feedback telling her that that expression is correct. Possibly because 
”yeah”was produced immediately after ER'’s response and was not heard by ER, ER asks T9 
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”is that right”in line 21 and T9 responds，”yeah sure". In line 23, ER provides a summ紅yof 
what the teacher taught by stating，”architect is a person who design a building" and in line 24 
the teacher asks ”can you think of one of the most famous architects in the world？”There is a 
2.0・secondgap after which ER and MR state，”I do(h）ぜtkn(h)ow”and "I don’t know about 
that”，so T9 says，”I'm thinking Sp剖ぜ：”thereally unusual buildings", in lines 28 and 30. FK 
says，”Sagrada Familia”in line 31 and in line 32 T9 initiates repair with”加？one more time I 
can’t hear sorry", opening a new sequence in which students t巧fto explain that Gaudi is the 
architect of Sagrada Familia. 
Approximately one minute and twenty five seconds passes between the end of the 
extract above and the beginning of the extract below; during that time the words ”architect” 
and ”architecture”were not used by any of the participants. 
Extract 5: 21叩 2-44:29
01 ER: but now right yeah the building name is Sagrada Familia 
02 (0. 5) 
03 T9: [ah:: 
04 ER: [and then the-the architect is Gaudi 
05 (1. 0) 
06 T9: okay 
In line 01, ER tels T9 that”the building n田neis Sagrada Familia”，to which T9 responds 
with the elongated change of state token ”ah：”in line 03. In line 04, ER continues to explain 
that”the architect is Gaudi’＇.It is S2’s application of the word ”architect”that suggests that 
lear百ingmay have occurred. I maintain th剖althoughit may only be temporary learning, the 
fact that the word ”architect”W邸 notused for a short period of time, and then it W部 applied
correctly later in the interaction, demonstrates that the word ”architect”is, at least for the 
moment, in her repertoire. Not only does she use the word, but she uses it correctly with the 
name of the architect of Sagrada Familia, Gaudi. This potential learning was made possible 
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by the initiation of repair by the teacher, as shown in Extract 3. ER’s use of the change of 
state token ”ah”in Extract 3 as well回 herapplication of the word ”architect”in Ex佐act5 
suggest出atthrough the repair sequence, the student's s岡崎ofknowledge may have changed 
and learning may have possibly occurred. 
The last ex剖npleconsists of Extracts 6, 7, and 8. In the following extract the topic for 
discussion in the session is moral dilemmas. The interaction begins with Tl handing the 
s加dentsa piece of paper with a question written on it that they訂eexpected to discuss. 
Extract 6: 5-2-34:52 
01 Tl: 
02 Tl: 
((hands S3 and S4 a piece of paper with a topic)) 
how about this one 
03 (0.5) 
04 HT: okay 
05 (2.1) 
06 HT: hn: 
07 (1.0) 
08 HT: ((reading)}the person you engaged to marry-(1.0) if the person(.) 
09 you are engaged to marどy (2.9) had accident and become a para-
10 paraplegic (.) would you go through the marriage or back out hn？。if 
11 the person you engaged to marry" ( ) para『 paraplegic?((gazes 
12 at teacher)) 
13 Tl: 
14 HT: 
15 
16 Tl: 
17 HT: 
hn i七立leansno-no arms no legs 
ah ↑：：↓：（（continues reading)) would you go through with the marriage 
or bacl屯司 back out? ((gazes at Tl)) 
would you ((pulls arms towards himself)) say no no [( 
Lno no 
18 marriage 
19 Tl: 
20 HT: 
21 
22 HT: 
23 
no marどiage
oh okay hn: ah:: l 
( 2. 0) 
( 7. 5) 
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In line 08, HT begins reading out loud what is written on the paper. After he reads the paper 
one time, he says，”加？’＇， in line 10 with rising intonation, suggesting出athe maybe 
encountering some problem of understanding. He reads the paper again and seems to have a 
hard time producing the word ”paraplegic’＇， as evinced in his utterance”para”P町aplegic？”
The production of the word ”paraplegic”with rising intonation coupled with HT’s gazing at 
Tl (Koshik & Seo, 2012), is an initiation of repair on Tl’s action of handing them the paper 
on which he wrote the question，”If the person you are engaged to maηy has an accident and 
becomes paraplegic, would you go through wi也themarriage or back out of it？”Most 
conversation analytic research focuses on the repair of verbal utterances, but written forms 
and actions can be repairable邸 well.Hayashi, Raymond, and Sidnell (2013) point out t加t
”any aspect of conduct can be a source of trouble”（p. 10). In this example, the source of 
trouble is the question that the teacher wrote on the paper, which is essentially the teacher’s 
utterance in written form. Kaanta (2014) discusses how students initiated correction on what 
a teacher wrote on an exercise sheet, which was visually available to al of the students 
because it was projected onto a screen. She describes the trouble source as a”visual 
repairable，”which is how the trouble source泊thisexample can be characterized. It is HT’s 
repair i凶tiation由atnot only creates the opport山首tyfor learning, but begins the repair 
sequence, which, as will be shown, is the site where learning may be occurring. 
After HT initiates repair in lines 1 and 12, Tl says”it means no・no紅msno legs" to 
which HT responds with the elongated change of state token，”ah↑：↓：”. This”ah”has rising 
pitch at the beginning and falling pitch at the end. However, as mentioned above, only 
producing a change of state token is insu宜icientto posit that learning has occurred. HT 
continues reading in line 14. In line 15, he encounters another phrase that he has trouble with, 
”back out", again initiating repair by saying”back-back out？”with rising intonation, after 
which he looks at Tl in line 15 as if to elicit help. In response to this, Tl pulls his ar加 S
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towards himself as if to signi布takingsomething back, while saying, "would you say no no", 
as well as something else that is inaudible because it is produced in overlap with HT’s 
repetition of”no no". The word ”marriage”is produced by HT in the clear and Tl confirms 
血atHT’s verbalization of the meaning of ”back out”is correct by repeating”no marriage" in 
line 19. HT receipts由atwi由”ohokay”and then again produces another change of state 
token，”ah::t”，which is elongated and has rising pitch. HT’s use of change of state tokens is a 
public display indicating some change of state in his knowledge regarding the meaning of 
”back out.” 
Now也atthe problems with the word ”paraplegic”and the phrase”back out”appe訂 to
be solved, HT continues with the activity by reading the question to RI in line 24 of the 
following extract. 
Extract 7: 5四 2申 35:46
24 HT: 
25 
26 R工：
27 HT: 
28 R工：
29 HT: 
30 R工：
31 HT: 
((reading)) uh: if七heperson you are engaged七Omarry had a accident 
and become a para-paraplegic would you= 
=paraplegic? 
uh not arm not (.) leg not aどm not arm 
(no arm?) 
not-not arm 
okay okay 
okay uh ((continues reading)) would you go through wi七hthe marriage 
32 or back out of i七
33 (1.4) 
34 RI: 
35 HT: 
36 RI: 
37 HT: 
38 
39 HT: 
cancel? 
ah yeah yeah back out is not not marriage 
cancel 
y-cance工
(1. 4) 
yeah 
40 (0. 9) 
41 R工：
42 HT: 
oh of course 
oh 
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RI initiates repair in line 26 by stating，”paraplegic？”with rising intonation. HT responds, 
”not町mnot leg not arm not arm", which grammatically is incorrect, but stil exhibits that he 
understands the meaning of paraplegic and suggests that he learned and understood the 
meaning that the teacher taught him.問 againinitiates repair in line 28 with something that is 
inaudible, to which HT responds in the suちsequent加m，”not-notarm”. RI receipts this with 
”okay okay”in line 30 and HT continues with出erest of the question in lines 31 and 32 by 
reading，”would you go through with the marriage or back out of it”. After he finishes reading 
the question, there is a 1.4・secondgap that is followed by RI's initiation of repair in the form 
of a confirmation check，”cancel？”In the next t町民HTexplains that ”back out”means ”not 
marriage”組dRI again seeks confirmation that”back out”means ”cancel”in line 36. HT 
confirms this in lines 37 and 39 with ”cancel”and ”yeah”and RI displays his understanding 
by replying，”oh of co町se",in line 41. 
In the following extract, which occurs approximately one minute and forty seconds 
later in the interaction, HT provides his answer to the question regarding what he would do if 
the person he was engaged to marry became paraplegic and he applies the words ”paraplegic” 
and ”back out”． 
Extどact8: 5-2-37:57 
01 HT: the same same but if I-so if工（.) back out of this mar-maどryso 
02 this this-this person so ( 4.0) so not-not good hn ( 1.0) like uh 
03 character so七hisperson this-this woman so not-not good feelings 
04 so I think工wouldan paraplegic person’s man ah s-woman 
05 (1.0) 
06 Tl: okay 
Although his use of the expressions is grammatically incorrect, his application of them lends 
evidence to theぽgumentthat learning may have occurred. He s泊.testhat’官Iback out of this 
m紅・ma町y”（line01）”this woman so not醐 notgood feelings”(line 03）”so I think I would an 
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paraplegic person's＇’（line 04), which appe紅Sto mean，”if I back out of the marriage由e
woman would not feel good so I think I would marry the paraplegic woman.＇’ 
HT’s repair initiations in lines 1 and 12 in which he states，”p町aplegic？”withrising 
intonation followed by his g招 ingat the teacher, and in line 15, in which he produces ”back 
out？”with rising intonation followed by his gazing at the teacher, suggest that HT had some 
problems with those words, which is why he elicited help from the teacher. His actions 
suggest he was in a state of not knowing the meanings of those words and this state seems to 
have changed，部evincedthrough his use of change of state tokens "ah”in line 14, and ”oh” 
and "ah”in line 20 of Ex回ct6. These change of state tokens訂enot enough to suggest that 
learning has occurred, but in Extract 7 HT's explanations of”paraplegic”as ”not leg not制祖”
in line 27 and”back out”郎、otmarriage”in line 3 5 toRI demonstrate that he does 
understand what they mean and therefore suggests that he learned what the teacher taught 
him in lines 13, that”paraplegic”means”no訂msno legs，”and in lines 16 and 18 of Extract 
6, that”back out”means”no maηiage”. HI also confirms to RI血at”backout”means 
"cancel”in lines 37 and 39 of Extract 7. 
5 .2Discussion 
In al of the examples presented in this chapter the participants exhibit a problem of 
understanding or lack of knowledge as shown through their actions. In Extract 1, TY 
displayed a problem of understanding in the form of a question, "what does it mean？”In 
Extract 3, ER’s lack of knowledge was made apparent through her inability to produce the 
correct word ”architect”.In Ex位act6, HT showed his problem wi也thewords ”Pぽaplegic”
and”back out”by producing them with rising intonation coupled wi白g砿 eto elicit help from 
ιTl. In al of the examples this problem of understanding or lack of knowledge appeared to 
change after the explanation by the teacher部 evincedthrough their use of change of state 
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tokens such部”油”，”oh",and ”I see". As mentioned above, through the use of change of 
state tokens the participants display that their perceived state of knowledge has changed. 
However, the use of change of state tokens does not necessarily indicate that a change of state 
actually occurred, which is why just based on吐ieirusage of the change of state tokens it is 
difficult to argue that learning occurred. 
Learning is often thought to be a cognitive action血atoccurs in the mind and is 
therefore not visible, but the examples presented in this study suggest that learning can be 
visible and conversation analysis can be used to uncover how and where it may potentially 
occur. This study used a conversation analytic approach to explic剖ehow the participants may 
go企oma state of not knowing to a state of knowing, as illustrated by the participants’visible 
problem of understanding or lack of knowledge, their use of change of state tokens, and 
through their actions of explaining or applying the newly learned word or phrase. This 
publicly visible change of state and the explanation or applic侃ionof a learning object are 
what lend evidence to suggest也atlearning may have occurred. In line 88 of Extract 2, TY 
states，”so my brother is the right brain person”，which is the application of an expression出at
he did not previously know, as shown by his question ”what does it mean？”in line 34 of 
Ex回.ct1 after T2 says the words”right brain”and吋eftbrain’L In line 04 of Extract 5, ER 
says，”the architect is Gaudi”，which is the application of the learning object，”architect”.In 
line 27 of Extract 7, HT indicates that he understands the learning o句ectwhen he explains to 
RI that”p紅aplegic”means”notarm not leg”and”back out”means "not marriage" and 
confirms也atit means ”cancel”in lines 37 and 39. He applies the learning objects, although 
ungrammatically, in lines 01 and 04 of Extract 8. All of these actions出 awhole suggest出at
learning may have occurred in the examples presented in this study. The type of lean註ng
discussed in this study is al short-term and although the examples do not show long嗣term
sustained learning, they do suggest that repairing student 凶 erancesand not le抗ingmistakes 
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P出s(Firth, 1996) may lead to抵 le部ttempor，訂ylearning, which is the first step to achieving 
long-term learning. The principle of”let it pぉs”W部 discussedby Garfinkel (1967, p. 3) as 
meaning not requesting clarity, but in the present s旬dy，”lettingit pass”does not refer to 
problems of clarity or understanding, rather letting problems in spe北ingand understanding 
pass. Previous studies on second language acquisition (e.g., Doughty & Varela, 1998) have 
shown that providing corrective feedback to students can lead to learning. The da:臼presented
in this study suggests that contra巧fto criticism that CA isnot able to show that learning is 
occurring, CA can help uncover evidence to suggest that learning may potentially be 
occurring, albeit in the short-term. 
Gardner (2008) comments that one ”problem of course is how one can be sure白紙any
learning that takes place is the result of what has been captured in the classroom recordings" 
(p. 237). This is a very important issue th剖researchersattempting to demonstrate learning 
have to face. As shown in the examples presented in this study, although it is impossible to 
say definitively that learning is occurring, through an analysis of the actions of the 
participants it is possible to say由atlearning may possibly be occurring when a participant 
goes from displaying a lack of knowledge or inability to produce an appropriate word, a 
change of state, and吐iento applying a newly learned word or phrase. 
The potential learning was made possible as a result of a repair initiation made either 
by the teacher or one of the students. The data suggests that repair sequences may be potential 
sites for learning and that it may be beneficial for teachers to repair students' utterances and 
not always let mistakes pass. The focus of this study w部 noton repair or how repair is 
performed, rather江wasto show that learning can possibly occur as the result of learning 
opportunities created by a repair initiation. The findings in this study support those of 
Brouwer and Wagner (2004), who showed how learning occurred as a result of repair. 
Brouwer (2003) examined word searches in native and non-native interaction and 
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investigated the possibility of opportunities for learning. In the examples in which she argues 
白atlearning occu汀ed,she points out也atparticipants oriented to their language experti鈎；
one participant is a novice and the other is an expert. In al of the examples presented in this 
chapter, the participants orient to their language expertise. The non-native speakers ask the 
native speakers the meanings of words, or the native speakers correct non-native speakers’ 
problematic utterances. Hosoda (2006) analyzed conversations between native and non”native 
speakers and had somewhat similar findings. She revealed that interlocutors oriented to 
language expertise when there was a problem of understanding or speaking and when one 
interlocutor invited repair企omthe other interlocutor. 
Gardner (2008) remarks that examining interaction in which learning is the primary 
focus may reveal sites where learning occurs and that describing this interaction may identify 
”sequences and practices which would be worth further exploring as potential sites of 
learning, and take CA beyond 'mere description' of second language use”（p. 230). It is my 
hope出atthe examples presented in this paper illustrate that CA iscapable of more than 
merely describing how second language is used, rather it is capable of identifying possible 
sites of learning. Mori (2004) points out that: 
there has been a lingering question倒的howone can adhere to CA’s rigorous 
methodological focus on unmotivated, yet meticulous, observation of recognizable, 
technical procedures for developing talk-in-interaction, on one hand, and on the other 
hand, work out the practical implications that correspond to the concerns of SLA 
researchers and language teaching professionals. (p. 547) 
This chapter attempted to show how CA can be applied to second language studies to 
demonstrate how and where learning, an issue of interest both to researchers and language 
teachers, may occur. Further research on classroom interaction that addresses how second 
languages附 acquiredand maintained is needed (He, 2004). As this仰のrevealed,showing 
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how and where short皿termle田宮lingocc町sand identifying learning objects for comparison 
may be possible using CA. 
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CHAPTER6 
REPAIR SEQUENCES AS POTENTIAL SITES OF TEACHING 
This chapter focuses on how students’utterances, which町e位eated錨 alack of 
linguistic competence and therefore problematic by teachers, can create opportunities for 
teaching for teachers. According to the Merriam-Webster's Learner’s Dictionary, the word 
”teach”means ”to cause to know something.”In this chapter, I use the term ”teach”to 
describe the action of teachers repairing students' problematic utterances. CA isconcerned 
with analyzing the observable aspects of interaction; it does not位yto look into the minds of 
participants to examine whether也eyhave the linguistic capabilities to produce a correct 
ut旬rance.Gardner (2008) remarks也前whenspeaking in a second language, speakers seem 
to”draw on the lexical and gr田nmaticalresources they have, together with al the other 
interactional resources瓜theirdisposal”(p. 231 ).Therefore, what the teachers treat as the 
incorrect usage of vocabulary or g創出naror inability to produce an appropriate response 
suggests出制theymay not have adequate linguistic competence they can draw on, at least in 
the moment of the interaction. In CA, whether the researcher analyzing the interaction thinks 
that蜘 dentshave the linguistic competence to produce correct凶 erancesor not is actually 
not relevant. What is relevant is whether teachers treat certain u抗erancesby the students部
problematic and at釘ibutethe problems to the students' lack of linguistic knowledge. Teachers 
sometimes orient to incorrect or inappropriate production of an utterance as a lack of 
linguistic compe胞ncethat needs to be filled through teaching. This study aims to contribute 
to previous research by showing how repair is initiated and performed as well邸 by
illustrating how the teachers in出einteraction do teaching through repair, and in some c邸es,
continue doing teaching even after the repair sequence has closed. 
Schegloff (1997a) explains that certain practices perform certain actions. In the 
examples in this chapter, teachers perform repair using language and other resou民自由atare 
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specific to language teachers, such as writing repaired utterances on由ewhiteboard, teaching 
alternative expressions, and pointing to the words on the whiteboard as prompts to get 
students to produce various sentences.百ieaction being done through repair is teaching, 
which occurs in repair sequences following an utterance由atis treated as problematic by 
teachers, and in some cases, teachers initiate expansion sequences to continue teaching or 
give students practice even after the repair sequence has closed. 
Repair can be initiated bo也bystudents and teachers, but in al of the da旬 thatI 
examine in this chapter, the repair is performed by teachers, who use the whiteboard in order 
to assist the repair, which is a unique feature of classroom interaction. In addition to being 
used by teachers to do repair, the whiteboard is also used by students as a resource when they 
produce repaired utterances. In this chapter, I examine not only how opportunities for 
teaching are created, but also how the classroom whiteboard is utilized by teachers to assist 
repair and by students to produce repaired utterances. 
One thing of particular interest regarding the use of a whiteboard is that in every 
example in which the teacher used the whiteboard to C紅ryout repair, the students repeated 
the repaired utterance, and such repetition occurs less often when repair is only done verbally. 
All of the examples in出ischapter have the following general features: 
1. Student produces an utterance that is subsequently treated部 problematicby the teacher 
2. Student or teacher initiates repair 
3. Teacher repairs the 凶 eranceverbally and by writing the repaired u伽ranceon the 
whiteboard or vice versa (verbal and written repair can be performed separately and 
sometimes they are performed almost simultaneously) 
4. Student repeats the repaired utterance 
Building on previous research on repair in classroom interaction、thischapter 
contributes to a better understanding of the m出merin which repair is performed in a 
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classroom se役ing,and how teaching opportunities紅ecreated. 
6.1 Analysis 
In this section, I present various ex仕actswhich reveal how opportunities for teaching 
arise, how repair sequences can become potential sites of teaching, and how various 
re so世間s,such as a whiteboard, can be used to do repair. Some examples are divided into 
multiple extracts in order to make them easier to process for the reader. Although some 
extracts do not contain content which is directly related to the focus of this chapter, they are 
included in order to demonstrate how the interaction unfolds. The repair that I focus on in this 
section concerns problems of speaking, and not problems of hearing and understanding. 
Some of the extracts, however, do contain several repair sequences which include problems 
of hearing and understanding.百ieseare mentioned when they are relevant to the anal戸ical
focus. For each ex田nple,I concentrate on one utterance, which often becomes the focus of 
the interaction and creates the opportunity for teaching. An analysis of the data revealed two 
general repair patterns, which I present in subsections in the analysis section. They are: (a) 
repair in which written and verbal repairぽedone separ瓜elyand (b) repair in which written 
and verbal repair訂eperformed almost simultaneously. Each example will be explained in its 
respective section. 
6.1.1 Verbal and Written Repair訂ePerformed Separately 
In this section, I will創ialyzean example in which verbal and written repair are 
performed separately. By separately, I mean th剖theverbal and written repair do not occur 
exactly at the same time; first, verbal repair is performed and也enwri抗enrepair is performed. 
Both the verbal and written repair c組 beseen as two distinct, but related opportunities for 
students to be exposed to the repair. The written repair allows students to see the repaired 
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utterance and verbal repair allows students to hear the repaired utterance. Occasionally, when 
only verbal repair occurs, students may not realize that their utterance has been repaired. 
Writing the repaired utterance on the whiteboard increases the chances that students will 
realize that their u社erancehas been repaired. This is why I紅guethat血euse of the 
whiteboard to perform repair has a significant role. 
In the following extract, TY istalking about the type of job that he wants. Before this 
extract began, T2 and TY were discussing the characteristics of what they call right brain and 
left brain people and T2 mentioned th剖leftbrain people are anal同caland he wrote 
”analytical”on the whiteboard. 
Extどact1: 11-2-35:28 
01 TY: 工wan七七obe a English teacher or something ana申 Engli-something 
02 relate to English 
03 T2: okay something English related 
04 TY: hn 
05 (1.5) 
06 TY: so maybe工’m a member of the analytical person 
07 T2: hn okay you’re analytical minded 
08 TY: ah yes. 
09 (0. 9) 
10 T2: you can say minded ((writes ”minded”on whiteboard next to七heWOどd
11 "analytical，” which he wrote earlier in the interaction (2.2) )) 
12 TY: ((looks at whiteboard)) analytical minded 
In line 0 l,TY says，”I want to be a English teacher or something ana-Engli-something relate 
to English" and in line 02, T2凶tiatesand performs repair on his utterance with ”okay 
something English related”. Hosoda (2006) analyzed mundane interaction between native and 
non-native speakers of Japanese and found that as seen也conversationsamong native 
speakers, participants do not usually repair the other speakers' errors. In contrast, in this 
example，出well邸 inmost of the examples in也ischapter, the native speakers often repair 
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students' errors and by doing so they are doing being teachers. TY receip臼T2’srep副rwith 
”hn”泊line04, followed by a 1.5・secondgap. TY then states，”so maybe I’m a member of the 
anal戸icalperson”in line 06, which T2 again initiates and performs repairs on with”okay 
you’re analytical minded.”TY again receipts T2’s repair in line 08 with”油yes.ヘthusclosing 
the repair sequence. Brouwer (2003) discovered that corrections of non-native speaker 
utterances are often acknowledged with a”yes，”which is what is occurring here. This is 
followed by a 0.9硝secondgap in line 09, and T2 then expands on his previous repair with 
”you can say minded" and then writes ”minded”on the whiteboard next to the word 
”anal戸ical”，whichhewro記earlierin the interaction. In line 12, TY re阿部sT2’s expression, 
”analytical minded’＇， while looking at the whiteboard. 
In lines 01, 02, and 06, although TY’s expressions町egrammatically incorrect, we紅e
able to see, based on T2’s repairs, that he does not have a problem understanding what TY is
trying to say.百ierefore,T2 does not need to repair TY’s utterances in order to achieve 
intersubjectivity, but he orients to his role as a teacher部 shownby his other“initiated 
other-repairs of linguistic form in lines 03 and 07. TY’s utterances in lines 01, 02, and 06 
create a teaching opportu凶匂rfor T2. The difference between T2’s repair of the problematic 
utterance in lines 01 and 02, and the one in line 06 is that in addition to doing verbal repair in 
line 07, T2 also writes ”minded”on the whiteboard in lines 10 and 1 next to the word 
”analytical’＇. Having the expression written on the whiteboard allows TY to be exposed to the 
expression one more time in a di宮町entmodali守.Moreover, because it is written on the 
whiteboard TY can reference it when needed during the interaction. TY does this in line 12 
when he looks at血ewhiteboard and says，”analytical minded". Often in repair sequences, 
repair can be ignored or receipted by repeating a pぽtof the repaired u抗eranceor with 
minimal response tokens, such as ”hn”or”okay.”However, writing the repaired expression or 
utterance on也ewhiteもoardmakes it easier for students to produce the repaired item and 
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increases the likelihood由atthe repair will not go overlooked. 
6.1.2 Verbal and Written Repair are Performed Almost Simultaneously 
In this section, I analyze examples in which the teacher performs the verbal and written 
repair almost simultaneously. In the following example, T2 and RK are doing an activity in 
which RK throws a ball at the whiteboard on which T2 drew four sections. Each section 
contains one of the following topics: food, travel, s仕組ge,and hobbies. For each topic, there 
are cards on the table with questions written on them by the teacher and there are three levels 
of di伍cultyfor each topic: e出y,medium, and difficult. In this extract, RK closes her eyes 
and throws the ball at the whiteboard and after the ball hiぉatopic, RK chooses a level of 
di伍cultyfor that topic, takes a card, and reads the question on that card. 
Because of the length of the transcript of this activity, I have divided it into three p訂ts.
Before the activity shown in the following extract began, RK threw the ball and it hit也e
”food”section on the whiteboard. 
Extract 2: 23-1-10:12 
01 T2: 
02 RK: 
03 T2: 
04 RK: 
05 T2: 
06 RK: 
07 T2: 
08 RK: 
09 
10 T2: 
11 RK: 
12 T2: 
13 RK: 
14 
15 T2: 
do you want to try medium? 
a : : h [ hn :: : : : : 
[try medium if it’s too difficult we-we can do easy 
not-not different 
not difficult okay 
((takes and reads card)) what food do you ever want to eat? why? huh? 
okay let me see. 
please ((gives T2 the card)) 
( (T2 looks a七 card ( 2 . 2) ) ) 
((reads card)) so what food do you旦主主主主
never 
want to eat 
want to eat 
(2. 0) 
so never 
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16 
17 RK: 
18 T2: 
19 RK: 
20 
21 T2: 
22 
23 RK: 
24 T2: 
25 
26 T2: 
27 RK: 
28 T2: 
29 RK: 
30 T2: 
31 
32 T2: 
33 RK: 
34 
(0. 5) 
never 
means not ( . ) never 
never 
(1. 9) 
so if I say u: :m ((walks to whiteboard and begins to draw a picture 
of a bowl of natto (2.1) )) 
broken (.) ah soup? 
you have u: :m ((continues drawing (6. 0) ) ) natto 
”fermented soybeans” 
((points to whiteboard and writes ”natto”（7 .1) ) ) 
natto 
natto 
so me I don't like (.) natto 
hn 
so工neverwant to eat (.) natto 
(1. 0) 
never 
hn 
(4. 6) 
In line 01, T2出ksRK，”doyou want to佐ymedi田n？ぺtowhich Sl replies，”a::h”and then 
”h：：：：：：：：：”in line 02, which is produced in overlap with T2’s utterance in the next line, 
”try medium if it’s too difficult we・wecan do easy”. RK then says，”not帽 notdifferent”， 
which T2 coη・ects with ”okay not di伍c叫t”inline 05. RK takes a card仕omthe pile and 
begins to read it in line 06, saying，”what food do you ever want to eat? why？”and then 
self-initiating repair with ”h叶t？”RKthen gives the card to T2, and T2 looks at it for 2.2 
seconds and then begins to read it in line 10. He performs other-initiated other-repair in line 
10, asking，”what food do you皇位豆r",placing emphasis on”never’＇， which is the word that 
replaces the trouble source，”ever”，in line 06. 
In line 1, RK repeats”never’＇， and in line 12 T2 completes the question with”want to 
eat”，which RK also repeats in the next知m.After T2 finishes the question in line 12, an 
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answer丘omRK becomes relevant in the subsequent tum (Sacks, 1987), but because she fails 
to produce one, T2 self-selects in line 15 and says，”so never”.After a 0.5・secondgap, RK 
says，”never”，but agam does not produce an answ1低 A食era 1.9・secondgap in line 20, T2 
st剖es，”soif I say u：ぱ＇， and then walks to the whiteboard and begins to draw a bowl of natto, 
Japanese fermented soybeans. In line 24, he says，”you have u: :m natto’：while contin凶ngto
draw.Ai王erproducing the word ”nαto’＇， he points to the whiteboard and writes ”natto’＇，which 
he then says in line 26. RK repeats "natto”in line 27, and in lines 28 and 30, T2 gives his 
own example, stating，”so盟主Idon’t like natto so I !l佐立wantto e剖natto".Okada (2010) 
noticed a similar phenomenon and mentions that”teachers’orientation to addressing the 
students’di出cultywith the question is observable through their 鮒 ategyof proffering 
candidate responses”（p. 69). By prefacing the sentence，”I E盟主Ewant to eat natto”with”so 
控室Idon’t like natto”，it may help S 1 to understand that if you do not like something, you 
never want to eat it. After a 1.0相secondgap, T2 repeats the word ”never”，and RK produces a 
minimal response token，”hn”. The interaction continues in也eextract below with SI asking, 
”why？”instead of producing a sentence using the word ”never”． 
Extract 3: 23四 1-11:18 
35 RK: why? 
36 (0. 5) 
37 T2: u:h be-becauset u:h I don't like natto’S smell 
38 (1.2) 
39 RK: hn::: 
40 T2: smell is ugh (.) I don’t like it 
41 (1. 6) 
42 T2: okay how about you? what food do you never want to try 
43 (3. 6) 
44 RK: I don，七 liketofu 
45 (1. 4) 
46 T2: you don't like? 
47 (0. 6) 
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48 RK: tofu 
49 T2: tofu? 
50 RK: yes 
51 T2: really 
52 RK: yes 
53 T2: why? 
54 RK: e::ht (1.2) u::::m (4.1) I’m little look at is um rice and tofu 
55 is ((does mixing motion)) 
56 T2: mixed? 
57 RK: mixed very very very no-no-not 
58 T2: oh okay 
59 RK: uh not dish『 de-de-nan dakke 
what COP:Q 
”What was that word？” 
60 T2: delicious 
61 RK: not delicious 
62 T2: oh okay so you don't like rice and tofu 
63 RK: yes 
64 T2: together 
65 RK: yes 
66 T2: oh a(h)l(h)r(h)i(h)g(h)h(h）七［haha ha ha 
67 RK: [hn:: 
T2 answers in line 37 with ”because↑u:h I don’t like nαto's smell”，to which RK responds, 
”h：’in line 3 9.T2 then elaborates, stating，”smell is ugh I don’t like it”and after a 
1.6・secondgap, he asks RK.，”okay how about you? what food do you盟主立wantto try”， 
again placing emphasis on川everへBasedon T2’s repeated山eand emphasis of the word 
”never”in this extract as well部也eprevious extract，託appe訂sthat T2 wants RK to produce 
a sentence using the word”never’＇， but instead, in line 44 RK says，”I don’t like tゆ”，which
is a sentence similar to T2’s sentence in line 28 in the previo凶 extract.After a 1.4・secondgap 
in line 45, T2 responds with，”you don’t like？”After a 0.6”second gap, RK replies wi白”tφf
in line 48, which T2 requests confirmation for by repeating in由enext tぽn.RK confirms that 
she does not like tofu泊line50 and 52, and then T2拙b”why？”RKexhibits uncertainty in 
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her ability to answer in line 54 through her use of the filers ”e::h i”and ”u::::m”as well as 
出epauses prior to answering. The sound stretches in RK’S加mproject that a trouble may 
possibly follow (Schegloff et al吋 1977).She s旬tes，”I'mlitle look at is um rice and tφds” 
加 d由eninitiates repair by gesturally doing a mixing motion in line 55. This action is referred 
to as”embodied completion”（Olsher, 2004; Mori & Hayashi, 2006). Olsher (2004) explains 
that江”involveslaunching a加mat talk, and then at a point where some tr司ectoryof the知m
is projectable, ceasing to組kand completing the action th剖hadbeen initiated by the partial 
t山首出roughgesture or embodied display”（p. 221 ).It is interesting to note how RK uses 
ges印resin order to help her communicate a word that she is unable to produce.官ieuse of 
gestures makes other-repair possible as託helpsthe other participant project what the speaker 
is trying to say. In line 56, T2 says，”mixed？”，with rising intonation and RK responds with, 
”mixed very very very no・nか not’＇，andT2 receipts出atwith ”oh okay" in line 58. RK 
attempts to continue her turn, but struggles to produce the word ”delicious”，出showninher 
turn in line 59 in which she states，”uh not dish-de-de-nan dαkke (what was th拭word？）”．
Schegloff (1987) mentions that self-initiated repairs which occur in the same加m部 the
trouble soぽceoften involve cut offs，部seenin line 59, a食erwhich the speaker of the trouble 
so町ce鮒emptsto address the trouble. RK’s selιinitiation of repair in line 59 is followed by 
T2’s repair in the next如m，”delicious,"and RK receipts the repair through repetition in line 
61, framing it with the word ”not，”which she previously produced. T2 summarizes the fact 
th拭RKdoes not like rice and tゆttogether in lines 62 and 64 and RK confirms this in lines 
63 and 65. Subsequently, T2 says，”alright”，which is produced with laughter and is followed 
by laughter, overlapping with RK’s confirmation in line 67，”加：”．
h也eextract above, T2 established that RK does not like rice and tφt together, but RK 
stil has not produced an utterance using the word ”never”，which would answer the question 
that is the focus of the activi私”whatfood do you never want to eat？”Kasper (1985) 
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mentions也at”thetrouble-sources in teacher-initiated repairs oflearners’U悦erancesrelate to 
aspects in the learners' production which the teacher defines as wrong or otherwise 
undesirable" (p. 206). In the following extract, T2 continues to pursue a desired response, 
which would be a sentence with the word”never’＇， by building on the information th国he
acquired in the ex位actsabove. 
Extract 4: 23-1-12:27 
68 T2: so you don't like u:h you don ’t like (. ) uh mabo dofu 
69 
70 RK: 
71 T2: 
72 RK: 
73 T2: 
74 
75 T2: 
76 RK: 
77 
78 T2: 
79 
80 RK: 
(2. 3) 
[yes 
[Chinese food 
yes工don'tknow (.) mabo dofu 
oh okay you don't? 
(i. 0) 
so any七hingtofu and rice you don，七 like
yes 
(1. 5) 
”spicy tofu dish" 
okay good so you don't like (.) even tofu only? 
(0. 5) 
um1 (1.4) no mou no 
already 
”no way 
81 T2: n(h)o [n(h)o ha ha 
82 RK: [no 
83 RK: mou no no no no [tofu is no 
already 
84 T2: 
85 T2: 
86 
87 RK: 
88 T2: 
89 RK: 
90 T2: 
”no way” 
［七ofuis 
okay ne-so you would say-you would say ((writes "I never”on 
whiteboard) ）工 never
工never
((writes ”want”） ) wan七
want 
((writes ”to”） ) to 
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91 RK: 
92 T2: 
93 RK: 
94 T2: 
95 RK: 
96 
97 T2: 
98 
99 RK: 
100 T2: 
101 
102 T2: 
103 RK: 
104 T2: 
105 RK: 
106 T2: 
107 
108 T2: 
to 
((writes ”ea七”）) eat 
eat 
((writes ”tofu”） tofu 
>tofu< 
( 1. 7) 
so never means zero ((underlines ”never”on whiteboard and writes a 
”0”above ”never”） 
??
????
?
???
(2. 8) 
so工neverwant to eat由 some工neverwan七 toeat natto 
yeah 
so you I never want to eat 
I never want to eat tofu 
okay 
( 0. 8) 
very good 
In line 68, T2 performs a confirmation check, stating，”so you don’t like u:h you don’t like uh 
mabo do_ル’＇， which is a dish th剖containsboth tゆ andrice. RK confirms this in line 70 with 
”yes”，which is preceded by a 2.3・secondgap. In line 71, T2 mentions也atmabodφds 
”Chinese food”and RK responds, "yes I don’t know(.) mabo d祈1",in line 72. In response to 
T2's confirmation check reg町dingwhether RK likes mabo dゆ inline 68, RK says”yes”h 
line 70. RK says that she does not know mαbo dφ1 in line 72、butbased on her previous 
response in line 70, it is possible出atshe intended to say”I don’t like mabo d併4”andnot ”I 
don’tknow mαbodofu." 
T2 asks，”so you don’t like even tφt only？”in line 78, to which S 1 replies，”um↑no 
mouno”in line 80, and RK continues to emphasize her dislike for tofu in lines in 82 and 83, 
stating，”no”and "mou no no no no t祈1is no”. In line 84, T2 produces the words ”to_角川”at
the same time as RK does in line 83. T2’s treats RK’s utterance in line 83 as having some 
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need for adjustment when he initiates repair with ”okay m・soyou would say－”and then he 
writes ”I never”onせiewhiteboard and says，”I never”，which RK repeats in line 87. T2 writes 
”want”and then says”want”in line 88, and RK repeats it. T2 writes and says”to”in line 90, 
and RK repeats it. T2 writes and says”eat”泊line92, and RK repeats it. T2 writes and says 
"tofu in line 94, and RK repea臼itquickly. By line 95, RK has produced a teacher”assisted 
answer to the question written on. the card, which RK read in line 06 of Extract 2，”what food 
do you never want to eat？”T2’s repairs display his identity as a teacher as well as the fact that 
there is an asymme的fof knowledge (Drew, 1991). Th瓜isto say, T2, the native speaker of 
English, demonstrates his knowledgeable position by repairing RK’S旬m.
Here, it would be appropriate for T2 to provide some sort of feedback, which would 
close the repair sequence. However, possibly because RK produces the sentence in fragments, 
or because her repetition ofT2’s words does not necessarily mean th剖sheunderstands the 
meaning of the word ”never," T2 continues to explain in line 96 that”never means zero”. T2 
then underlines the word ”never”on出ewhiteboard and writes the number ”0”above the 
word "neveピ’RKacknowledgesT2’s explanation in line 99 with ”ah yes”，after which T2 
completes his加mwith the word ”percent”. Following a 2.8・secondgap, T2 says，”so I never 
want to eat”so me I never want to eat natto”，again including the word ”me”，showing由atit 
is his example, but this time, contrary to Extract 4, he shows RK that it is her加mto produce 
her own sentence by saying，”so you I never want to eat”in line 104. RK seems to realize that 
it is her tum to produce a sentence using the word ”never”in line 105 and she produces the 
sentence，”I never want to eat tφf while looking at the whiteboard. The repair sequence 
closes in line 106 with T2 receipting RK’s sentence with "okay”. Regarding participants' use 
of”okay,，”Scheglo宜（2007)remarks that ”it may mark or claim acceptance of a second pair 
Pぽt.”Inthis extract, the first pair part is T2's prompt in line 104，”so you I never want to eatヘ
is followed by the second pair pぽt,RK’sproduction of the s邸前nce,"I never want to eat 
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tφl'. T2 accepts that with”okay”in the subsequent知m.
Extracts 2, 3, and 4 highlight how a problematic 凶 .erancecan create teaching 
opportunities. The first trouble source in this interaction was the question，”what food do you 
never want to eat？”The second trouble source，”mou no no no no t併1is no", was a response 
toT2’s question，”so you don’t like even tφ1 only？” 
In line 85 of Extract 4, T2 uses由ewhiteboard as a resource to repair RK’s utterance 
and help her produce the answer to the question that is the main focus of the ctぜrentactivity, 
”what food do you never want to eat？”T2 writes ”I never want to 側 t併4”onthe whiteboard, 
which allows RK to see the rep剖redutterance and assists T2 in getting RK to produce the 
sentence. When T2 performs repair only verbally, RK does not produce a sentence using the 
word ”never”，even after T2 provides an example sentence. The whiteboard seems to help RK 
vis叫 izehow she can answer the question written on the card, and also appears to act as a 
prompt for RK to produce the repaired utterance. 
In the following extracts, written and verbal repair are also done almost simultaneously 
and they showcase how a whiteboard can be used to assist repair. Prior to the following 
extract, RK picks a card that says，”What is your favorite spicy food？”RK reads the question 
and T2 answers that his favorite spicy food is kimchi, a Korean food made企omfermented 
cabbage. T2 mentions that he eats kimchi once a month, but because RK appe紅sto have 
difficulty understanding, he attempts to explain it a few different ways. T2 abandons trying to 
explain the expression, "once a month”，and the interaction below begins. 
記xtract5: 23-1-16:19 
01 T2: how about you? 
02 (1. 0) 
03 RK: eh:: : (0.7) hn：工 likecurrn 
04 ( ( T2erases whi七eboard(0.8) )) 
05 T2: curry= 
06 RK: =un (.) yes 
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07 T2: 
08 RK: 
09 T2: 
10 RK: 
11 T2: 
12 RK: 
13 T2: 
14 RK: 
15 T2: 
16 RK: 
17 T2: 
18 
19 RK: 
20 
21 RK: 
22 T2: 
23 RK: 
24 T2: 
25 RK: 
26 T2: 
27 
28 
29 
30 RK: 
31 T2: 
32 RK: 
33 
34 T2: 
35 RK: 
36 T2: 
37 
okay uh:: (.) what ’s your favorite curryどestaurant?
huh? 
((writes "restaurant”on whiteboard (4.3) ) 
hn：：：工 like (.) my mother cooking curry 
oh okay 
yes 
so you would say (. ）工 like( (writes ”I like”on whiteboaどd (0. 5) ) ) 
工like
my ( . ) mother ’s ((writes ”my mother's”）） 
mother ’s 
((writes curry (2. 2) ) ) curry 
(0. 8) 
cuどry
(1.2) 
? ?????????????????、?????」?」
??
?
?
yeah 
mother ’s 
or you can say I like ((writes ”工 like”（2.8) ) ) the curry ((writes 
"the curry”（2. 5) ) ) my mother ((writes "my mother”（2. 7) ) ) makes 
((writes ”makes”（2. 4) ) ) 
(0. 8) 
工 likethe cuどrymy mother makes 
yeah 
un 
(1.8) 
or you can say cooks ((writes ”cooks ”on whi七eboard ( 4 . 4 ) ) ) 
工likethe curry my mother cooks 
yeah both are okay 
(2 .5) 
In line 01, T2 asks RK，’＇how about you？’：which, based on也eprevious interaction means, 
what is yoぽ favoritespicy food? After a 1.0・secondgap in line 02, RK responds with，”eh::: 
加： Ilike curry’：and after a 0.8・secondgap during which T2 erases由ewhiteboard, T2 
receipts由atwith”cu町y”也line05. RK provides a mi凶malresponse in line 06, saying，”un 
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yes", which T2 receipts with ”okay”followed by the question，”what’s your favorite cu町y
restaurant？”in line 07. RK initiates repair with the open class repair initiator (Drew, 1997), 
”huh？”Then T2 performs repair in line 09 by writing ”restaurant”on由ewhiteboard. In line 
10, RK responds with”加：：Ilike my mother cooking cu汀y”.T2 does not immediately 
initiate repair on也isresponse by RK. According to Schegloff (2000), occasionally 
other-initiations of repair do not immediately follow a trouble source. This occurs when a 
recipient responds to a trouble source tぽnand then泊itiatesrepair on it部 seenin the 
example. In line 11, T2 says，”oh okay”，and RK responds with "yes”h the following旬rn.
Waring (2008) points out由剖”assessmentdoes not automatically engender sequence closing" 
(p. 581). T2’s assessment in line 1，”oh okayヘdoesnot close the sequence in this case. 
Rather, it is followed by his initiation of repair in line 13. In line 13, T2 initiates delayed 
repair with ”so you would say I like" and then writes ”I like" on the whiteboard. RK repeats 
"I like”in line 14 and T2 continues the repair by saying”my mother's" after which he writes 
”my mother's". RK repeats”mother's" in line 16 and T2 then completes the repair with 
日urry",which he also writes and RK repeats it in line 19 after a 0.8”second gap. After a 
1.2・secondgap in line 20, RK attempts to read the whole sentence, stating, "I like my mother 
is curry”in line 21. Because she says”mother is”instead of”mother's", T2 again initiates and 
performs repair in line 22 with可nother's",which RK repeats correctly in line 23. T2 confirms 
that her utterance is correct with ”yeah”，and RK again repeats the correct 凶 erancein line 
25. 
In line 26, T2 provides RK with an alternative way to answer his question, saying，”or 
you can say I like the cぽrymy mother makesヘwhilewriting each of the words on the 
whiteboard. Contrary to the previous sentence加whichRK does not wait until T2 is finished 
writing the words on the whiteboard to repeat the words, RK waits to repeat it until T2 has 
said and written the sentence on the whiteboard. T2 affirms that her reading of the sentence is 
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correct in line 31 by remarking ”yeah”，and RK receipts that with "un”in line 32. After a 
1.8-second gap, T2 states”or you can say cooks" and出enwrites ”cooks”on the whiteboard 
under the word ”makes”in line 34. RK again repeats the sentence in line 35, stating，”I like 
the cぽ勾rmy mother cooks" and T2 confirms that her production of也atsentence is correct by 
saying，”yeah both are okay”． 
RK’s utterance，”I like my mother cooking cu汀y”，istreated by the teacher出
inappropriate and creates a teaching oppo此山由yfor T2, which he uses to teach RK the 
expression，”I like my mother’S C国巧r’＇.After RK says al of the words in the repaired 
utterance correctly, the repair sequence is closed in line 31 when T2 says”yeah”. T2 orients 
to his role as teacher by expanding the sequence and saying，”or you can say I like the cぽq
my mother makes" as he writes it on the whiteboard. RK repeats the sentence while looking 
at也ewhiteboard and T2 gives feedback by stating, "yeah”. T2 continues to give one more 
alternative, stating，”or you can say cooks" and then writes ”cooks”on the whiteboard. 
In the extract above, T2 establishes that RK likes the curry that her mother makes. 
However, RK stil has not answered T2's question, in line 07 of Extract丸”what’syour 
favorite curry restaurant？”The interaction continues in the following two extracts. In Extract 
6 below, the whiteboard is not used to do repair, but it connects Extracts 5 and 7 and 
demonstrates how the interaction unfolds.百ieinteraction begins with T2 asking RK 
follow-up questions about her mother's curry. 
Extract 6: 23-1-17:39 
38 T2: 
39 RK: 
40 T2: 
41 RK: 
42 T2: 
43 
44 T2: 
so is your mo七her’scurry主主主主 spicy? 
((tilts head)) 
or only a斗旦並 spicy
little spicy 
a little spicy okay 
( 1. 9) 
uh:: when-when does your mother (.) make curry? 
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45 (1. 6) 
46 RK: dashumaza? 
47 T2: when? 
48 RK: when? (.) when?= 
49 T2: =so does she make curry once a week? 
50 RK: hn:::: toki dok同 what’s toki doki? 
”sometimes ” ”sometimes ” 
51 T2: sometimes 
52 RK: sometime 
53 T2: okay so you can say she makes curry 
54 （ユ.3)
55 RK: she makes curry is sometime 
56 T2: she makes curry sometimes 
57 RK: she makes curry some七imes
58 T2: yes. (1.3) okay very good 
59 (1. 6) 
In line 38, T2 asks，”so is yoぽ mother'sC国巧ry盟主spicy？”，placingemph邸 ison the word 
”very”. RK initiates repair by tilting her head in line 39部 ifshe does not understand the 
question or know how to answer it. Seo and Koshik (2010) point out that gestures like a head 
tilt刷rn,or pokeぽeused to initiate repair and often indicate to the recipient they do not 
understand the prior talk. They report, however, th剖headpoke were only used 抑制tees,
whereas both head pokes and tilts were used by tutors. In this example, it is the student who 
initiates repair by tilting her head. Hosoda (2000) also found由atparticipants' self-initiated 
repair through a variety of ways, including head tilts. T2 performs repair in line 30 wi白”or
only a E国主spicy”，thistime emphasizing the word ”litle”，which is the contrastive adjective 
of”very”. RK.replies，”litle spicy" in line 41 and T2 receipts that wi也、litlespicy okay”、
which closes the repair sequence. The repetition of the repaired utterance w鍛 alsoobserved 
in native/non-native mundane conversation by Ho soda (2001) and classroom interaction by 
Ohta (2001). 
T2 asks another follow-up question about RK’s mother’S C国巧rin line 44 by stating, 
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”when does your mother make curry？”A食era 1.6・se。ondgap, RK again initiates repair by 
鵠.ying，”doesyour mother’＇， pronounced ”dashumaza’＇， wi由risingintonation in line 46. In 
this印mRK 副 emptsto repe剖partofT2’s utterance，”does your mother’：but she does not 
seem to recognize that”does’＼”yo世ぺand”mother’＼町eseparate words, which is why she 
produces al three words部 oneword with rising in旬nation,displaying her problem in 
hearing. T2 performs repair泊line47 wi由’1由主旦”，repeatingonly the most important word 
of the question. RK again initiates repair with ”when? when？”，indicating her inability to 
understand what T2 is trying to ask. Because only repeating "when”is insufficient for RK to 
understand, T2 rephrases his question in line 49 and places emphasis on the words related to 
time, as主ing，”sodoes she make cu汀Y盟盟主a翌盟主？”RKresponds in the next加mwith 
”hn:::: toki dok-what’s toki doki?”to which T2 replies，”sometimes”in line 51. RK says 
なometime”inline 52 and in line 53, T2 accepts her answぽ with”okay”，whichcloses the 
rep創rsequence. 
However, instead of letting the repair sequence close and moving on, T2 opens another 
sequence and begins to印刷.T2’s opportunity to teach is made possible and relevant by RK『s
repair initiation in line 46, in which she shows her lack of understanding ofT2’s question, 
”when does your mother make c田ry？”AlthoughRK’sresponse in line 52，”sometime”，is 
missing an "s", the u伽 rancedoes not cause a problem of understanding for the teacher，出
revealed in the旬acher’ssubsequent acceptance，”okay”. However, T2 orients to his role as 
teacher and teaches RK how to answer his question in a complete sent怠nce.
In line 53, T2 says，”okay so you can say she makes curry”，to which RK responds, 
”she makes c田ryis sometime" in line 55 after a 1.3幽secondgap. T2 initiates and performs 
repair in line 56 with ”she makes c田rysomet加1郎”，placingemphasis on吐ieproblematic 
word、”sometimes’＇.Other・”repairis often followed by both verbal and non圃verbalacceptance 
before in臼ractan臼re如mto the interaction出atwas occurring prior to the repair. The other 
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repair can be seen as initiating a new sequence that requires a relevant response to the repair 
in the next turn (Hosoda, 2000). RK accepts the repair by repeating，”she makes cぽ ry
sometimes" and the repair sequence closes in line 58 with T2's utterance，”yes. okay very 
good”. Butterfield and Bhatta (2015) analyzed te出nteaching EFL classrooms and found th剖
when one teacher was managing an activity and the other teacher stepped in to repair a 
student’s utterance, their acceptance of the repair was needed before the interaction could 
proceed. In this example部 well,T2, the teacher, initiates repair on RK’s utterance and his 
acceptance of the repair is relevant before the interaction can move forwぽd.
RK has yet to answer T2’s question，”what is yo町 favoritecurηrestaぽ ant？”inline 07 
of Extract 5. Extract 7 below begins with T2 pursuing an answer to that question by asking 
RK ifshe likes a well-known cu汀yrestaurant named Momo’s. 
Extrac七 7: 23-1-18:24 
60 T2: do you like Momo’s curry? 
61 (1. 0) 
62 RK: hn I don't－工 don’t go:::: Momo’S 
63 T2: okay you don't go to Momo’s 
64 (3.0) 
65 T2: yeah so~空工 fve ~主主主主 ((writes ”工＇venever”on whiteboard (5.1) )) 
66 been ((writes ”been”（1.4)))to((wどites”to”（0 . 8 ) ) ) Momo’s ((writes 
67 ”Momo’s”（2. 4) ) ) 
68 RK：工’venever been to Momo事S
69 T2: yeah so uh before I said I never want to eat natto (.) so never 
70 RK: never 
71 T2: so ((writes ”。言” onwhiteboard)) zero percent 
72 (1.9) 
73 T2: so I’ve never been to Momo’S 
74 RK：工’venever been to Momo’s 
75 (2. 7) 
In line 60, T2 connects back to his question about RK’s favorite cuηy restaurant in Extract 5, 
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asking，”do you like Momo’s cuπy？”After a 1.0・second.gap, RK responds with ”hnl don’t”I 
don’t go:: Momo's". She attempts to do repair, but her repair is the s担問部theoriginal 
sentence. This restart what Schegloff (1979) refers to邸”markingtime" (p. 279), meaning 
that the interlocutor a恥mptsto repair a p紅tof an utterance, but produces the s制neword, 
etcetera, to buy time.百1isis followed by T2’s embedded correction in which he s拍tes，”okay
you don’t go to Momo's" in line 63. A simil紅 occurrencew部 reportedby Kurhila (2001) 
who observed that when norトnativespeakers exhibited uncertainty泊turnscontaining 
granimatical mistakes, a native speaker would often co汀ectthem. T2's receipt ofRK’s 
utterance in line 63 demonstrates that he understands what RK wants to say, and therefore, 
nothing more is needed after T2’s embedded correction. However, T2 orients to his role as 
teacher and in line 65 T2 initiates a delayed repair initiation in order to teach RK how to 
ans we工RK'sutterance，’I don’t go:: Momo 
inte叩retsthat RK isunable to produce創1appropriate response as shown by his verbal and 
written repair in lines 65 to 67’in which he states，”yeah so盟皇I’ve!1空室主been to Momo's", 
while writing the sentence on the whiteboard, placing emphasis on the words ”me”and 
”never”. After T2 finishes writing the sentence, RK repeats it in line 68 saying，”I’ve never 
been to Momo's". T2 receip臼RK'sutterance in line 69 with”yeah”and begins to refer to the 
sentence that he taught RK earlier in the interaction, saying，”so uh before I said I ！！笠宮want
to eat natto so never”． 
RKrepe戚S”never”加dT2 writes 
means”’zero Pぽcent’.After a 1.9圃secondgap, T2 again states，”so I’ve never been to Momo's" 
and RK again repeats it. T2 confirmed that RK’s first production of the sentence is correct in 
line 69 with ”yeahヘbuthe does not provide feedback after RK’s second production of the 
sentence. 
T2 expands on his teaching in血eextract below by asking a question由atrequires RK 
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to answer using the present perfect tense, which T2 taught泊Extract7. At this point, the 
sentence，”I’ve never been to Momo's＂部 wellas ”0%，＂”food，＇’”travel，””strange，＂”hobbies” 
訂ewritten on the whiteboard. 
Extract 8: 23-1-19:09 
76 T2: have you由 haveyou been to America? 
77 RK: ((looks at whi七eboard))I’ve neveどbeen((looks away from whiteboard)) 
78 to:: go:: to:: America? 
79 T2: oh you can say ((points to whiteboard)) I’ve never been [to America 
80 RK: [to America 
81 T2: yeah that ’s okay 
82 (0.4) 
83 T2: how about England? have you been to England? 
84 RK：工’venever ah T』
85 T2: yes 
86 RK: aht－工 goto Am- ((looks at whiteboard））工：：工’veeveど： beento:: 
87 >Americat< 
88 T2: oh you 主主主主 beento America [okay 
8 9 RK: ( ( nods ) ) 
90 T2: [ ( writes "I”on whiteboard) ) 
91 RK: ［工 don’tremem-I don't remem』 remember
92 T2: you don，七どemember [okay 
93 RK: [ha ha 
94 T2: ((writes ”have”on whiteboard) ) so you can say I主主主主（（writes”been”）
95 been 
96 RK：工 havebeen 
97 T2：七o ( (writes ”七o”）
98 RK: to 
99 T2: America= 
100 RK: =Ameどica
101 T2: ((writes ”America" (4.0) ) ) 
102 T2: so 旦豆~王 you would say ((points to whiteboard)) I have never been 
103 七oAmerica 
104 RK：工’venever been to America 
105 T2: but ( (points to whi七eboardthen to RK) ) 
106 RK：工 havebeen to America 
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107 T2: okay 
In line 76, T2部ks，”haveyou”have you been to America？”and RK responds，”I’ve never 
been to: go:: to: America？”RKproduces，”I’ve never been", while looking at the whiteboard 
on which ”I’ve never been to Momo's" is written. She then looks away from the whiteboard 
and says，”to: go:: to: America？”RK’s incorrect production of the sentence could be 
attributed to her looking away hal伽ay也roughthe sentence. T2 utilizes this teaching 
oppo比国語tyby his initiating and performing repair in line 79 wi白”ohyou can say I’ve never 
been to America”. After producing ”oh you can say”，T2 points to the whiteboard in order to 
show RK the model sentence that she needs to follow. In RK's turn in lines 77 and 78，”I’ve 
never been" isproduced correctly, but the problematic part ofRK’S 凶 eranceis ”to: go:: to: 
America’＇， which is possibly why she just produces the correct version of the problematic part 
of her utterance，”to America”，in line 80, which is produced in overlap with T2's repair. T2 
confirms that RK’s production of the repaired utterance conforms to his publicly manifested 
expectations in line 81 wi白”yeah出at’sokay”． 
In line 83, T2 provides another opportunity for RK to practice the present perfect tense 
by asking，”how about England? have you been to England？”In line 84, RK begins to answer 
by stating，”I’ve never”and then produces ”ah↑ペ部ifshe just remembered some由ing.T2 
then says”yes”in line 85, giving RK the go ahead to speak and she states，”ahトIgoto Am” 
I：.”RK then looks at the whiteboard and says，”I’ve ever: been to: >America↑＜”in lines 86 
and 87. Up to this point in the interaction T2 has taught RK how to say,，”I have never been 
to .. ，＇’but T2 has not阻ughtRK how to say，’I have been to .. , 
misuse of the word ”ever’. In line 88, T2 performs embedded correction, stating，”oh you 
国主主beento America okay”and RK responds with a nod in line 89. In line 90, T2 initiates 
rep泊rby writing the first word of the repaired utterance，”I’：on the whiteboard, but he does 
not utter anything as RK issaying，”I don’t remem-1 don’t rem em・Idon’t remember" in line 
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91, which seems to mean "I don’t remember anything about when I went to America’＇.In line 
92, T2 responds with ”oh you don’t remember okay.，”which is followed by RK laughing. In 
line 94, T2 writes吋iave”onthe whiteboard and states，なoyou can say I並立ピ.He then 
writes and says，”been”，and RK repeats”I have been”. T2 then says and writes ”to”in line 97 
and RK. repeats ”to”. In line 99, T2 says，”America", RK repeats江出thesubsequent知m,and
then T2 writes it on the whiteboard. 
In lines 102 and 103, T2 tels RK，”so~盟Eyou would say”，after which he points to 
the whiteboard and states，”I have never been to America”. RK. repeats ”I have never been to 
America”in line 104 and T2 says，”but”，a抗.erwhich he points to the whiteboard and then to 
RK. RK.inte中retsT2’s pointing ges旬re出 T2indicating由athe wants RK to produce the 
sentence that he just wrote on the whiteboard because she says it in her next加m.In line 106, 
RK. produces the coηect sentence，”I have been to America”，which T2 accepts with ”okay’＼ 
thereby closing the repair sequence in line 107. 
The second utterance that T2 treats as inappropriate in this ex仕act，”I’veever: been to: 
>America↑＜”，creates another teaching opportunity for T2. Up to th剖pointin the interaction, 
T2 had taught RK how to say, "I have never been to .. ，＇’but not ”I have been to .. ," which 
possibly accounts for her inaccurate 凶 erance.T2 does verbal repair while writing the 
repaired 凶 eranceon the whiteboard and after RK produces the repaired 凶 erance,T2 gives 
RKanoppo此u国tyto produce both of the sentences th剖hetaught her. RK repeats T2’s 
sentence，”I’ve never been to America”，in line 104 and也enT2 points to血ewhiteboard in 
line 105, signaling to RK.也athe wants her to produce the sentence，”I have been to America＇’， 
which she does in line 106. 
The following example is also divided into three extracts because of its length. In the 
first extract below, RK.組 dT2町etalking about RK's part--time job. Prior to出estart of the 
extract, T2 established th剖RK.works at a barbeque res旬.urantand T2 begins to ask her 
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questions about her job. 
Extract 9: 23-1』 28:02
01 T2: 
02 
03 T2: 
04 RK: 
05 T2: 
06 T2: 
07 RK: 
08 T2: 
09 RK: 
10 T2: 
11 
12 RK: 
13 T2: 
14 RK: 
15 T2: 
16 RK: 
17 T2: 
18 RK: 
19 T2: 
20 T2: 
21 
22 RK: 
23 T2: 
24 RK: 
25 RK: 
26 T2: 
27 RK: 
28 T2: 
29 
30 RK: 
are you a-you are a waitress? 
(1. 0) 
waitress? 
ah yes 
oh okay. 
( (eどaseswhiteboard (2.1) )) 
but七odayis a $holidayr$ 
oh today is a holiday 
yes 
oh okay. so: you申 youcan say-you can say I ((writes ”工” on
whiteboard) ) 
工
am ((writes ”am”） 
a立1
off ((writes ”off”） 
off 
work ((writes "work”） 
work 
today ( (wri七es ”today”（2.8) ) ) 
off work 
(1. 7) 
工’m (. ) off work today 
yeah [so you have no work 
[so 
yes hn go『 go：記nglishLounge 
oh: okay so you came to English Lounge 
yes 
okay good. okay so if you have no work you can say off『工 amoff 
work (.) today 
yes. I’m off today 
In line 01, T2 asks RK，”ぽeyou a waitress？”After a 1.0”second gap, T2 pursues the answer 
by repeating，”waitress？”RK responds with, "ah yes”in line 04, and T2 receipts that with”oh 
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okay". In line 07, RK says，”but today is a $holiday↑S”，and T2 receipts由剖byresponding, 
”oh today is a holiday”. RK.confmns出atin由enext加mwi血＂yes".Although this sequence 
is closed here, in line 10, T2 re知msto attend to RK’s utterance in line 07. T2 performs a 
delayed repair initiation (Jefferson, 1972) stating，”oh okay. so: you嗣 youcan say圃 youcan say 
I", and由enwrites ”I”on the whiteboard, which RK repeats in line 12. In line 13, T2 says, 
”am’＇， then writes it, and RK repeats’＇am＂.百世 Ssame pa批mscontinues in lines 15 to 18 wi出
T2 producing ”of'’then ”work’：writing each of them on the whiteboard and RK repeating 
them. In line 19, T2 says and writes ”today”，but the pa抗emseen up until now in which T2 
says a word, writes託，andRK repeats it, is broken when RK does not repeat”today”after T2 
writes it on the whitβboard. T2 self-selects and says，”off work”，in line 20, which is followed 
by a 1.7岨secondgap. 
In line 22, RK produces the complete sentence出atis written on the whiteboard, but 
she says the contraction ”I'm”instead of”I am，＇’saying ”I'm o首worktoday”. In line 23, T2 
explains that ”off work”means”you have no work”. In line 24, RK says，”so", but because it 
is produced in overlap with T2’s utterance, she waits until T2’s加mis fi凶shedto continue. 
RK states，”yes加igo-go: English Lounge" in line 25, which T2 receipts in line 26 with 
embedded correction, stating，”oh: okay so you came to English Lounge”. RK responds with 
"yes", and in lines 28 and 29 T2 summarizes what he has taught RK, saying，”okay good. 
okay so if you have no work you can say o品 Iam off work today’＇. RK receipts it with”yes", 
組 d戸oduces”I'moff today”in line 30, but leaves out the word ”work”． 
T2 states”okay.”in the next旬m,which can be seen in the extract below. This”okay.” 
closes the repair sequence, but the interaction continues in Extract 10 with T2 asking RK 
another question, which requires RK to produce the words，”I am.off ..”仕omthe sentence 
that he just taught her. 
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Extract 10: 23『 1-28:50
31 T2: okay. how about tomorrow? 
32 (1. 0) 
33 T2: tomoどrow. are you off work tomorrow? 
34 RK: no 
35 T2: no you have七owork七omorどOW
36 RK: today works is tomorrow ((moves aどmsas if putting some七hingnext 
37 to her)) 
38 ( 1. 5) 
39 T2: oh it moved? 
40 RK: move ((moves arms as if putting something next to her)) 
41 T2: to [tomorrow 
42 RK: [tomorrow ((again moves arms as if putting something nex七
43 to her)) 
44 T2: ah ：工 see.
45 (1.6) 
46 T2: so how many呈主ヱ豆町 (.) how many days do you work? 
47 (1.0) 
48 RK: I- (1.3) Tues-Tuesday: 
49 T2: Tuesday 
50 RK: and Sunday: aht Tuesday Sunday and 。SundayMonday Tu－。 Monday主主主主呈呈Z
51 T2: okay so ( (faces the whiteboard and writes "m”2.0)) what’s this (.) 
52 (0. 9) 
53 T2: so Monday 
54 RK: Mond- [ah no no no no no no Tuesday. 
55 T2: [ ( T2 writes the weekdays on the whiteboard)) 
56 (1.2) 
57 RK: ah Sundayt hn? Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 
58 T2: yeah so Monday 
59 RK: ah off work 
60 T2: okay off. Tuesday 
61 RK: yes 
62 T2: okay so you would say I have to ((writes "I have to”（1. 6) ) ) work 
63 ( (wri七es”work”2.6) ))on ((writes”on”（0.6) )) Tuesday ((writes 
64 ”Tuesday" and turns around (3.2) )) 
In line 31, T2 asks，”okay. how about tomorrow？” However, as RK does not respond, a食era
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1.0-second gap, T2 pursues an answer in line 33 by rephrasing the question from a wh-
question to a pol訂 question,asking，”tomorrow.訂eyou off work tomorrow？” Several 
previous studies have reported that teachers rephrase questions in order to pursue responses 
企omstudents (e.g., Gar由ier,2004; Kasper, 2006; Kasper & Ross, 2007; Okada, 2010; 
Hosoda, 2014). For ex創nple,Gardner (2004) analyzed interaction between native and 
non”native speakers of English andおundthat rephrasing由equestion was one way in which 
the native speaker pursued a response. Similarly, Kasper (2006) and Kasper and Ross (2007) 
examined language proficiency interviews and observed th剖participantswould rephrase the 
question in order to pursue組問SW低 RKresponds with”no”and T2 performs a 
confirmation check with，”no you have to work tomorrow”. In line 36, RK explains that 
”today works is tomorrow”，while moving her arms as if she is putting something next to her. 
After a 1.5・secondgap, T2 asks，”oh it moved？”RK confirms that her workday moved by 
stating，”move”，while again moving her arms邸 ifputting something next to he工Inline 41, 
T states ”to tomorrowぺwhichis a continuation of his previous turn and after T2 states ”to”， 
RK produces the word ”tomorrow”in overlap with T2. In line 44, T2 says，”ぬ：Isee.”and 
after a 1.6・secondgap, he follows up in line 45 with ”sohowmanyg箆~－how many days do 
you work？”A食era 1.0-second gap, RK responds with ”I-Tues”Tuesday：”，which T2 receipts 
by repeating ”Tuesday”. In line 50, RK a抗.emptsto produce the other days that she works and 
begins to perform a word se紅白whilelooking up and saying the days of the week quietly to 
herself. Goodwin and Goodwin (1986) comment th副社mightnot be appropriate for a 
participant to interrupt a speaker who is doing a word seぽchthat is manifested with a 
”thinking face”(p. 57), which refers to由eface participants make when they gaze up in the 
air and look邸 ifthey紅ethinking about something. Here, T2 does not interrupt her word 
search and after RK’s word search is finished, she again produces the word ”Tuesday”． 
In line 51, T2 says，”okay so", and then faces the whiteboard, writes”mヘandasks RK, 
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”what's this？”After RK fails to respond, T2 says，”so Monday”，in line 53, and RK begins to 
repeat＇’Monday’＇. but stops after”Mond－”and then says，、hno no no no no Tuesday". In 
line 55, T writes al of the weekdays on the whiteboard，組dafter a 1.2・secondgap, RK 
begins to read the days out loud. T2 gives RK a prompt in line 58, saying，”yeah so Monday”． 
RK displays her recognition of what T2 is doing with the prompts by responding，”油o宜
work" in line 59. T2 receipts th剖inline 60 with”okay of' and then T2 gives RK another 
prompt, saying，”Tuesday”. RK responds with ”yes”in the following tum. Up until now T2 
has only taught RK how to say”I am off work”for the days that RK does not have to work, 
but T2 has not taught RK what to say for the days that she has to work. In lines 62 to 64, T2 
says，”okay so you would say I have to work on Tuesdayヘwhilewriting that on the 
whiteboard. 
After writing ”Tuesday”on the whiteboard, T2 turns around and looks at RK. The 
following extract begins with RK, after being selected by T2, reading the sentence that T2 
just wrote on the whitebo制．
Extract 11: 23『 1-30:01
65 RK: I have to work on (.) Tuesday:: ( (T2 points to”Thurs”） ) Tue-
66 T2: Thursday 
67 RK: 
68 T2: 
69 T2: 
70 T2: 
71 RK: 
72 
73 T2: 
Thursday and S:-Sunday 
and Sunday okay 
({writes ”Sat”and "Sun”on the whiteboard (5.4) )) 
okay so ((points to whiteboard)) Tuesday Thurs[day [Sunday 
[day [Sunday 
((T2 circles "Tues" "Thurs" and”Sun”on whi七eboard( 3 . 3) ) ) 
so Wednesday ( (points七o”Wed”onthe whiteboard)) 
7 4 ( points to the”工 amoff work today”sentence on the whiteboard 
75 (2. 7) ) ) 
76 RK：工 amoff work ( (T2 points to the ”on”in the ”工 haveto work on Tuesday" 
77 sen七enceon the whi七eboard))to Wednesday 
78 T2: ((again points to the”on”in七he持工 haveto woどkon Tuesday町 sentence
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79 
80 RK: 
81 T2: 
82 RK: 
83 T2: 
84 RK: 
85 
86 T2: 
87 RK: 
88 
89 T2: 
on the whiteboard））工 amoff work on 
on 
( (points to "Wed宵 onthe whiteboard)} Wednesday 
Wednesday 
okay ((points to "Fri”on the whi七eboard}} Fどiday
工amoff work on Friday ( (RK says each word as T2 points them on the 
whiteboard)) 
okay ( (points to”Sat”on whiteboard)) Saturday 
工amoff work on Saturday ( (RK says each woどdas T2 points to them 
on the whiteboaどd))
okay good 
In line 65, RK produces the sentence，”I have to work on Tuesday”，after which T2 points to 
”百mrs”onthe whiteboard. RK then says，”Tue－ぺwhichT2 treats as problematic, as shown 
by his other・”initiated other-repair in which he states，”Thursday”. In line 6 7,RK accepts T2’s 
repair by repeating ”Thursdayぺafterwhich she produces”S：・Sunday’＇.In line 68, T2 
receipts ”Sunday", by saying ”and Sunday okay”. T2 then writes ”S剖”and”Sun”onthe 
whiteboard because up until now T2 has only wri抗enthe weekdays on也ewhiteboard. In line 
70, T2 states，”okay so”，and while pointing to the whiteboard, he says，”Tuesday Thursday 
Sunday". RK says”day Sunday" at the same that T2 does. 
T2 then circles ”Tues，＇’”Thurs，”and”Sun”on the whiteboard in line 72邸 those訂ethe 
days由atRK reported也atshe works in the interaction so far. In line 73, T2 says，”so 
Wednesday”，while pointing to”Wed”on the whiteboard. T2 then points to the sentence, "I 
am off work todayぺafterwhich RK states，”I邸no首work’＇.After RK says，”I副noff work", 
T2 points to血e”on”也the”I have to work on Tuesday”sentence on由ewhiteboard, but RK 
says，可oWednesday”in line 77，泊steadof”on Wednesday”. In lines 78 and 79。T2again 
points to由e”on”inthe ”I have to work on Tuesday" sentence and says，”I田noff work on", 
after which RK repeats”on”in line 80. T2 then points to the ”Wed”on the whiteboard and 
says，”Wednesday”，which is repeated by RK in line 82. T2 continues to give RK prompts so 
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也atshe can practice the expressions that he is teaching. In line 83, T2 says，”okay”，points to 
”Fri" on the whiteboard and says，”Friday”. In line 84, RK says the words由atT2 points to on 
the whiteboard to produce the sentence，”I am off work on Friday”. T2 again says，”okay”， 
points to”Sat，”and states，”Saturday”. In line 87, RK says，”I田noffworl正onSa加rday’＼
again saying each word as T2 points to them on the whiteboard. T2 provides feedback in line 
89 with ”okay goodぺwhichcloses the teaching sequence. In this ex位・act,the whiteboard is 
used as a resource by T2 to teach the words and sentences written on the whiteboard which 
he uses as prompts to help RK practice the sentences that he taught her. RK uses the 
whiteboard as a resource to produce the sentences that T2 taught her. 
As the interaction opens in the following extract, T2 and RK紅etalking about summer 
vacation. The interaction begins with T2 asking RK where she likes to go for summer 
vacation. 
Extract 12: 23-1-34:59 
01 T2: 
02 
03 RK: 
04 
05 T2: 
06 RK: 
07 T2: 
08 RK: 
09 T2: 
10 
11 T2: 
12 
13 RK: 
工4 T2: 
15 RK: 
16 T2: 
17 
18 RK: 
where do you like to go for summer vacation 
(1. 0) 
工like(.) sea 
(1.2) 
okay 
0like swirnming0 
you like to swim in the sea? 
yes 
okay 
(0. 9) 
so u: :m (1. 9) so what city? 
(1. 5) 
。city。（ (s七re七chesneck forward to show she does no七 unders七and))
( (wri七es”city"on the whiteboard 0.4) )) ci七y
hn: := 
出orp工aceso Okinawa or 
(2 .1) 
宇Idon't know$ ano I don't know with-with fa-family and 
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19 makasekiri makasekiri tte nan darou 
leave it up to leave it up to QT what COP 
”工 leaveit up to my family. How do you say工leaveit up to my family？詞
20 (0.7) 
21 T2: hn: := 
22 RK: =um= 
23 T2: ＝工 don'tknow 
24 RK: u: :m (2. 0) choose where-choose where is my friend my family 
25 T2: ah: t okay 
26 RK：工 don'tknow:: 
27 T2: so you go司 youcould say ((goes to whiteboard and writes ”工
28 wi工 go”(8. 0) ) ) 工will(.) go ((writes ”whereveど theygo" (8.9) )) 
29 you can say ((points to”I will go”））工 willgo 
30 RK：工 willgo 
31 T2: ( (points to "wherever") ) wherever 
32 RK: wherever 
33 T2: ( (points七O ”they go”） ) they go 
34 RK: they go 
35 T2: okay so if your friends go to Enoshima 
36 RK: ((nods)) uh 
37 T2: then okay z’11 go 
38 RK: ((nods)) hn .hh 
39 T2: your-your parents Oど yourfamily goes to Hawaii okay I’11 go 
40 RK: ((nods)) hn 
41 T2: okay. I see 
42 (0. 9) 
In line 01, T2 asks RK，”where do you like to go for §盟主睦Evacation？”After a 1.0 second 
gap, RK replies，”I like sea". After a 1.2 second gap, T2 responds with ”okay”，after which 
RK.says，”like swimming”，in a quiet voice. In line 07, T2 gives a candidate understanding, 
asking, "you like to swim in血宣鐙畏？”RKreplies with "yes”in line 08, which T2 receipts in 
line 09 with ”okay”. As seen in most of the interaction in this chapter, after a sequence is 
finished, because of the nature of classroom interaction, it is usually T2 who self-selects and 
makes the interaction move forward. Following a 0.9刷secondgap in line 10, T2 asks a 
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questio凡なou: :m so what city？”in line 1, which could be seen as a followべipquestion or a 
simpler, easier to understand reformul剖ionof his question "where do you like to go for 
呂翠謹盟vacation？’：whichcould also been seen俗 apursuit of a more appropriate answer. 
T2's original question, "where do you like to go for§型基盟主Evacation？”is ambiguous in由e
sense血atit could possibly mean what city or coun位yor what type of place邸 shownby his 
question，”so what city？”Okada (2010) mentions也atoccasionally teachers' questions are 
ambiguous and when they are，記achersmay orient to their own talk邸 problematicand repair 
it. Following a 1.5 second gap, RK responds in line 13, saying，”city”，in a quiet voice while 
紺etchingher neck forward as if she does not understand. In line 14, T2 writes ”city”onせie
whiteboard and says，”city”. In line 15, RK says，”hn：”，and because she has not produced a 
sufficient answer, T2 continues to pursue an answer in line 16, s加ting，”orplace so Okinawa 
or”. Regarding how participants pursue responses in native speaker conversations, Pomerantz 
(1984) points out that if a speaker expects agreement企omthe recipient, but does not receive 
it，出espeaker of the original utterance will perform a”remedy pぽsuit”(p.161), which is a 
type of repair. She describes three types of r1即時dies.百iefirst type is a clarific瓜ion,which is 
performed in order to clarify the problematic term or reference to the recipient of the talk by 
providing an alternative reference term. The second type occ町Swhen the speaker of the 
original 凶 eranceprovides additional inform叫ionabout the也ingbeing referenced in order to 
establish what the source of the breakdown of communication is. The final守peoccurs when 
a speaker alters their original邸 sertion.Because it is not yet clear whether RK does not 
understand the word ”cityぺifshe is not able to decide where she likes to go, or if she is 
having some oth町 problemanswering the question, T2 produces an alternative reference term 
for city，”place”，as well as a place name，”Okinawa”，which may possibly help RK 
understand the meaning of the word ”city”． 
After a 2.1・secondgap, RK says，”$I don’t know$ ano I don’t know with崎 with晶嶋
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伽nilyand makasekiri makasekiri te nan daroun. T2 does not understand the Japanese as he 
responds with ”hn：”and”I don’t know" in lines 21 and 23. In line 24, RK attempts to explain 
what she meant by the Japanese expression，”makasekiri”，by explai凶ng，”u::mchoose 
where-choose where is my企iendmy family”. This ungrammatical utterance creates a 
teaching opportunity for T2. In line 25, T2 produces the change of state token，”ah：↑”， 
おllowedby ”okay”. T2 initiates and performs repair in lines 27 and 28 by explaining，”you 
could say I will go”and writing ”I will go wherever they go". He continues the repair, saying 
"you can say I will go”and he points to "I will go”after saying”you can say”. R.Krepeats ”I 
will go”in line 30, after which T2 points to”wherever”on the whiteboard and says, 
”wherever”，which RK repeats in line 32. Next, T2 points to and says，”they go＂’andRK 
repeats this in line 34. T2’s verbal and written production of the rep剖redutterance allow RK 
to hear組 dsee the repaired u伎町組問.Seeing the repaired utterance on the whiteboard also 
serves as a resource for RK that she can use when she wants to produce it. 
In lines 35 and 37, T2 provides an ex翻 plewhich summarizes what RK stated, saying, 
”okay so if your friends go to Enoshima then okay I'l go". He also gives one more example 
in line 3 9,saying ”your蜘 yo町 parentsor your family goes to Hawaii okay I'l go”. R.Kshows 
agreement wi出T’ssummaries in lines 36, 38, and 40, by nodding and producing，”uh", 
”hn .hh," and ”hn’＇. T2 states，”okay. I see", in line 41, which shows his understanding of what 
RK wanted to say in line 24. 
Whilenoapp訂・entproblems in understanding remain, T2 continues teaching, as shown 
in the following exce中t.Although the repair sequence is closed, and no further explanation 
or repair is needed for the progressivity of the interaction, T2 explains the meaning of 
”wherever”. Even though RK W儲 ableto produce the sentence that T2 taught her accurately, 
that does not necessarily mean that RK understands the meaning of every word in the 
sentence. T2 orients to this possibility by opening a new sequence and expanding on his 
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previous teaching. 
Extract 13: 23-1-36:28 
43 T2: so wherever 
44 T2: ((circles ”wherever”on whiteboard ( o. 8) ) ) 
45 RK: wherever 
46 (0.8) 
47 T2: this means 
48 ( (T2 ex七endsarms and then RK extends arms (3.3) )) 
49 T2: yeah .hh 
50 RK: hn 
51 T2: anywhere↑ 
52 RK: anywhere 
53 T2: anywhere is okay. 
54 (2. 0) 
55 T2: okay so I will go wherever they go 
56 RK: 工willgo wherever they go 
57 T2: okay 
In line 43, T2 says，”so whereverぺandthen circles ”wherever”on the whiteboard. RK also 
says, "wherever”，in line 45 and following a 0.8・secondgap, T2 states，”this means", and 
extends his arms, which RK copies. In line 51, T2 explains that wherever means ”anywhere”， 
which RK repea臼inline 52. In line 53, T2 elaborates that”anywhere is okay”and after a 2.0 
second gap, he again repeats the sentence written on the board，”I will go wherever they go". 
RKrepeats江inline 56 and the interaction concludes with T2 receipting RK’S correct 
production of the sentence with ”okay”． 
6.1.3 Written Repair is Followed by Significantly Delayed Verbal Repair 
In this section, I will analyze two extracts which highlight how written repair can be 
followed by a significantly delayed verbal repair as well as how a repaired u抗erancewritten 
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on a whiteboard can be used by students as a resource. The first extract in this section is 
different from the extract p問 sentedin the section entitled ”Verbal and Written Repair are 
Done Separately，” in which the verbal repair immediately precedes written repair because 
written repair is carried out first and verbal repair occurs approximately one minute later. 
Beforeせiestart of the extract, the teacher instructed the students to write down three dreams 
and talk about them in groups. 
Extract 14: 工由工『29:12
01 RN: 
02 SI: 
03 RN: 
04 Tl: 
05 YK: 
06 RN: 
07 SI: 
08 RN: 
09 TK: 
10 RN: 
11 Tl: 
12 
13 RN: 
14 
15 Tl: 
16 
工 wantto由 tomarry to 
工時［工 write由工 wrotethis ((shows other students his paper)) 
[differen七 coun七ry’sman ha ha ha 
((looks in the direction of RN and YK)) yeah i七’sa little strange 
((reads SI’s paper)) （。工 wantto foreign°) 
which country’s woman do you want七0 ha ha ha ma(h)rr(h)y 
mah: I want to European or American 
[ha ha ha ha ha 
[ha ha ha ha ha ha 
$why？宇
wai℃ we will do七hatafter [we ’11 get into七ha七 goodquestion good 
ques七ion
[ha ha ha 
((students write about their dreams (11.5) ) ) 
((writes ”marry someone from a different country”on whiteboard 
(13. 0) ) ) 
{(lines 17-49 in which Tl and S工discussa topic from the previous week omitted)} 
50 Tl: okay finish up your writing so we can talk as much as possible ( {poin七s
51 to phrase on whiteboard)) this is probably what工wouldsay for you 
52 two. ( (points to S工andYK}) marry someone from a different country 
53 s工： a[ht
54 YK: [aht:: 
55 s工： coun七ry
56 Tl：工 thinkwould be the-you could say marry a foreign person it’S 
57 possible but 
58 YK: [ ((writes in notebook while looking up at whiteboard)} 
59 s工：［ ( (wどi七esin no七eboo.kwhile looking up at whiteboard)) 
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In line 01, RN begins to tel YK about her dreams by saying，”I want to・tom卸 yto", but 
before she finishes her加rn.,SI S抱rtsto speak. He states, "I-I write-I wrote this" in line 02部
he shows the other students his paper. RN’s utterance in line 03，”different country’s man”，a 
continuation of her turn in line 01, is produced in overlap wi也SI's副 erancein line 02. In 
line 04, Tl looks in the direction of RN and YK and remarks，”yeah it’s a litle strange”，but 
he does not initiate repair yet. In line 05, YK reads SI's paper and says something th剖sounds
like "I want to foreign／’but it is not completely audible to the transcriber. In line 06, RN asks 
SI "which country’S woman do you want to marry ha ha ha ma(h)rr(h)y”and SI replies in line 
07，”I want to European or American.”RNandTKbo也laughand their laughter is produced 
in overlap in lines 08 and 09. In. line 10, RN then asks SI "why？’：but before SI responds, Tl 
says，”wait we will do that al王erwe'll get into that good question good question”in lines 1 
and 12. 
After RN's laughter in line 13 and an 11.5・secondgap in line 14, during which the 
students write about their dreams, Tl prepares to initiate repair in line 15 on YK’S加min line 
05, in which she read SI's sentence and RN’s 附 erancein lines 01 and 03, by writing”mぽ巧F
someone from a di宜erentcountry”on the whiteboard. Although Tl writes the repaired 
sentence on the whiteboard for everyone to see, no one looks at it or responds. Tl re企・ains
from interrupting社iestudents' activity幽恒輔progressin order to call attention to the sentence on 
the whiteboard at the time that he writes it. After Tl writes the sentence, he stands up and 
begins to walk around the room to look at what the students have written. In lines 50 to 52, 
which occur approx凶atelyone minute after Tl finishes writing the repaired 凶 eranceon the 
whiteboard, Tlcalls the students' attention to the sentence on the whiteboard by stating，”this 
is probably what I would say for you two. mぽ巧rsomeone企oma different coun句”.After 
saying”this is probably what I would say for you two", he points to SI and YK, but not to RN. 
When Tl wrote the repaired utterance on由ewhiteboard, it appe訂・ed也抵抗wasoriginally for 
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YK’s reading of Si's sentence and RN’s 凶 .erance.However, while Tl is walking around and 
looking at what the students have written, he appears to have noticed an incorrect sentence 
w討ttenonYK’s pap侃 Thismeans that Tl’s sentence on the whiteboard is repairing YK’s 
written sentence as well as SI's written sentence. As revealed in the next extract, bo由SIand 
YKhave出esame dream, to mぽ巧rsomeone企oma different count巧＇・
In response to T 1’s repair in lines 50 to 52, SI and YK both produce the change of state 
token，、h，＇’wi由risingpitch in lines 53 and 54. Next, SI says，”country”，a repetition of the 
last word in T 1’s加m泊line52. This repetition could be seen as a receipt of Tl’s other”repair. 
There are many ways in which interlocutors receipt a previous utterance (Schegloff, 1982). 
Receipting the prior tal主由roughrepetition has been reported in several s刷dies(e.g叫 Keenan,
1977; Tannen, 1989; Kim, 2002; Brown, 1998; Scheglo包 1997;Svennevig, 2004; Greer, 
Andrade, Butterfield, & Mischinger, 2009). Greer, Andrade, Butterfield, and恥1ischinger
(2009) explain that the recipient’s repetition of part of the previous speaker’S 凶 erance
demonstrates to the previous speaker that the recipient understands and that the previous 
speaker c組 nowproceed. Receipting the prior talk by repeating al or part of itis one of the 
many actions that repetitions can perform. SI's repetition of the word ”country”seems to be 
showing Tl that he c組 proceedwith the next action. In line 56, Tl expands血esequence 
wi由，”Ithink would be thか youcould say maηy a foreign person it is possible but”.After 
this, YK and SI begin writing in也eirnotebooks while looking up at the whiteboard. They 
co凶inuelooking up at the whiteboard and then back down to write, so theyぽelikely to be 
copying the corrected expression, which is written on the whiteboard，”ma町ysomeone 企oma
different country.” 
The students' inaccurate sentences in Extract 14 create a teaching opportunity for Tl, 
and the repair sequence is where the teaching occurs. However, even after the repair sequence 
is closed, Tl orients to his role as teacher and initiates an expansion sequence to teach the 
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students an alternative expression. Sometimes repaired utterances are not repeated and one 
reason for this is that the speaker of the trouble soぽcemay not realize that their utterance has 
been repaired. The use of the whiteboard, however, allows the students to see the repaired 
u抗er釘ice.
In Extract 15 below, which occurs shortly a食erthe interaction above ends, we can see 
how Tl’s use of the whiteboard allows RN and YK toapply the repaired utterance. 
Extract 15: 1-1-37:06 
01 RN: 
02 
03 YK: 
04 RN: 
05 YK: 
06 RN: 
07 YK: 
08 RN: 
09 YK: 
10 RN: 
11 
12 
please tell me your (.) >dreamsく
(0. 9) 
((reads paper)) my dream is u: :m I want to beどich
rich? 
hn 
.hh 
((reads paper)) and I want to live France 
yes 
( (reads papeど）） I want to marry someone from a diffeどentcountry 
hnt:: (.) so: hn::: ~do you wan-why will you want to: (.) marどy?
((turns around and looks at whiteboard)) someone ((points to 
whi七eboard)) from different coun七ry?
The extract begins with RN saying to YK，”please tel me your >dreams＜”担line01. After a 
0.9・secondsilence in line 02, YK begins to read to RN the three dreams that she wrote down. 
In line 03, she reads，”I want to be rich", in line 07 she says，”I want to live France”，and in 
line 09 she continues reading，”I want to marry someone from a different country". ＼弓iatis 
interesting about her 凶 erancein line 09 is that it is the expression that T 1 wrote on the 
whiteboard. After Tl pointed out to YK and SI也at由at1s the correct expression in Extract 14, 
they produce the change of state token，”ah", with rising pitch. After they produced the 
change of state tokens，也eyboth began writing something in their notebooks while looking 
up at the whiteboard on which the expression”marry someone企oma different country”is 
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written and then back down to write. Based on由is,it is highly likely由atboth students wrote 
”marry someone from a different count巧rヘwhichallowed YK to produce由eappropriate 
expression after the interaction. In lines 10, 11, and 12, RN asks YK，”why do you wan-why 
will you want to: mぽ巧r?someone from different country？”After she says，”m出巧r’＇，with
rising intonation, she turns around and briefly looks at the whiteboard and由.enstates 
”someone”，after which she points to the whiteboard. She then completes her question in line 
12 by stating，市omdi首erentcountry？” 
In Extracts 14 and 15。itis interesting how the teacher uses the whiteboard as a 
re so町ceto repair inaccurate sentences and how the students use it邸 are so町ceto produce 
the repaired utterance in the subsequent interaction. YK seems to write the accurate sentence 
in her notebook in line 58 of Extract 14 and RN reads the expression off the whiteboard in 
lines 1 to 12 of Extract 15 during the activity. Al thouゆtheteacher wrote”mぼ巧rsomeone 
from a di百erentcountry”on the whiteboard, in line 15 of Extract 14, RN says，”合om
different coun的F’＇，leaving out the、．”Thiscould be because the whiteboard was behind her 
and she briefly looked at it before returning her gaze to her partr砲丸YK,and completing her 
turn. In YK’s case, she was able to produce the co立ectexpression while reading from her 
notebook. Based on the fact th瓜shebegan writing something in her notebook in line 58 
while looking up at the whiteboard after Tl called attention to the rep剖redsentence on the 
whiteboard, it is assumed that she is reading the sentence that she wrote. 
6.2 Discussion 
The examples presented in this chapter illustrate how repair sequences can be sites of 
teaching opportunities. The opportunity for teaching was created as a result of the production 
of students’utterances, which teachers treated as problematic and oriented to as a lack of 
linguistic knowledge that needed to be filled through teaching. The teaching was done both 
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verbally by telling the students the correct word, expression, etcetera and orthographically by 
writing on由ewhiteboard. Verbal repair is something that is also seen in :first language 
conversations. Using a whiteboard to perform written repair, however, is something very 
specific to classroom interaction. As seen in白eextracts presented in this chapter, sometimes 
出eyoccu町edseparately, and sometimes they occurred almost simultaneously. 
Wh剖 isinteresting about the examples in this chapter is that they reveal how utterances 
訂etreated部 problematicand addressed by teachers. 0食enin classrooms, it is always 
由ought也atteachers are teaching, but as mentioned above, the word teaching implies 
teaching something to someone that they do not know. However, just because a teacher is 
”teaching，”does not necessarily mean由atstudents町elearning. An analysis of the examples 
in this chapter suggests白羽oneway to decide what to”teach”is by identiちringwhat students 
do not know. One way to identi骨whatstudents do not know may be examining their speech 
C訂・efulyto see what kind of problems the students are facing. In al of the ex国nplesin this 
chapter, teachers seem to treat verbal repair as insufficientおrstudents to notice those 
specific repairs, which is possibly why the whiteboard is also used to carry out repai工
明弓iens印dentsare taught a new expression for the first time, especially low-level 
language learners, it may be difficult for them to heぽ orrepeat something longer than a 
couple of words, which may explain the receipt of repair with minimal response tokens or也c
repetition of the last word or few words in the repaired utterance. Also, some language 
learners may not realize that their u伽 raneehas been repaired, which may account for the 
occasional lack of a response following other-initiated other・”repair. However, the use of the 
whiteboard to perform repair allows students to see the repaired 凶 eranceand helps them to 
notice that their utterance is being repaired. Seeing the repaired utterance on the whiteboard 
also gives the students a chance to write it down in order to study or refer to it later. For 
example，出seenin Extract 14, YK and SI, wrote something in their notebooks while looking 
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at the repaired utterance on the whiteboard. Later in the interaction, YK produced the 
repaired utterance while reading 企omher notebook. Without the teacher's use of the 
whiteboard to carry out repair, it may have been difficult for YK to correctly produce a 
repaired sentence with several words. In al of the examples in this chapter, students were 
able to produce repaired 凶 erancesconsisting of multiple word units. 
Hosoda (2000) points out that in mundane native/non-native conversations, because 
non-native speakers are not部 proficient部 thenative speaker they are interacting with, one 
might expect出atthe native speaker would provide unsolicited correction as is the cぉein 
classroom interaction, but this was not the case in her data. In the extracts in this chapter, 
however, the native speaker occasionally provides unsolicited correction even when there 
does not appear to be a problem of understanding. This lends evidence to how the native 
speakers, the teachers in the language lounge, orient to their roles as teachers. Hosoda (2006) 
found that in her data of interaction between native and non幽nativespeakers, linguistic 
expertise became relevant when one of the participants invited another participant to do 
repair and when there was a problem of understanding. Examining institutional interaction 
between native and non-native speakers of Finnish, Kurhila (2004) reports that language 
expertise was made relevant when the non-native speaker manifested linguistic di伍culties.In 
most of the examples泊thischapter, lin思isticexpertise was made relevant even when the 
speaker of the trouble source did not invite repair and when there was no app紅entproblem of 
understanding. The native speakers, the teachers, made their linguistic expertise relevant by 
selectively correcting s加dentutterances, teaching alternative expressions, and having由e
students produce repaired utterances. However, in some of the examples, other-repair was 
invited by the speaker of the trouble source. 
As seen in Chapter 4, other-repair is often not followed by the repetition of more than a 
few words. The use of the whiteboard seems to not only engage students, but also makes the 
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production of the rep剖redutterance relevant. Other蝿initiatedother-repair can often go 
unnoticed, but by using the whiteboard to do repair, the teacher makes血erepair the 
momentary focus of the lesson. This increases the probability that the repair will not go 
unnoticed. Schegloff et al. (1977) point out由剖inconversations between native speakers, 
grammatical errors紅enot always repaired by another p紅白ipant.On the other hand, in the 
extracts in this chapter, the native speaker often repairs the grammatical mistakes made by the 
nonnative speakers. They also note that other-correction may occur more企equentlyin 
interaction with ”not-yet-compe臼nt”(p.381) speakers, which could explain the repeated 
occurrence of other・嗣repairseen in the language lounge data. 
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CHAPTER 7 
CONCLUSION 
This chap臼rsummarizes the main findings of Chapters 4, 5, and 6 and discusses their 
implications. The last section proposes some possible directions for future research. 
7.1 Main Findings 
Chapter 4 explored various interactional environments and resources that help repair to 
become noticed by the recipient of the repair who is also the trouble source speaker. The 
interactional environments and resources th叫Iidentified are (a) when a teacher joins a 
conversation between two students to perform repair, (b) when a teacher adds words such as 
”you mean，”you could say," "we say,，”and ”say it”to the repair proper ( c)when a student 
self-initiates repair, ( d)when a teacher uses a combination of various resources, including the 
production of "you said" and emphasis to perform repair after next加ms,( e)when repair is 
pre鴎 andpost－合amed,(f) when the word repaired is produced in isolation and repeated, and 
(g) when a teacher uses gestぽes.
When the teacher suddenly joined a conversation between two students to do repair, it 
caused the repair to stand out and therefore became noticeable to the trouble source speaker. 
百ieteachers were not recipients of the talk and they did not have a higher epistemic status 
regarding the topic being discussed, so their participation in the conversation was 
unnecessary. Some resources identified in Chapter 4 that were used by teachers and caused 
repair to become noticeable were the use of expressions such as”’you mean”you could say," 
"we say," and ”say it.”Each of these expressions marked the just prior 凶 er，組ceor utterance 
由atfollowed as repair.吋oumean”and”youcould say”modified and downgraded the 
repairable, whereas ”we say”and ”say it”did not. Out of the four expressions identified in 
Chapter 4 which helped to make repair noticeable，”say it”W部 thestrongest and the teacher’s 
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use of it invariably necessitated the trouble soぽ・cespeaker’s repetition of the repair utterance. 
One environment which was conducive to making repair noticeable was when students 
self.”initiated repair, which set也estage for a repair proper by either a student or teacher. The 
repair initiations took the form of questions, such as”how should I say？”and ges知resas in 
Extract 1 of Chapter 4 when the student W出 unableto produce the word ’古田np.”
Whenrepa註isdelayed it can be difficult for the trouble source speaker to notice that 
their utterance has been repaired. In Extract 19 of Chapter 4, the teacher located the trouble 
source by saying”you said mathemati（.）豆ぺplacingemph部ison the "c", therefore displaying 
to the student that the end of the word was problematic. The teacher then produced Y’，the 
consonant missing from the word ”mathematic”，which is followed by the student’s repetition 
of”s”. In addition to this repetition, the student displayed his recognition that his utterance 
was repaired by stating，”ah forgot s”． 
Chapter 4 revealed that as in mundane conversation, teachers' repair can also become 
noticeable when it is pre嗣 andpost岳部nedbecause it creates a context for the trouble source 
speaker to see which part of their utterance is being repaired. For example, in Extract 22, the 
student asked，”have you e::ver:: hospitalized？”The teacher repaired this by post-framing 
the word ”been”with ”hospitalized". In some contexts, repeating a repaired word in isolation 
W部 alsofound to help make the repair recognizable. Lastly, Chapter 4 demonstrated how 
ges知rescan be used to perform repair and make repair noticeable. For example, in Extract 24, 
the teacher pulled his hands towards himself, signaling to student出athe wanted her to 
produce the repaired utterance. The teacher also used his fingers as prompts to exhibit to the 
student that he wanted her to produce the repaired utterance. He raised one finger for each 
. word in the sentence. In al of the examples presented in Chapter 4, the recipient of the repair, 
who is also the trouble source speaker, displayed that they noticed that their 凶 erancewas 
repaired by repeating the repaired 副 er組問orpart of the repair. It is the trouble source 
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speakers' production of the repair that shows their receipt of it. 
Chapter 5 was concerned with the topic of learning and demonstrated that CA can be 
used a tool to reveal how and where in interaction learning may potentially occur. Some 
critics of CA argue that because CA focuses on the observable elements of interaction, it is 
not capable of addressing the subject of learning, which is a cognitive action th剖occurs
solely in the mind, and is therefore not observable to由eanalyst. This study showed that CA 
is capable of showing how and where learning may occur by identifying a pattern, which, 
when viewed as a whole, suggests that learning may have occurred. ls it出向Hows:
1. Student shows problem of understanding or speaking as displayed由rougha question or 
inability to produce an appropriate word 
2. Student or teacher initiates repair 
3. Teacher performs repair (teaches) 
4. Student produces a change of state token, such as ”ah”or ”oh”（Heritage, 1984) 
5. Student demonstrates their understanding of the newly-learned word by explaining the 
meaning to another participant or applying it 
In al of the examples presented in Chapter 5, the student displayed a problem of 
understanding or speaking as shown by a question to the teacher or the inabili守producethe 
appropriate word at由etime of interaction.百1iswas followed by a repair initiation either by 
the student or teacher, and a repair proper performed by the teacher.百iestudent then 
produced a change of state token, such as”油”。r”oh，＇’ exhibitedthat a change of state 
occurred. The student then publicly revealed their understanding of the newly-learned word 
by using江orexplaining it in the subsequent interaction. It is this sequence of actions that 
when viewed aggregately suggests that learning may have occurred and the sites in which 
these actions occurred were repair sequences. 
Contrary to Chapter 5 in which I showed how repair sequences may be potential sites 
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of learning, Chapter 6 investigated repair sequences from a different angle. Chapter 6 
revealed that in addition to being potential sites of learning, repair sequences may also be 
sites in which teaching can occur. That chapter focused on students' utterances which were 
treated as a lack of linguistic competence by teachers. In the extracts presented in that chapter, 
repair was initiated both by students or teachers and it w部 therepair initiation that served邸
the catalyst for teaching episodes. All of the extracts had the following features in common: 
1. Student produces an utterance that is subsequently treated as problematic by the teacher 
2. Student or teacher initiates repair 
3. Teacher repairs the utterance ve巾allyand by writing the repaired utterance on恥
whiteboard or vice versa (verbal and written repair can be performed separately and 
sometimes they訂eperformed almost simultaneously) 
4. Student repe剖sthe repaired utterance 
Chapter 6 examined various ways in which opportunities for teaching arise and how 
re so町・ces,such as a whiteboard, can be used to perform repair. An analysis of the data 
revealed that teaching episodes can occur as a result of the lack of an appropriate response or 
an utterance which is treated as inappropriate by the teacher. The teaching occurred within 
repair sequences, which were initiated ei由erby a student or a teacher and were followed by a 
repair proper performed by the teacher. Sometimes even a抗erthe repair sequence was closed, 
the teacher continued teaching things such as alternative expressions. I demonstrated how 
verbal and written repair can be done separately and almost simultaneously and how using 
the whiteboard to do repair can help students to repeat extended sentences, which would be 
extremely difficult to repeat if only verbal repair was performed. Lastly, I showed白atthe use 
of the whiteboard helps students to notice由attheir 附 erancehas been repaired and th副社can
be used as a reference throughout the interaction. 
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7 .2Implications 
The findings from也isstudy have some important implications for lang田geteachers. 
In Chapter 4, I demonstrated various environments and reso町ceswhich help to make repair 
noticeable and therefore not go overlooked by出etrouble source speak低 Previousresearch 
(e.g., Schmidt, 1990) has argued that noticing is an essential criterion for language learning to 
occur. When other-initiated repair or other-rep話r訂eperformed, they are sometimes not 
noticed by the位oublesource speaker. Using the various linguistic resources identified in 
Chapter 4 can help language learners to notice出剖theirutterances町einappropriate or 
incorrect and this could possibly become the first step toward learning. 
Chapter 5 demonstrated how repair sequences may be potential sites of learning. 
However, learning may only occur if the trouble source speaker notices that their utterance 
has been repaired. When viewed collectively, the findings from Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 
suggest that not letting mistakes p出scould be beneficial to students and that making repair 
noticeable to the trouble source speaker is extremely important as it may possibly lead to 
learning. Using some of the resources identified in Chapter 4 which cause repair to become 
noticed, such as a piece of paper, gestures, or linguistic resources, such出”yousaid，＇’or 
emphasizing the予roblematicpぽtof the word will increase the likelihood that repair will not 
go overlooked. 
Chapter 6 revealed how teachers orient to the need to teach when students are unable to 
produce an appropriate response. It also showed how the whiteboard c釦 beused as a 
resource to do repair by teachers and how江canalso be used a reso町ceby students to 
produce the repaired utterance. Because the whiteboard w郎 usedto do repair, students were 
able to produce extended sentences which would otherwise be ex位emelydi百icultif only 
verbal repair was performed. Chapter 5 revealed that repair sequences may be potential sites 
of learning, and Chapter 6 showed that repair sequences c組 alsobe sites in which teaching 
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can occ町．百1efindings from Chapters 5 and 6 suggest血atif repair sequences are sites in 
which learning may occur, identiちringand repairing a problematic utterance is one way in 
which teaching can occur. And one way由atteachers can increase the probability that repair 
does not go overlooked is by writing the repaired utterance on也ewhiteboard. 
7.3 Directions for Future Research 
This s加dyfocused on interaction in a university language lounge between native and 
non-native speakers of English and was a preliminary attempt to show how repair becomes 
noticeable, and how repair sequences can be bo由potentialsites of learning and teaching. 
Some directions for possible research紅eas follows: 
Identifying other resources that cause rep剖rto become noticeable would be beneficial 
to language teachers because using them would help to ensure that students notice th瓜their
utterances have been repaired, which may lead to learning. This study focused on 
environments and resources that cause repair to become noticeable and showed how trouble 
soぽcespeakers display their receipt of the repair, but江didnot ex紅凶neinstances in which 
repair is not receipted or acknowledged. Conducting a comparative analysis of environments 
and resources whichぽeconducive to making repair noticeable and those which町enot 
would provide an interesting insight into the topic of repair. 
This study demonstrated也atrepair sequences may be one site in which learning may 
occur in short”term interaction. It identified an interactional p鮒 emthat when viewed部 a
whole suggest也atle出ningmay have occurred. It would be interesting to try to find other 
interactional p釧emsin classroom interaction that may also reveal how and where in 
interaction learning may occur. 
This line of inquiry could be expanded upon by recording students over an extended 
period of time, and if a newly-learned word or expression is identified, conducting a 
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longitudinal analysis may reveal that students were able to remember the word or expression 
at a significantly later date in time from when it was learned. This would suggest that repair 
sequences are not only sites in which short-term learning occurs, but long-term sustained 
learning as well. In addition, examining data in other educational contexts may問vealother 
potential sites in which learning may occur as well部 othersequences of actions which 
demonstrate learτting. 
Lastly, this dissertation demonstrated how repair sequences can also be potential sites 
of teaching. It showed how verbal and written repair can be done separately and almost 
simultaneously, and how a whiteboard can be used as a resource to perform repair by teachers 
and部 aresource to reference during interaction by students. These findings could be further 
explored by analyzing da旬inother educational settings, which may reveal other catalysts 
that cause teaching episodes to occur and other resources that can be used to perform repair 
and make repair noticeable. 
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APPENDIX A 
Consent Form 
The research for which this video and audio da:抱紅ecollected is to examine language 
use in interaction. There is no pre”established focus as出eresearch topic arises企omanalysis 
of the data. The research is not to examine language errors, but to look at achievement of 
communication in social interaction. 
Your n出newill remain anonymous as a pseudon戸nwill be used in research reports. 
百ievideo, audio, and pictures企omthe video will only be used for research purposes組 d
only viewed by professional researchers. At al times in presentations at conferences or in 
publications in scholarly journals the video and pictures will be blurred so that you will not 
be identifiable (see由epictures on由ispage). Your privacy is absolutely protected. 
, consent to出euse of the video and audio data of 
myself for rese訂chpurposes only as described and outlined above. 
Date 
Je飴ieButterfield 
Kanagawa University, Graduate School of Foreign Languages 
Email address: jeffiieちutterfield@gmail.com
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APPENDIXB 
研究承諾書
本調査は、映像及び音声資料を収集し、相互行為における言語使用を考察するため
のものです。研究課題は資料分析から生ずるもので、あらかじめ設定されたものでは
ありません。また本調査は言語の誤りを考察するものではなく、社会的相互行為の達
成に注目するものです。
被験者の名前は、その論文及び報告書においては匿名が用いられます。映像、音声、
及び映像から得られた写真は本研究の目的にのみ使用され、専門の研究者によっての
み利用されます。研究発表や学術論文の出版物においても映像や写真は不鮮明に処理
され、被験者が明かされるようなことはありません（例として下の写真をご覧くださ
い）。被験者のフ。ラパシーは画く保護されます。
私、 は、上記内容の調査目的におけ
る映像、及び音声資料の使用を：
口承諾します。 口承諾しません。
日付
バターフィールド・ジェフリー
神奈川大学外国語学研究科
メールアドレス：je缶詰bu伽:rf1eld@gmail.com
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APPENDIXC 
Transcription Conventions 
( ) inaudible talk 
(data) parentheses with words inside indicate出剖thetranscriber is unsure if this is what 
is uttered by the participant or not 
? nsmg mtonat1on 
prolongation of sound or syllable (more colons mdicate more prolongation) 
( ) transcriber's comment 
(.) micropause 
fal in intonation 
contmumg mtonatlon 
(3.0) silence (in tenths of a second) 
cut-off or self-interruption 
詰 latched附 erances
.hh inbreath 
hh out breath 
da(h)ta laughter inside a word 
[ indicates where overlapping talk begins 
] indicates where overlapping talk ends 
坐控 stress or emphasis 
j higher pitch 
↓ lower pitch 
< > an utterance that is slower than the surrounding加lk
> < an utterance由atis faster than the surrounding talk 
0data0 degree signs indicate也at出eutterance is quieter than the surrounding talk 
$data$ smiley voice 
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COP Copulative verb 
POL Politeness marker 
Q Question marker 
QT Quotation marker 
APPENDIXD 
Abbreviations for Interlinear Gloss 
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